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Anotace (abstrakt) 

Tato diplomová práce se zabývá bezpečnostní politikou Spojených Států Amerických 

(USA) v době administrativy presidenta G W Bushe a presidenta Obamy. První část se 

proto věnuje podrobné analýze bezpečnostních strategií obou administrativ a zároveň 

praktických aplikací obou politik nejen v oblasti obrany a vojenské bezpečnosti, ale také 

v oblasti zahraničního obchodu a budování aliancí a partnerství. Na základě této analýzy 

dochází první část k závěru, že přestože je Obamova bezpečnostní politika v některých 

případech kritizována pro její nemalou podobnost s nepříliš populární Bushovou 

politikou, obsahuje patrné rozdíly jak ve strategii, tak v praktickém přístupu 

v jednotlivých oblastech. Jako nejzásadnější, tato diplomová práce vyzdvihuje rozdíl 

v celkovém pojetí bezpečnostní politiky, jež se v době Obamovy administrativy ukazuje 

jako multilaterální a méně vojensky angažovaný než během Bushovy administrativy, 

která se vyznačovala unilaterálním přístupem s preemptivním použitím síly. Druhá část 

této diplomové práce pak navazuje na tyto hlavní rozdíly. Na základě předchozí analýzy 

obou politik pak vytváří hypotézy mající za cíl najít kauzální příčinu této změny. 

K testování hypotéz práce používá tři klasické teorie mezinárodních vztahů, jež obsahují 

takové prvky, které byly v první části identifikovány jako možné hybné síly nastavení 

obou politik. Neorealismus analyzuje mocenské postavení USA a změnu mezinárodní 

struktury, liberální teorie se zabývá preferencemi jak USA, tak ostatních států 

v mezinárodním systému, konstruktivismus zkoumá vliv interakcí mezi státy na 

bezpečnostní politiku. Diplomová práce dochází k závěru, že pouze konstruktivismus je 

schopen objasnit uvedené změny bezpečnostní politiky, ke kterým došlo s nástupem 

presidenta Obamy do Bílého Domu v roce 2009. 
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Abstract 

This graduate thesis analyzes the security policy of the United States during the 

previous administration of President George W. Bush and the current administration of 

President Obama. The first section is devoted to a detailed analysis of the security 

strategies of both administrations as well as to their practical applications, not only in 

the field of defense and military, but also in foreign trade and building of alliances and 

partnerships. Based on this analysis the first part concludes that, although the Obama's 

security policy is criticized for being just a ―Bush lite‖, it differs clearly in almost all 

mentioned areas. The thesis identifies, as the most essential, the difference in the overall 

concept of the security policy, which is multilateral and less militarily engaged at the 

time of the Obama administration than during the Bush administration which is 

characterized by unilateral approach with pre-emptive use of force. The second part of 

this thesis thus builds on these major differences. Based on previous analysis of both 

policies then generates hypotheses which aim at finding a cause of this change. To test 

the hypotheses this study makes use of three classical theories of international relations, 

which include elements that have been previously identified as a possible driving force 

for both policies. Neorealism analyzes the U.S. position of power and change in the 

international structure, liberal theory deals with the preferences of both the U.S. and 

other countries in the international system, constructivism examines the impact of social 

interactions between states on the state external behavior. Finally the thesis concludes 

that constructivism is the only theory able to explain the security policy changes that 

have occurred when President Obama took office in 2009. 
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Introduction 

When the Soviet Union collapsed the U.S. remained the single dominant actor in 

the international system. Certain scholars argued that this ―unipolar moment‖ will be 

only brief not only because the other states are likely to balance the American power, 

but also because new great powers will rise eventually. Others argued that the ―unipolar 

era‖ has just begun. In early 2000 Robert Kagan and William Kristol even asserted 

―Today´s international system is built not around a balance of power but around 

American hegemony.‖
1
 The U.S. entered new millennium as an unrivaled leader in 

economy, politics and military. America benefited from its power, freedom of action 

and its geopolitical situation.  

Nevertheless the terrorist attacks in September 2001 have shown how close threats 

might be and demonstrated the vulnerability of the superpower. The United States have 

faced the ―unique paradox‖
2
 in the international system: the global power that has been 

confronted to the serious threats stemming from weaker and indistinguishable 

international sources. The authors assume that ―the risks to America´s security are real‖
3
 

not only because the end of the Cold war terminated the world of political predictability 

where the enemy was clearly defined and positioned but also because the technological 

knowledge and military capabilities have become more accessible to a wide range of 

actors pursuing diverse interests, often hostile to the America´s power.  

The U.S. national security has been since constantly threatened by various threats 

which have turned into more intimate in the globalized interdependent world. Even if a 

state possesses enormous capabilities it is not immune to the global economic, political 

and military threats. Moreover when considering the U.S. national security it is 

necessary to take into account the fact that the U.S. put its security in relation to all 

regional complexes. As Zbigniew Brzezinski mentioned, America has been uniquely 

powerful and uniquely insecure, simply because it has been undoubtedly interconnected 

more or less directly with waste majority of international actors. 

G. W. Bush was the first U.S. president who faced this unprecedented situation in 

the global order.  His administration responded to this new condition of world politics 

by an unprecedented security conception. Spreading democracy and other liberal values 

                                                           
1
 Kristol, Willian and Kagan, Robert (2000), The Present Dangers: Crisis and Opportunity in American 

Foreign and Defense Policy, San Francisco: Encounter Books, 392 pp., p. 155  
2
 Brzezinki, Zbigniew (2004), The Choice: Global Domination or Global Leadership, Basic Books, 256 

pp., p.x 
3
 Ibid., p.x 
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to other states through preemptive actions became the most significant and also 

controversial feature of the Bush doctrine. The unilateral approach supported by the 

U.S. paramount position of previous years clearly reflected the vision of international 

relations: ―American hegemony is the only reliable defense against a breakdown of 

peace and international order.‖
4
 

When the president Obama took office in 2009 his administration introduced a new 

security strategy stemming not only from the changed U.S. position in the international 

order damaged by the global economic crisis but mainly from the reevaluation and 

reassessment of the Bush actions in the field of security policy. The Obama security 

policy valued multilateralism, got rid of the ―skepticism about the legitimacy and 

effectiveness of international law and institutions to achieve either security or justice‖
5
 

and encompassed neoliberal view of the pacifying effects of free trade, commerce and 

political cooperation. On the other hand Obama administration has been considered 

more realistic in engaging in the world affairs which do not directly threaten the U.S. 

power or prosperity. 

It is undeniable that the Obama administration has shifted the U.S. security policy 

to a completely different direction but the question which needs to be answered is what 

has provided an incentive to the change. Has the U.S. security policy become 

multilateral and moderate in aspirations under Obama due to the decline of the U.S. 

power position in the international system? Has the Obama multilateralism resulted 

from the change in the American interests? Or has it been a consequence of negative 

reactions of the international community to the previous Bush security policy? These 

are the questions which provide the starting point of this thesis. 

 

Objective of the thesis, Research Question and Hypotheses 

The objective of the thesis is to examine the U.S. security policy of both the Bush 

and the Obama administration in order to identify their main features and to point out 

their dissimilarities. Complex assessment of both policies will allow us not only to 

uncover different approaches to the U.S. security policy but also to reveal a potential 

cause of the policy transformation.  More concretely, the thesis analyses why the 

Obama security policy became multilateral in its approach, less prone to wage wars and 

                                                           
4
 Kagan, Robert and Kristol, William (July/August 1996), Toward a Neo-Reaganite Foreign Policy, 

Foreign Affairs, Vol. 75, No. 4, pp. 18 – 32, p. 23 
5
 Fukuyama, Francis (2006), America at the Crossroads, Democracy, Power and the Neocoservative 

Legacy, Yale University Press, 240 pp., p. 49 
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more engaged in conflict resolution through ―other means‖ and international institutions 

than the Bush administration.  

In order to assess the cause of the shift in the U.S. security policy under Obama the 

thesis makes use of three classical theories of the international relations – neorealism, 

liberalism and constructivism. Only by decomposing the complex security policy to its 

basics and confronting it with selected theories of the international relations we can 

prove or disapprove the hypotheses.  

 

Consequently, this thesis addresses three research questions: First, what are the 

main features – similarities and dissimilarities – of the Bush and Obama security 

policy? Second, what are the determinant factors for a state security policy according 

to the selected theories? Third, which of the identified factors is able to explain the 

dissimilarities of the Obama security policy resp. which of the selected theories 

possesses a sufficient explanatory power to explain the dissimilarities?  

 

The research questions assume that there have been a number of geopolitical, 

political and economic factors which have shaped both security policies but it also 

presumes that there has been one particular feature that influenced the shift in the 

Obama security policy and that can be identified with the help of selected theories. 

 

This thesis aims at verifying following hypotheses: (A)The Bush 2
nd

 term departure 

from unilateralism and the Obama multilateral approach stems from the decline of the 

U.S. power position in the international system. (B)The decrease in the U.S. 

unilateralism and the tendency to wage war through the Bush 2
nd

 term and then during 

the Obama administration is due to a change in the U.S. preferences. (C) The U.S. 

security policy has become less unilateral in the Bush 2
nd

 term and even more 

multilateral during the Obama administration due to the negative international 

reactions to the Bush 1
st
 term security policy. 

Correspondingly the thesis evaluated following additional hypotheses: (A’) The 

Bush 2
nd

 term departure from unilateralism and the Obama multilateral approach is 

due to the change in the structure of the international system. (B’) The U.S. adopted 

more moderate security policy during the Bush 2
nd

 term and a peaceful, multilateral 

approach during the Obama administration due to an increase in convergence of 

preferences of other states to the U.S. in the world system. (C’) The U.S. multilateral 
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behavior and moderate security policy under Obama result from a disappearance of a 

“predator” from the international system. 

 

Methodology and Structure of the Thesis 

The thesis consists of two main parts while the first part includes two sections of 

four chapters and the second part contains three chapters, each devoted to one 

hypothesis. The first part analyzes the Bush security policy and the Obama security 

policy eventually. Both sections (Bush and Obama) focus on the same issues in order to 

obtain appropriate data suitable for comparative analyses. First chapter pays attention to 

the National Security Strategy (NSS). The NSS is considered to be a main document of 

administration‘s security policy so it is indispensable to analyze its content in order to 

understand the security framework in which the particular administration operated. 

Second chapter focuses on alliances and partnerships articulated under both 

administrations since this phenomenon demonstrates an intensity of the cooperation 

between U.S. and other states. A specific alliance behavior exposes not only 

unilateral/multilateral approach in pursuing national security but also uncovers potential 

outsourcing of the inter-national security commitments. In the third chapter I evaluate 

the economic policy with regard to national security. As pointed out by President 

Obama: ―[The prosperity] pays for our military, underwrites our diplomacy and 

development efforts and serves as a leading source of our influence in the world.‖6 

Finally I analyze the military and defense posture first by the Bush administration and 

then by Obama. The different aspects of the defense-military field are likely to 

distinguish the active/reactive approach toward national security as well as a 

willingness/reluctance of the administration to use of force. I do not devote a specific 

chapter to the promotion of U.S. values, democracy and human rights since this 

important factor of the U.S. security policy is an implicit meaning of all four above 

mentioned policy areas. 

At the end of the first part I sum up the similarities and differences I have 

identified. The main differences are of use in the second part devoted to the assessment 

of above mentioned hypotheses while they are established as dependent variable. To 

find a causal relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variable I 

employ the Mill‘s method of difference. The method compares the cases in which 

                                                           
6
 National Security Strategy 2010, The White House, p. 9 
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phenomenon occurs with those in which does not. It draws the inference that just one 

variable is causally related to the outcome because it is the only one that varies when the 

outcome varies.  Consequently I test three main hypotheses, and with three independent 

variables correspondingly whereas only one is identified as causal for the outcome.  

The first hypothesis is brought up in the first chapter of the second part. It draws on 

the Bush and Obama perceptions of the U.S. power position in the international system. 

It stipulates that the Bush 2
nd

 term departure from unilateralism and the Obama 

multilateral approach stems from the decline of the U.S. power position in the 

international system. In order to prove or disapprove this hypothesis I make use of 

neorealism since it emphasizes the enduring importance of power position of states 

within the international system while the power is not the end, as in classical realism, 

but a useful mean how to assure security. After a reconstruction of the neorealist theory, 

the power position of the U.S. is established as an independent variable and tested 

subsequently.  

The second chapter aims at evaluation the second hypothesis: Decrease in the U.S. 

unilateralism (inclination to wage war) in the Bush 2
nd

 term and then during the Obama 

administration is due to a change in the U.S. preferences. In this case the liberalism 

provides a helpful framework to find an independent variable. I use the liberal 

international relations theory since it incorporates to some degree both liberal 

individualism and commercial liberalism. The theory emphasizes state preferences as 

the most important element of the world politics while a state defines its preferences 

according to its internal political regime and the level of economic interdependence it 

maintains with other states. Both features that are considered by classical liberals as 

constitutive for the state purpose and preferences which lead its external actions are 

evaluated further to prove or disapprove the hypothesis. 

The third chapter deals with the last hypothesis which presumes that the U.S. 

security policy has become less unilateral in the Bush 2
nd

 term and even more 

multilateral during the Obama administration due to the negative international 

reactions to the Bush 1
st
 term security policy. To assess the hypothesis I employ the 

constructivist thought. Constructivists focus on the identity-formation of a state while 

adding that it stems from the internal order, on one hand, and social practices among 

states, on the other hand. Wendt assumes that ―[i]dentities are the basis of interests. 

Actors do not have a "portfolio" of interests that they carry around independent of social 
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context; instead, they define their interests in the process of defining situation.‖
7
 

Consequently the social practices among the U.S. and other states are evaluated as the 

third independent variable.  

Lastly, the final conclusion sums up the findings of the thesis, answers the main 

research questions and evaluates the validity of hypotheses, as well as brings some 

closing remarks regarding possible further research. 

 

State of Research and Used Sources 

The thesis uses a great number of primary as well as secondary sources.  The 

primary sources of the first part are the speeches and statements by both presidents, 

Bush and Obama, as well as by the Secretaries of State – Colin Powell, Condoleezza 

Rice and Hillary Clinton. Furthermore the thesis makes use of official documents by the 

White House, the U.S. Department of State or the U.S. Department of Defense. To 

name just a few, these are National Security Strategy 2002, 2006 and 2010, Quadrennial 

Defense Review 2002, 2006 and 2010, Nuclear Posture Review 2002, 2010 or the latest 

strategic document, Sustaining U.S. Global Leadership, 2012. In the second part the 

primary articles take the form of books and articles by theorists of the selected theories 

of international relations such as Waltz, Kenneth (1979): Theory of International 

Politics, Walt, Stephan (1987): The Origins of Alliances; as well as Kant, Immanuel 

(1795), Perpetual Peace: A Philosophical Essay, Angell, Norman (1933), The Great 

Illusion, Moravcsik, Andrew (1992/rev.1993): Liberalism and the International 

Relations Theory or Wendt, Alexander (Spring 1992): Anarchy is what states make of 

it.  

The majority of the secondary sources in the first part are the journal articles issued 

by global news providers (New York Times, Reuters, Washington Post, BBC, etc.) 

which comment on the specific actions within the Bush and the Obama security policy. 

The reports for the U.S. Congress by the Congressional Research Service were 

particularly helpful since they provide a comprehensive overview of particular issues of 

the U.S. security policy. Additionally, the thesis makes use of a number of articles 

published in various academic journals (International Organization, International 

Security, The American Political Science Review, World Politics and others) which 

provide an essential insight into the selected theories of the international relations. The 

                                                           
7
 Wendt, Alexander, (Spring, 1992), Anarchy is what states make of it, International Organization, Vol. 

46, No. 2. pp. 391-425, p. 398 
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chapter on neorealism draws e.g. on articles issued in International Security – Waltz, 

Kenneth (Autumn, 1993): The Emerging Structure of International Politics – and in 

World Politics Rose, G. (1998): Neoclassical Realism and Theories of Foreign Policy. 

Liberalism works with articles published in The American Political Science Review – 

Doyle, Michael W. (December, 1986), Liberalism and World Politics – or with  John R. 

Oneal and Bruce M. Russett (June 1997), The Classical Liberals Were Right: 

Democracy, Interdependence, and Conflict, in International Studies Quarterly. The last 

chapter focusing on constructivist thought brings up articles from International Studies 

Review - Farrell, Theo (Spring 2002): Constructivist Security Studies: Portrait of a 

Research Program, or World Politics -  Checkel, Jeffrey T. (1998): The Constructivist 

Turn in International Relations Theory. 

Finally a number of websites and other internet sources have been consulted in 

order to gain data for the assessment of hypotheses. Among others these are: United 

Nations, World Bank, International Monetary Fund, U.S. Census Bureau, Organization 

of Petroleum Exporting Countries, and Central Intelligence Agency. 
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PART 1 

Barry Buzan assumes that ―different components of the state appear vulnerable to 

different kinds of threat, which makes national security a problem in many dimensions 

rather than just a matter of military defense.‖
8
 While weak states do have to deal with 

internal threats to national security such as nonexistent institutions, failed political 

system and other social problems, strong states can view their national security 

primarily ―in terms of protecting the components of the state from outside threat and 

interference.‖
9
 The U.S. falls the most certainly in a category of strong states so the 

analysis of the American national security policy will be addressed from external, 

system level perspective.  It means that the U.S. internal national security dimension 

will not be considered since it appears to be irrelevant for the research. 

U.S. Army War College definition stipulates that the U.S. security strategy is the 

―country‘s broadest approach to the pursuit of its national objectives in the international 

system.‖
10

 Bartholomees, jr. confirms this broad attitude from the theoretical 

perspective assuming that good grand security strategies are those which ―include or at 

least consider all elements of national power.‖
11

 There is thus a common understanding 

that a strategy which focuses purely on economic, military or other specific aspects is 

not comprehensive and is likely to fail. As will be proven subsequently the security 

strategy of both Bush and Obama administration employs all elements of national 

power – military, economic, and diplomatic capabilities which contribute to its long-

lasting success.  

In the following research of the Bush and Obama security policy these broad 

categories of power will be further decomposed to their basics in order to identify 

differences between both administrations as well as to avoid common 

misunderstandings in analyzing the U.S. security policy.  

 

                                                           
8
 Buzan, Barry (1991), People, states and fear: an agenda for international security studies in the post-

cold war era, 2nd ed., New York: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 393 pp., p. 65 
9
 Ibid.,p. 67 

10
 Cerami, Joseph R., Holcomb, James F. (February 2001), U.S. Army War College Guide to Strategy, 
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1 Bush Security Policy 

1.1 National security strategy 

George W. Bush entered office in January 2001. His first National Security 

Strategy (NSS) was introduced subsequently.  Strategy was formulated in the post 9/11 

era which also defines its character and focus. To defeat and prevent threats became the 

focal point of the Strategy whereas means used to do so were vindicated by the ―union 

of values and national interests.‖
12

 Defeat was mainly directed to the global terrorism 

and other enemies threatening U.S. and its allies. On the other hand prevention was 

guaranteed by a global economic growth, cooperative actions, and a development of 

open societies and spread of democracy.  

The NSS further specifies means how to defeat and prevent threats. The ―direct and 

continuous action using all elements of national and international power‖
13

 designated 

to ―disrupt and destroy terrorist organizations‖
14

 has become the crucial determinant of 

the Administration‘ actions in both security and foreign policy area. The use of power 

has been pushed for the first time beyond the limit of retaliation and defense to the 

preventive action which would destroy the threats ―before it reaches our borders.‖
15

  

The right of self-defense against terrorist groups and other enemies was translated 

into preemptive action where acting ―alone, if necessary‖
16

 was inevitable. But the 

traditional concept of preemptive action has notably changed from the response to the 

attack being visibly prepared to the response ―to the capabilities and objectives of 

today´s adversaries.‖
17

 Although the NSS underlines a coordinated effort and a close 

work with the allies to support preemptive actions it also considers a unilateral approach 

as an important and legitimate element of the politics. ―With or without us‖ has been 

therefore significant for the forthcoming Bush administration´s approach to the world 

affairs. 

While on one hand the prevention of threats has been clearly connected with the 

use of force, on the other hand the NSS focuses on the soft power. It highlights the 

necessity of using diplomacy ―to promote the free flow of information and ideas,‖
18

 to 

encourage regional partners and to ―use our foreign aid to promote freedom and..[to 
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support] nations moving toward democracy.‖
19

 It is evident that the Bush strategy 

considers global human security as a basic element on which the national security in the 

21
st
 century needs to be built.  The Strategy also appeals to governments for meeting 

their obligations not only to fight terrorism but also to promote human condition.    

The Strategy confirms the American ultimate fight for freedom, democratic values, 

growing prosperity and a way of life. These values have been threatened not only by 

terrorist acts but also by regional conflicts and incompetent governments and so need to 

be defended by all available measures. On the other hand the Bush administration 

remains ―realistic about its ability to help those who are unwilling or unready to help 

themselves‖
20

  so the Strategy takes into account establishing and strengthening 

international institutions and other regional relationships which would be able to 

manage local crisis. The Strategy underlines Israel, Pakistan, India, Indonesia, Africa 

and Latin America as the strategic regional partners who help the U.S. to promote 

security, prosperity and values in these specific regions.   

Besides partners in the unstable regions the NSS indentifies the rogue states which 

threaten their neighbors as the U.S. homeland by sponsoring and harboring terrorist 

groups and spreading the weapons of mass destruction and other military technology. 

The response to these threats includes both soft and hard measures.  The Strategy counts 

equally with diplomacy and establishment of alliances and partnerships as with 

―innovation in use of military forces, modern technologies, including development of an 

effective missile defense system.‖
21

 These measures seek not only a defense but mainly 

deterrence and prevention of potential attacks.  

 

It is evident that the Bush administration adopted a security strategy which in any 

aspect does not wait for imminent threats to evolve into harmful attack but which goes 

to meet them. In 2003 Bush claimed that ―before it is too late to act, this danger will be 

removed.‖
22

 Bush Administration has gone far beyond its pre-September 11 strategy 
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which aimed at ―defending narrow and traditional vital interests‖
23

 but suggests 

anticipatory actions ―to forestall and prevent such hostile acts by our adversaries.‖
24

 

As Robert Jervis identifies, the Strategy is mostly based on 4 elements: ―strong 

belief in the importance of a state‘s domestic regime in determining its foreign policy 

and the related judgment that this is an opportune time to transform international 

politics; the perception of great threats that can be defeated only by new and vigorous 

policies, most notably preventive war; willingness to act unilaterally when necessary; 

and, …, an overriding sense that peace and stability require the United States to assert 

its primacy in the world politics.‖
25

 

 

In 2006 the Bush administration introduced new NSS which stemmed up from a 

changed international situation, especially ongoing war in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

Although the NSS 2002 assesses that ―[t]he United States possesses unprecedented – 

and unequaled – strength and influence in the world,‖
26

 the Strategy 2006 presents the 

U.S. position in the world as ―similar to what our country faced in the early years of the 

Cold War.‖
27

 The second term of the Bush administration was marked by a second 

―great struggle‖ which seemed to be over with the fall of the Berlin wall.   

This new perception of U.S. position in the international system has not changed 

aspirations and goals of the security strategy but has launched a more moderate tone to 

measures. To defeat and to destroy was replaced by new steps i.e. building, restoring 

and engaging. The Strategy 2006 emphasizes direct U.S. interventions but not to destroy 

enemy by preemptive actions but rather to restore peace and stability.  The Bush 

administration in 2006 emphasized an engagement in a post-conflict stabilization and 

reconstruction unlikely the NSS 2002 which counted on international relationships and 

institutions when managing regional crises.  

The Strategy 2006 also demonstrates comparatively more concrete knowledge of 

the international environment and threats evolving within it. ―The advance freedom and 

human dignity through democracy‖
28

 were accepted as the long-term solution to the 

global threats and prevention of conflicts. Strategy 2006 also confirms the deterrence 
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and defense as a part of broader approach to assure security. Although the 

Administration put preferences to international diplomacy and emphasized that ―taking 

action need not involve military force‖
29

 the approach of ―use of force before attacks 

occur‖
30

 was still valid.  

It is evident that the second term strategy confirmed the preemption as an important 

part of the U.S. security approach. On the other hand the Administration has put 

preferences on the phase before and after conflict; it means prevention and stabilization 

and reconstruction.  

The stabilization was suggested not only through direct engagement in conflict 

zone but also through economic measures such as ―opening markets and integrating 

developing countries‖
31

 because as both Strategies stipulate ―economic freedom also 

reinforce political freedom‖
32

 and improve the life standard of people. The participation 

of others states together with the U.S. in the economic organization is seen as essential 

to strengthen the rule of international law and to protect intellectual property.  

The NSS 2006 accentuates the foreign assistance and development programs which 

need to be employed more effectively with ―greater ownership and responsibility of the 

part of host nations.‖
33

 The programs have been launched during the first term of the 

Bush administration but their management has not been specified until the second term. 

Strategy 2006 addresses specific challenges with the specific measures modified for 

each country and its needs.  The foreign assistance also aims at promote independency 

of these countries on economic aid by building trading capacity and engaging a private 

sector. To conclude the Bush administration has introduced much more concrete 

strategy with specific tools and approaches in its second term than in the first one.  

 

1.2 Alliances and Partnerships under Bush 

During his presidential campaign and shortly after Bush came to office he tended 

toward disengagement from an active participation in the world affairs. Bush thought 

that the U.S. should reconsider its commitment in Balkans and Middle East peace 

process. Nevertheless, his vision of world affairs has changed quickly after the terrorist 

attack on World Trade Center on September 11, 2001. For the rest of the presidency 
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Bush administration have followed the principle introduced in the National Security 

Strategy 2002. The belief that the state‘s foreign policy reflects the nature of regime has 

determined the Bush administration‘s position toward autocratic states and other 

countries where the democratic principles have not been rooted yet. He made a direct 

link between hostile regimes and sponsors or harbors of terrorism. ―States like these, 

and their terrorist allies, constitute an axis of evil, arming to threaten the peace of the 

world. …These enemies view the entire world as a battlefield, and we must pursue them 

wherever they are.‖
34

 Bush foreign policy did not settle with a passive discontent or 

containment of these regimes but took action in order to influence the change. ―We 

understand history has called us into action, and we are not going to miss that 

opportunity to make the world more peaceful and more free.‖
35

 

Since 9/11 Bush has declared constantly determination to extend universal values 

even if it means to act unilaterally.  ―[W]e have a great opportunity during this time of 

war to lead the world toward the values that will bring lasting peace.‖
36

 His view of the 

United States as exceptional and uniquely powerful country led not only to unilateral 

actions in the world which is viewed by some analysts as harmful to multilateral 

cooperation and traditional bilateral ties but also to rejection of a number of 

international treaties and agreements among them Antiballistic Missile Treaty, Kyoto 

accord on global warming, Treaty on Anti-personnel Mines, Comprehensive Test Ban 

Treaty, Biological Weapons Control Treaty, International Criminal Court etc.
37

 

Among others Bush also refused the ―Agreed Framework‖ with North Korea 

negotiated by Clinton administration. This decision illustrates that Bush foreign policy 

was heir to the Reaganian tradition of not accepting any concession and compromise on 

democracy and human rights since he believed that an aggressive internal behavior is 

projected to the external action. As Reagan did not accept détente with the Soviet 

Union, Bush claimed e.g. that ―any agreement with North Korea would have to address 
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a range a problems in addition to nuclear weapons, including the abominable way the 

North treats its people.‖
38

  

 

1.2.1 Iraq 

The war in Iraq which started in March 2003 is a great manifestation of the ―Bush 

doctrine‖ and indispensable part of the war on terrorism which was launched in 

Afghanistan in 2001. ―Confronting the threat posed by Iraq is crucial to winning the war 

on terror.‖
39

 Early Bush statements over the regime in Iraq illustrate the strong belief in 

dependence between a nature of a government and its foreign policy. Bush asserted that 

―[t]he regime has a history of reckless aggression in the Middle East.  It has a deep 

hatred of America and our friends. And further: ―This regime has already used weapons 

of mass destruction against Iraq's neighbors.‖
40

  Bush believed that only a preventive 

action against this dangerous regime would save the world from tragedy.  On the eve of 

the invasion in Iraq, Bush stated in his speech that ―instead of drifting along toward 

tragedy, we will set a course toward safety. Before the day of horror can come, before it 

is too late to act, this danger will be removed.‖
41

  

According to Bush Iraq without Saddam Hussein would not only show Iraqis that 

democracy can provide them with a better life but also prove to other regimes that 

support for terrorism would not be tolerated. When pursuing its objective to overthrow 

Saddam, Bush demonstrated the willingness to act unilaterally when claiming that ―The 

United Nations Security Council has not lived up to its responsibilities, so we will rise 

to ours. …The United States of America has the sovereign authority to use force in 

assuring its own national security.‖
42

 Even if Bush praised a ―broad coalition‖
43

 which 

eventually reached 49 countries, only Great Britain, Australia and Poland contributed 

troops to the invasion. Other countries contributed some troops to support military 

operation after the invasion was completed. European major allies – Germany and 

France –refused fully to join the invasion and France was prepared to veto resolution 
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authorizing it. Bush asserted in his State of Union in January 2003: ―America's purpose 

is more than to follow a process--it is to achieve a result: the end of terrible threats to 

the civilized world.‖
44

  The Iraq invasion thus started in afterwards based on the 

Resolution 1441 adopted in 2002. It ―authorized Member States to use all necessary 

means ..  to restore international peace and security in the area.‖
45

 Furthermore, in 2005 

Bush assumed that ―we [were] advancing freedom in the broader Middle 

East…removing a source of violence and instability.‖
46

 Such statements confirm a Bush 

effort to lead the world struggle for peace, freedom and stability.  

 

1.2.2 Traditional Ties  

In context of Bush doctrine it is worthy to elaborate on the U.S. cooperation with 

other nations since the U.S. alliance system is believed to be ―one of the defining 

features of post–World War II U.S. foreign and national security strategy.‖
47

 In the 

other hand, as mentioned above, the Bush era is commonly characterized by unilateralist 

approach, highly criticized for its detrimental effect on the relations with the U.S. 

traditional allies, especially in Europe. Disagreement over the U.S.-led invasion to Iraq 

mounted tensions between the core transatlantic partners - U.S. and France and 

Germany. Although the day after the terrorist attacks on WTC the Le Monde headline 

screamed ―We are all Americans‖ France strongly opposed to engage in the preventive 

war in Iraq. The U.S.-France alliance hit the low point eventually. 

On the other hand the issue of Iraq enhanced the ―old‖ partnership with UK, Spain, 

Italy, Denmark and Portugal and gave birth to new strong bilateral relations with post-

Soviet countries such as Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, 

Lithuania, Poland, Romania and Slovakia. This so-called ―New Europe‖ clearly 

demonstrated its affiliation to the U.S. perception of threats and its willingness to join 

the coalition pursuing the war on terrorism. In January 2003 the ―Group of Eight‖
48

 

published a document called ―United We Stand‖ in which they expressed their 
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commitment to ―the shared values of democracy, individual freedom, human rights, and 

the rule of law.‖
49

 They support for the Bush intentions was obvious: ―The transatlantic 

relationship must not become a casualty of the current Iraqi regime‘s persistent attempts 

to threaten world security.‖
50

 

Consequently some analysts argue that the traditional alliance system obstructs an 

effective response on global terrorism and other challenges the U.S. faces in the 

international environment. They thus adhere to the Bush unilateralist actions. Although 

in that context various observers speak about decline of U.S. alliance system, others 

point out that what we observe is not a descent of alliances but rather a natural ―trend 

toward greater U.S. autonomy in conducting U.S. security policy [resulting] primarily 

from the unique burdens of being the sole superpower‖
51

 but also from the allies‘ 

inaction and free-riding in tackling threats to the international security.  As Stanford 

University report points out: ―European Way, it essentially privileges diplomatic and 

economic engagement (or disengagement, as the case may be) over the threat or actual 

use of force. It is the reverse of the American enthusiasm (until lately, that is) for the 

early and unilateral application of force.‖
52

 

Kurt M. Campbell
53 

 assumes that the result of the ―new condition‖ is not the end of 

alliances but rather a reshaping of traditional ties and formulation of new alliances and 

―ad hoc coalitions (―of willing‖) that can be assembled rapidly and on countries that 

might possess greater enthusiasm for U.S. aims.‖
54

 Such a view is confirmed by the first 

Bush NSS which stipulates that ―America will implement its strategies by organizing 

coalitions – as broad as practicable – of states able and willing to promote a balance of 

power that favors freedom.‖
55

 Campbell highlights further that the American traditional 

understanding of alliances –  nuclear family, extended family and friends – has been 
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transformed under Bush presidency into 3 new categories i.e. ―new nuclear family, new 

friends, and flings.‖
56

 

New nuclear family might include new members such as ―Poland, Bulgaria, 

Romania, and Australia that are not already major hosts to U.S. forces [but] may 

become regions in which the United States seeks to train and/or deploy forward-based 

U.S. military forces in the future so that U.S. military assets are better placed to deal 

with the threats of the new era.‖
57

 I will elaborate on the new bilateral relations with 

Poland in the following part in context of national missile defense. 

The evidence of fostering of the U.S. Australia partnership during the Bush era is a 

number of Joint Communiqués on regional stability and security. Moreover, in the NSS 

2006 Australia is highlighted as the ―America‘s strongest allies in the Asia-Pacific 

region.‖
58

 The document also stipulates that: ―With Australia, our alliance is global in 

scope. From Iraq and Afghanistan to our historic FTA, we are working jointly to ensure 

security, prosperity, and expanded liberty.‖
59

 Likewise, in 2007 the U.S. and Australia 

signed Treaty on Defense Trade Cooperation which is understood on the strategic level 

―as bringing what are already very close allies even closer together by facilitating 

defense trade between the two states and members of their respective defense 

industries.‖
60

 The allies also developed environmental cooperation under ―U.S. 

Australia Climate Action Partnership‖ and further collaboration on GPS system. 

Campbell calls ―new friends‖ a set of global actors that have cooperated more 

closely with the Bush administration on the war on terrorism and regional stability. New 

friends include India, the Philippines, Uzbekistan, Bahrain, Jordan, and Singapore. 

These countries represent ―areas of potential instability and lawlessness, as well as sites 

that might be breeding grounds for terrorism [therefore used as] staging areas for 

operations against local terrorist groups.‖
61

 The most explicit example of the nature of 

new friendships can be drawn from India. In 2006 president Bush signed the U.S. India 

Nuclear Cooperation Agreement. ―Under the terms of the act, the United States agree[d] 

to deal with India as though it were a party to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 

(NPT)—which it has not signed and, in fact, has opposed—and to cease the embargo on 
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the transfer of civilian nuclear technology to India.‖
62

 It is believed that this 

controversial act was signed in order to tie up Indian loyalty in the fight against 

terrorism and to reconfirm strategic partnership in the region in case of social or 

political upheaval in Pakistan.   

Among ―flings‖ Campbell identifies following states: China, Russia, Pakistan, 

Malaysia, New Zealand, and Saudi Arabia. Despite a great diversity among this group 

of states, one can observe common point i.e. tactical collaboration with the U.S. since 

the global war on terror has started. For example, the first Bush security strategy does 

not even mention Saudi Arabia; contrary the NSS 2006 demonstrates the successful 

collaboration with ―Pakistan and Saudi Arabia [that] have launched effective efforts to 

capture or kill the leadership of the al-Qaida network.‖
63

  And it expresses a satisfaction 

that ―Saudi Arabia has taken some preliminary steps to give its citizens more of a voice 

in their government.‖
64

 Such a statement seems rather overstated speaking about the 

Saudi Arabia civil liberties.  

 

1.2.3 China & Taiwan 

Although various analysts opined that this new found cooperation and warming in 

relations between Washington and the ―flings‖ would be only temporary and limited on 

the fight against international terrorism, there is a number of examples of China-U.S. 

cooperation on the war on terrorism but also on other security issues such as non-

nuclear Korean peninsula, proliferation of nuclear technology, light weapons, organized 

crime, smuggling and trafficking of drugs and people etc.  

However, among the key success of newly restored relationship is the Resolution 

1368 in the U.N. Security Council which was ―the first time that China had voted in 

favor of—rather than its usual practice of abstention—authorizing the international use 

of force.‖
65

 China also shared intelligence information and information on bank account 

with the U.S. on al-Qaida and Taliban and worked together with the U.S. officials on 

persuading Pakistan to join the fight against Taliban.  On the other hand, ―China did not 

offer military over-flight or basing rights. Nor did China commit any military forces to 
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the multinational force in Afghanistan.., [or] to the post-conflict reconstruction of 

Afghanistan.‖
66

 

Bush administration has approached China with that strategic logic not dissimilar 

from previous administrations that positive cooperation with China keeps China 

engaged into regional and international affairs which contributes not only to the stability 

and prosperity in the Asia-Pacific region but also to the American national security. 

―Consensus seems to have emerged early in the administration that China had to be 

engaged and not ignored, confronted, or contained.  Secretary of State Powell, National 

Security Advisor Rice, and the President himself were key in forging this consensus.‖
67

 

In the State of Union 2002 president Bush stated that ―common danger is erasing old 

rivalries.‖
68

 And David Shambaugh
69

 assumes that ―[i]n 2003 the relationship between 

the United States and China is widely judged to be in its best condition since the 

Tiananmen crisis of 1989... remarkably stable, cooperative, and productive.‖70 

Nevertheless, it needs to be pointed out that the policy toward China was not 

completely straightforward. The U.S. commitment to the self-defense of Taiwan, the 

former Chinese president Jiang Zemin called ―very detrimental to China-U.S. 

relations.‖
71

 Robert Ross criticized the Bush administration‘s policy of constructing ―a 

U.S.-Taiwan defense relationship focused on wartime cooperation.‖
72

 The 

Administration‘s decision to increase U.S. arms sales to Taiwan and to consider selling 

missile defense technologies to Taiwan was justified by an obligation arising from the 

1979 Taiwan Relations Act
73

. ―The value of deliveries of U.S. defense articles and 

services to Taiwan totaled $4.0 billion in the 2002-2005 period and $3.5 billion in 2006-
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2009. Among customers worldwide, Taiwan ranked fourth (behind Egypt, Israel, and 

Saudi Arabia) in 2002-2005 and fourth (behind Israel, Saudi Arabia, and Egypt) in 

2006-2009.‖
74

  

The Bush administration also reactivated a military cooperation. ―By the summer of 

2002, the U.S. and Taiwan militaries reportedly discussed setting up an undersea ASW 

link to monitor the PLA Navy‘s submarines. The U.S. and Taiwan militaries set up a 

hotline in 2002 to deal with possible crises. …In 2003 U.S. military team planned to 

participate in—beyond observe—the Hankuang-19 military exercise and be present at 

Taiwan‘s Hengshan Command Center for the first time since 1979. … Also, the Acting 

under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics, Michael 

Wynne, submitted a letter to Congress on August 29, 2003, that designated Taiwan as a 

―major non-NATO ally.‖
75

 

In both cases, China and Taiwan, Bush administration did not focus only on 

security measures in military terms but also on a development of human rights, 

implementation of democracy (in case of Taiwan) and ―principles we all cherish.‖
76

 In 

2001 Bush administration released its first Report on Human Right Practices where it 

sharply criticized China for worsening of human rights and intensified crackdowns on 

religious organizations and political opponents. Although State Department annual 

report on human rights issued in 2003 expressed a satisfaction over the Chinese 

government which according to the report ―took some steps to address international 

concerns about its human rights record during the year‖
77

 the same Report in 2005 

―devotes 153 pages to detailing Chinese cases of torture, executions without due legal 

process, extra-judicial killings and deaths in custody, political prisoners, using the ―war 

on terror‖ as a pretext to persecute minorities seeking more rights, campaigns against 

religious groups, tight restrictions on freedom of speech, and shortfalls in labor and 

women's rights.‖
78

  

Therefore it is evident that Bush strongly believed in interdependence between 

regime and its foreign policy. Its politics encompassed an overriding sense that a new 
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approach to bilateral relations and the unique position of the U.S. in the world affairs 

are able to make changes within the authoritarian regimes. Bush claimed: ―[We] will 

challenge China to become more open with information, promote the development of 

civil society, and enhance individual human rights. China has begun to take the road to 

political openness… when openings arrive, we can encourage change.‖
79

 

 

1.2.4 Russia 

Bush administration relationship with Russia has been noticeably more difficult 

that the one with China. Although in its early days Bush administration confirmed that 

the former strategic adversaries were building strategic partnership, the Cold War 

tensions stem up several times during the Bush presidency. Several scholars even argue 

that ―[Bush] government dominated by such strident realists and students (or former 

members) of the Reagan administration would be hard pressed to view Russia as 

anything but an adversary.‖
80

 

 In March 2001 Washington expelled up to 50 Russian diplomats which started the 

downward spiral in bilateral relations. White House spokesman Ari Fleischer said in 

Washington that ―the concerns have been raised for many years about the level and the 

presence of intelligence officers in this country.‖
81

As it has been already mentioned, in 

2002 Bush withdrew from the ABM Treaty which indicated the intentions of 

Washington to set up the long-discussed national missile defense system which Kremlin 

had seen as a threat to its national security. In that context ―President Putin criticized the 

U.S. for seeking a ―world of one master, one sovereign‖ and he warned of an ―inevitable 

arms race.‖
82

 Anger of Kremlin deepened further when the Bush administration began 

the formal talks with the Czech and Polish government about the stationing of the 

elements of the MD system on their territory.  

There were more stumbling blocks on bilateral relations including war in Iraq. 

Russia strongly opposed the U.S.-led invasion in Iraq. ―President Putin has given very 
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clear instructions.. it will not allow the new resolution [in the Security Council] to 

include any intention that would allow the use of force against Iraq.‖
83

 Pentagon report 

on a view of operation Iraqi Freedom from Saddam‘s Senior Leadership reported that 

Russia ambassador to Baghdad provided strategic intelligence and information that 

―[they] have collected from their source inside the American Central Command in 

Doha‖
84

 to Saddam‘s regime.   

Washington also engaged with Moscow in several battles of accusations during the 

cut off natural gas supplies to Ukraine and consequently Europe during the price 

dispute. ―U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney later responded by accusing Russia of using 

energy as a political tool to blackmail its neighbors.‖
85

  

Nevertheless, Washington has been quiet to the political reality of Putin‘s Russia. 

―Based on what he said during the 2000 presidential campaign, many expected 

President Bush to be particularly firm with Russia in the areas of democratization and 

promotion of geopolitical pluralism in the former Soviet space. It was the Cox 

Commission ―Report on U.S. Policy towards Russia,‖ published in September 2000 and 

hailed by the Bush campaign that blasted the Clinton administration for its 

―exaggeration of success and concealment of failure in US-Russia relations.‖
86

 But 

recently after Bush came to office he declared: ―I respect President Putin's vision for 

Russia:  a country at peace within its borders, with its neighbors, and with the world, a 

country in which democracy and freedom and rule of law thrive.‖
87

 Since the global war 

on terrorism was the Bush‘s highest priority it seemed that President Putin‘s 

consolidation of power and state control through crackdown on human rights activists, 

journalists and oligarchs was not in the national security interest of the United States.  

On the other hand, during his second term Bush was much more critic toward 

Putin‘s political practices. In the opening remarks of the U.S.-Russia summit in 

Bratislava in February 2005 Bush said: ―Democracies have certain things in common - a 

rule of law and protection of minorities and a free press and a viable political 
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opposition. I was able to share my concerns about Russia's commitment in fulfilling 

these universal principles.‖
88

  The NSS 2006 highlights one again that: ―Recent trends 

[in Russia] regrettably point toward a diminishing commitment to democratic freedoms 

and institutions. We will work to try to persuade the Russian Government to move 

forward, not backward, along freedom‘s path… efforts to prevent democratic 

development at home and abroad will hamper the development of Russia‘s relations 

with the United States.‖
89

 This commitment was proven truthful after the Russian 

military offensive into Georgia. Washington strongly condemned the action by Russian 

President in regards to Georgia
90

 which provoked ―a wholesale reassessment of 

American dealings with Russia and jeopardized talks on everything from halting Iran‘s 

nuclear ambitions to reducing strategic arsenals to cooperation on missiles defenses.‖
91

  

 

1.2.5 Japan 

The last of strategic partnerships (or as demonstrated in some cases ―turnings 

away‖) which needs to be mentioned is the alliance with Japan which has endured over 

50 years. It is acknowledged that the U.S. policy toward Japan during the Bush first 

term was inspired by the Armitage-Nye report which ―called for a more equal 

partnership with Japan and enhanced defense cooperation in a number of specific 

areas.‖
92

 

Bush first NSS aimed at looking to ―Japan to continue forging a leading role in 

regional and global affairs based on our common interests, our common values, and our 

close defense and diplomatic cooperation.‖
93

 There is a common view that the Bush 

policy toward Japan has strengthened military cooperation but it did not forge deeper 

political relations. Kent Calder, director of the Japan studies program at Johns Hopkins 

University's School of Advanced International Studies said that ―the degree of U.S.-

Japan cooperation under the Bush administration has been, to some extent, overrated. 
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The alliance was strengthened during the Bush-Koizumi years, but the political base of 

the alliance was not broadened.‖
94

  

Even if Japan did not initially welcome the Bush Doctrine
95

 it participated in both 

operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. Japan provided military logistical support to the 

U.S. troops in Afghanistan by dispatching refueling tankers to the Indian Ocean. In 

2004 Japan joined the reconstruction activities in Iraq that was ―[for] the first time Japan 

had sent soldiers overseas without an international mandate since World War II.‖
96

  

 ―By 2007, political developments in Japan and diverging policy approaches to 

North Korea created some distance in the relationship.‖
97

 From the Japanese view the 

U.S. commitment to its security has shaken when President Bush decided to pursue 

negotiations with North Korea over its nuclear program which resulted in lifting 

sanctions. 

 

Regarding the U.S. alliance system under the Bush administration it is worth 

mentioning that the ―Bush alliances‖ had 3 major purposes: (a)to defeat global terrorism 

and prevent attacks; (b)to build the infrastructure of democracy, freedom and human 

rights; (c)to defuse regional conflicts and stabilize regions. The previous insight into the 

Bush alliance system showed that its administration reconsidered significantly the 

alliance system in order to reach the defined goals. Changing international priorities 

Bush administration was prepared to ―act multilaterally where possible but.. to act 

unilaterally when necessary‖
98

 which was proven not only in case of the traditional 

transatlantic ties but also in dealing with other regional partners and global powers.  

However there is a number of evidence that the Bush administration in the years 

following 9/11 put major emphasis on the first goal - to defeat global terrorism and 

prevent attacks. The U.S. anti-terror priorities led to suggest that cooperation against 
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terrorism could serve as a strategic framework for new partnerships.  The anti-terrorism 

agenda helped lead to a new sense of optimism and stability in the U.S.-China and U.S.-

Russia relationship but the war on terrorism was also a major reason why Bush made 

concessions on his second goal – to build the infrastructure of democracy, freedom and 

human rights. During his first term he evaded the criticism of the Putin‘s political 

practices and appeared ―to favor more selective, intense pressure on individual cases 

involving human rights and on rule of law [in China]‖
99

 even if these gestures were 

claimed to be ―infrequent and overshadowed by other human rights troubles.‖
100

 The 

objective of defeating terrorism and preventing attacks was so pressing that it justified 

the existence of the prison of Guantanamo – strongly condemned for the human rights 

violations. In that case President Bush even referred to Amnesty International report as 

―an absurd report‖ and implied that the 44-year-old human rights organization was 

being used by terrorists and those ―who hate America.‖
101

 

The third goal i.e. to defuse regional conflicts and stabilize unstable regions was 

also strongly linked to the national security and the overall fight against terrorism. The 

Administration believed that ―in Africa, promise and opportunity sit side by side with 

disease, war, and desperate poverty. This threatens both a core value of the United 

States—preserving human dignity—and our strategic priority—combating global 

terror.‖
102

 And further: ―Parts of Latin America confront regional conflict, especially 

arising from the violence of drug cartels and their accomplices. This conflict and 

unrestrained narcotics trafficking could imperil the health and security of the United 

States.‖
103

 There is an interesting point to make that the goal of strengthening fragile 

states was aimed to be achieved primarily through regional organizations and partners, 

international institutions and through cooperation with European partners instead of 

unilateral action. It leads to suggest that the Bush priority was to fight global terrorism 

by all means and foster democracy and human rights since he believed in their 

interdependence. The stabilization of fragile regions was only a secondary goal. 
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1.3 Trade and Economy  

―While many political scientists and diplomatic historians see the Bush presidency 

as a distinctive epoch in American foreign policy, we argue that there was no Bush 

Doctrine in foreign economic policy.‖
104

 Various analysts argue further that just like its 

predecessors Bush administration sought to liberate the international trade and find new 

markets for the U.S. export.  

Administration is criticized for its domestic economic policies such as tax cuts for 

the high income classes, creation of fewer jobs since President Hoover, high 

unemployment, no energy policy ―preferring to let the market determine the price for 

oil,―
105

 and increasing the U.S. poverty rate. But on the other hand Bush expanded U.S. 

trading system and concluded number of trade agreements which were linked to the 

broader security policy.  

The strategic logic was clear: expanding world trade would enhance economic ties 

among states and speed up development in disadvantaged regions which would improve 

the U.S. national security. As Bush expressed in his first NSS ―A strong world economy 

enhances our national security by advancing prosperity and freedom in the rest of the 

world.‖
106 

Economic openness and market economy was perceived by the Bush 

administration as a first step on the way to democracy – regime favorable to the U.S. 

President Bush also connected the free trade agenda to the rule of law, fair trading 

practices, labor and environmental concerns, and health regulations since he believed 

that ―the United States must foster economic growth in ways that will provide a better 

life along with widening prosperity.‖
107

 Following the Bush trade agenda which aimed 

at ―promot[ing] economic growth and economic freedom beyond America‘s shores,‖
108

 

Bush‘s U.S. Trade Representative (USTR), Robert Zoellick, initiated a number of 

multilateral and bilateral trade agreements. These agreements targeted not only the U.S. 

allies with the objective to strengthen their economies but especially the emerging 

markets and developing countries with an ambition to raise living standards and reduce 

poverty.  
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The Bush administration also aimed at countering terror with trade. ―Still, Zoellick 

envisioned using the prospect of bilateral trade agreements to assist allies in the war 

effort, denying potential trade benefits to countries that did not cooperate in the war in 

Afghanistan and Iraq.  The most notable example was the successful pursuit of a free 

trade agreement with Australia (which sent troops to Iraq) and the rejection of any such 

agreement with New Zealand (which did not support the war).‖
109

  

The Bush comprehensive strategy included global initiatives such as accession of 

China, Taiwan and Russia to World Trade Organization or working with nations that 

serve as regional and global engines of growth –India, China, the ROK, Brazil, and 

Russia – on reforms to open markets; regional initiatives focusing on South America 

and Africa; and also bilateral agreements with the focal points in Central America and 

Southern Africa. Moreover, Bush called for the creation of a Middle East Free Trade 

Area (MEFTA) by 2013 in order to „bring about political and societal change that 

increase freedom and reduce the risk of terrorism.‖
110

  

Concluding bilateral agreements with Australia, Singapore, Chile, Peru, Morocco, 

Bahrain, South Korea, Colombia, Panama, and implementing The Africa Growth and 

Opportunity Act and Central America Free Trade Agreement with Costa Rica, El 

Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua, it is evident that Bush pursued the 

bilateral and regional trade agenda outside the WTO where reluctant members slowed 

down or blocked measures dismantling trade barriers or reducing subsidies. Zoellick 

confirmed that ―if other hold back in the new WTO round, the United States should 

repeat this strategy of regionalism with a global goal in order to break the logjam.‖
111

 

Bush administration also pushed China for greater currency flexibility and 

appreciation in order to diminish Chinese surplus but also to push down the growing 

U.S. national debt. While the only instrument of pressure the U.S. could use on the 

bilateral basis was the avoidance of sanctions and punitive tariffs, Bush administration 

decided to ―embrace the IMF‘s Multilateral Consultations Initiative, announced in the 

spring of 2006.  The idea was that, with the IMF providing projections and serving as 

honest broker and with Europe, Japan and Saudi Arabia also at the table, it was more 

likely that the major players could agree on a coordinated package of policy adjustments 
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to smoothly unwind global imbalances.‖
112

   Such steps by Bush administration indicate 

that even if Bush preferred working through bilateral or regional agreements he 

appreciated legitimacy through international institutions and multilateral cooperation 

when necessary.    

Furthermore, Bush pressed for reform of the International Financial Institutions, 

such as International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank (WB), as he said: to foster 

good governance and sound policies, and to free poor countries from unpayable debts. 

The Administration acknowledged that these institutions would enjoy more authority 

and legitimacy if the emerging markets were better represented in terms of quotas and 

voting power since the IMF is designed to reflect the position of each country in the 

global economy. In 2008 the IMF released a package of measures under which voting 

shares for 135 countries out of 185 member countries would increase, voting shares 

would amount to an aggregate shift of 5.4 percentage points to underrepresented 

countries, the basic votes for each member would triple, the first such increase since the 

Fund's inception in 1944. The African constituencies on the Fund's Executive Board 

received additional Alternate Directors.
113

 

―The more cynical would observe that the increase in seats and voting shares for 

emerging markets would come at the expense of Europe, not the United States, which 

would never lose its 15 per cent voting share and de facto veto over important policy 

decisions (which require a 85 per cent supermajority).‖
114

 

Regarding the reform of the World Bank Bush administration pushed for replacing 

loans with grants in order to motivate poor countries to use the money effectively and 

not to burden them with more debts. Bush insisted on further evaluation of aid programs 

and improvement in measurement of results.  The Administration also achieved 

agreement with European countries on the U.S. proposal to forgive the International 

Development Aid debt of the poorest countries in exchange of the increase of the U.S. 

contribution to the development aid fund. Subsequently Bush initiated Millennium 

Challenge Corporation (MCC) that granted aid to countries which met benchmarks of 
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good governance, economic freedom and investments in their citizens
115

. On the other 

hand Bush pushed the WB to lend to Iraq which undermined significantly the U.S. rule 

of lending only to good-governed countries.   

 

1.4 Defense and Military   

In contrast to Clinton administration which ―has used our military too much and 

supported it too little,‖
116

 Bush made his priority of building ―military of the future‖
117

 

instead of using it for more commitments, with fewer resources.  Strengthening military 

in all its aspects and ―[b]lessed now with a global balance heavily weighted in favor of 

the United States, the Bush administration has declared itself ready to remove the rogue 

regimes and terrorists it regards as uniquely dangerous.‖
118

 As the NSS 2006 mentions 

―given the goals of rogue states and terrorists, the United States can no longer solely 

rely on a reactive posture as we have in the past.‖
119

 Therefore the ―first strike posture‖ 

has become a significant element of the U.S. defence during Bush two terms since the 

Administration claimed that the traditional concept of deterrence has become outdated 

in context of global terrorism and spreading of weapons of mass destruction.   

Consequently war seemed to be an inevitable mean to fight the global threats. In his 

speech on Iraq in 2002 Bush said: ―This nation, in world war and in Cold War, has 

never permitted the brutal and lawless to set history's course. Now, as before, we will 

secure our nation, protect our freedom, and help others to find freedom of their own.‖
120

 

―Once again, we are called to defend the safety of our people, and the hopes of all 

mankind. And we accept this responsibility.‖
121

 

 

1.4.1 U.S. military engagement in the war on terror 

Waging the war against international terrorism Bush launched in 2001 Operation 

Enduring Freedom to topple the Taliban regime in Afghanistan, which was ―harboring 
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Al Qaida terrorists, hosting terrorist training camps, and repressing the Afghan 

population.‖
122

 Operation Iraqi Freedom started in March 2003. ―Based on average 

monthly Boots on the Ground figures, the number of troops in Afghanistan and Iraq 

increased from 5,200 in FY2002 to a peak of 187,900 in FY2008 primarily because of 

increases in Iraq beginning with the invasion in March 2003.‖
123

 In Afghanistan the 

troops present in the country grew regularly from 5,200 in 2002 up to 30,100 in 2008. 

The number of the U.S. troops deployed in Iraq increased from the initial 90,000 in 

2003 to 157,800 in 2008. These numbers do not include other 100,000 troops deployed 

in the region – in Kyrgyzstan, Djibouti and the Philippines providing support for the 

operation in Afghanistan and in Kuwait, Bahrain, UAE, and Qatar supporting troops in 

Iraq.  

 

1.4.2 Transforming U.S. defense posture 

Facing new security threats associated to global terrorism, rogue states, 

proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and waging war in Afghanistan and Iraq 

Department of Defense released 2001 Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) and Quadrennial 

Defense Review (QDR) which reshaped the U.S. defense posture. It moved the U.S. 

defense strategy from deterrence still focusing on Russia towards more flexible 

approach designed to threaten and respond effectively to potential state and non-state 

threats. NPR articulated a need for a variety of defensive and offensive capabilities 

called ―New Triad‖ which shall incorporate mix of nuclear and conventional forces 

including missile defense system and enhanced command and control, planning, and 

intelligence systems. The indispensable role of ―New Triad‖ and role of nuclear 

weapons in it was reconfirmed in NSS 2006 and QDR 2006. QDR 2006 reported that 

―consistent with the New Triad priorities developed during the 2001 Nuclear Posture 

Review, the force will include a wider range of non-kinetic and conventional strike 

capabilities, while maintaining a robust nuclear deterrent, which remains a keystone of 

U.S. national power.‖
124

  

In 2002 Bush introduced National Security Presidential Directive (NSPD) 17- the 

national strategy to combat weapons of mass destruction (WMD). NSPD reaffirmed that 
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―U.S. military forces and appropriate civilian agencies must have the capability to 

defend against WMD-armed adversaries, including in appropriate cases through 

preemptive measures.‖
125

 The Administration thus demonstrated its willingness and 

preparedness to use nuclear weapons even preemptively against anyone using WMD or 

threatening to use them against Americans or allies.  

Strategies were operationalized under the ―Global Strike‖. ―The operational 

embodiment of the Global Strike mission is Contingency Plan (CONPLAN) 8022, a 

new strike plan developed by STRATCOM in coordination with the Air Force and 

Navy to provide a prompt global strike options to the President with nuclear, 

conventional, space, and information warfare capabilities.‖
126

 Hans Kristensen argues 

that ―the Global Strike mission and CONPLAN 8022 are different than previous 

missions and plans both in their intent and capabilities…[since] Global Strike is first 

and foremost offensive and preemptive in nature and deeply rooted in the expectation 

that deterrence will fail sooner or later.‖
127

 Upon based Global Strike Interim Capability 

Operations Order (OPORD) released in 2004 put bombers, ICBMs, SSBNs and 

intelligence on alert and tasked them against specific adversaries.  

In 2002 Bush released another Presidential Directive 23 focusing on Ballistic 

Missile Defense. It stipulated that ―[r]estructuring our defense and deterrence 

capabilities to correspond to emerging threats remains one of the Administration's 

highest priorities, and the deployment of missile defenses is an essential component of 

this broader effort.‖
128

 The Administration planned to deploy ballistic missile defense 

shield in Europe in order to protect the U.S., its deployed forces and its allies against an 

attack delivered from terrorists or hostile states. This ―new tool of defense‖
129

 was 

intended to intercept missile of all range and so to provide protection against threats 

difficult to deter.  
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1.4.3 Restructuralization of U.S. forces overseas  

In 2004 Bush administration unveiled a plan called ―Integrated Global Presence and 

Basing Strategy‖ further transforming the U.S. global defense posture – ―that is, 

updating the types, locations, numbers, and capabilities of our military forces.‖
130

 

President Bush said regarding the strategy: ―We will move some of our troops and 

capabilities to new locations, so they can surge quickly to deal with unexpected threats. 

We'll take advantage of 21
st
 century military technologies to rapidly deploy increased 

combat power. The new plan will help us fight and win these wars of the 21
st
 

century.‖
131

 

Bush announced closure of hundreds of Cold War-era basis in Europe and Asia 

which would bring home about 70,000 uniformed personnel. The primary goal of the 

plan was to deploy the U.S. military forces more flexibly wherever needed, on 

temporary basis, in order to confront current dangers. ―The number of forward-based 

forces in a given area is no longer an accurate representation of the effective military 

capability that the U.S. can bring to bear.‖
132

  

The military installations for closure or realignment were selected under specific 

criteria such as mission capabilities and operational readiness, availability and condition 

of land, airspace and facilities, cost of operations and others
133

. It was clear that ―the 

biggest changes would happen in Europe, where the military would shutter nearly 200 

facilities and draw down roughly 40,000 troops from 105,570 as of June 2005.  Some of 

the forces remaining in Europe would periodically deploy from bases in Germany for 

temporary duty to locations in Romania, Bulgaria, or Central Asia.‖
134

 In 2005 the Navy 

in Europe moved from London to Naples (Italy) to be closer to the so-called Arc of 

Instability.  

In Asia, the plan advocated a withdrawal of personnel from bases in South Korea 

and their removal further south. Similarly nearly a half of troops based in Okinawa 
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(Japan) were intended to move to Guam (US). ―Other U.S. forces in Asia could 

potentially deploy to the Philippines, Malaysia, or Singapore for exercises, training, and 

as-needed forward basing.  Reliance on air and naval capability would increase in the 

Pacific given the vast distances in the region. ‖
135

 The U.S. presence in Africa also 

expanded. Bush administration established cooperation with Nigeria, Gabon, Ghana, 

Namibia, Senegal, South Africa, and Uganda under Memoranda of Understanding 

(MOUs). 

 

1.4.4 Defense spending  

Bush inherited a record budget surplus from the previous Clinton administration but 

during his expensive anti-terrorist campaign the U.S. national debt rose of 4,6trillion 

dollars and the spending boosted by the military expenditure reached ―levels not seen 

since the Reagan-era buildup of the 1980s‖
136

 (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 

   

Source: Budget of the U.S. government 

  

Despite of the cut in military forces deployed in the Cold War areas overseas the 

Bush administration defense spending was constantly increasing (see Figure 3). 

Comparing the reduction of troops in different regions (Figure 2) with the growing 

defense budget (Figure 3), the growth of the defense spending was likely to be boosted 
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by the development and implementation of ―New Triad‖ and the war on terrorism since 

the Middle East was the only region where the number of troops was growing during 

the Bush presidency. Between FY2001 and FY2009“Congress has approved a total of 

$1.283 trillion for military operations, base security, reconstruction, foreign aid, 

embassy costs, and veterans‘ health care for the three operations initiated since the 9/11 

attacks: Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) Afghanistan and other counter terror 

operations; Operation Noble Eagle (ONE), providing enhanced security at military 

bases; and Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF).‖
137
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Figure 2         Figure 3 
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2 Obama Security Policy 

 

2.1 National Security Strategy 

President Barack Obama came into office in January 2009. One year after his 

administration issued the National Security Strategy. Similarly to the Bush NSS it does 

not represent a blueprint which the Administration follows point by point by it is a 

framework which indicates the position and direction which is likely to be taken in 

national security in following years. The Obama‘s NSS is even more important since it 

was formulated across various departments and state agencies as confirmed by Bruce 

Jentleson, Advisor to the State Department Policy Planning Director from 2009-2011. 

As U.S. Secretary of State Hillary R. Clinton said ―The attempt was made to integrate 

many of the various aspects of the national security one of the goals coming into the 

Administration to begin to make the case that defense, diplomacy and development are 

not separate entities either in substance or process.‖
138

 

If Bush‘s first national security strategy was significantly influenced by the on 9/11 

terrorist attacks on the WTC, Obama‘s security strategy was affected not only by the 

ongoing war on terrorism but also by the sweeping global economic crisis which arose 

from the credit and mortgage crisis in 2008. Consequently Obama made his priorities of 

the fight against terrorism connected with proliferation of WMD and of rebuilding the 

U.S. economic strength.   

 Candidate Obama stated that the U.S. position in the world should be renewed by 

providing a visionary global leadership through proper foreign, economic and security 

policy. The NSS confirms that ―[the U.S.] national security strategy is, therefore, 

focused on renewing American leadership so that we can more effectively advance our 

interests in the 21st century.‖
139

 However the Strategy suggests that Obama was 

conscious that either the anti-terrorist agenda or the goal to renew economy or rebuild 

American leadership would have to be pursued very carefully. He stated in the NSS that 

―across an ocean, our actions are scrutinized as never before.‖
140

  In order to 

complement the restoration of the U.S. position in the world Obama paid great attention 
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to creation of a more resilient nation in terms of economy, education, research and 

development. Building stronger nation should not only support efforts ―to integrate 

homeland security with national security [but also] to shape an international system that 

can meet the challenges of our time.‖
141

  

Although the NSS points out that American engagement must focus ―on 

strengthening international institutions and galvanizing the collective action that can 

serve common interests‖
142

 while tackling the global threats such as terrorism, regional 

conflicts, proliferation of WMD and challenges such as climate changed or sustainable 

economic growth, it operates with the fact that the mutuality is more aspirational than 

factual these days so it renews the commitment to unilateralism. ―The United States 

must reserve the right to act unilaterally if necessary to defend our nation and our 

interests.‖
143

  

Defending nation and interests Obama‘s NSS implies different strategies regarding 

different threats. ―Disrupt, Dismantle, and Defeat‖
144

 address al-Qaida, its extremist 

affiliates and the forces of hostile powers. Nevertheless NSS does not operate with the 

option of preemptive actions to counter threats to national security. The anticipatory 

actions which prevent threats are embodied  in ―spur[ring] economic growth, 

strengthen[ing] weak and failing states, lift[ing] people out of poverty, combat[ing] 

climate change and epidemic disease, and strengthen[ing] institutions of democratic 

governance.‖
145

 Obama thus clearly favors conflict prevention by ―other means‖ over a 

use of force which he confirms saying that ―we will exhaust other options before war 

whenever we can, and carefully weigh the costs and risks of action against the costs and 

risks of inaction.‖
146

 On the other hand the NSS considers using military force when 

necessary ―to defend our country and allies or to preserve broader peace and security, 

including by protecting civilians facing a grave humanitarian crisis.‖
147

  

The universal values are also an important part of the Obama‘s NSS since he 

believes that ―time and again, our values have been our best national security asset—in 

war and peace.‖
148

 Moreover to promote ―American values‖ in the world is considered 

strongly to be in American interest. ―The United States rejects the false choice between 
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the narrow pursuit of our interests and an endless campaign to impose our values. 

Instead, we see it as fundamental to our own interests to support a just peace around the 

world.. [but] will not seek to impose these values through force.‖
149

 It suggests that 

Obama administration recognizes the interdependence between respect for human 

rights, economic development and political progress but on the other hand it seems to 

have learnt from lessons from Iraq and Afghanistan claiming that ―we recognize that 

different cultures and traditions give life to these values in distinct ways.. [we] will not 

impose any system of government on another country.‖
150

 

The Obama‘s national security strategy tends to what Jentleson calls ―4Ps‖ strategy.  

The four Ps stand for: Power, Peace, Prosperity and Principles. ―Power is the key 

requirement for the most basic requirement of foreign policy, self-defense and the 

preservation of national independence... Principles, involves the values, ideals, and 

beliefs that the United States has claimed to stand for in the world.‖
151

 Prosperity 

advances national interests by economic measures. Peace is ―what power is suppose to 

safeguard, what prosperity is supposed to contribute to, what principles are supposed to 

undergrid.‖
152

 Promoting military Power and following objectives such as to ―keep 

Peace and advance Prosperity‖ and to ―uphold the Principles‖ it is evident that Obama 

has built on these traditional concepts of the U.S. security policy.  

 

2.2 Alliances and Partnerships under Obama 

 

2.2.1 Iraq 

As candidate Obama declared on the issue of national security policy: ―My top 

priority as president will be ending this war in Iraq, a war that should have never been 

authorized and never been waged. In doing so, I will work to keep our country safe from 

terrorists and to restore American credibility around the world.‖
153

 

The Obama‗s NSS confirmed the objective to terminate the seven years long war in 

Iraq. ―In Iraq, we [were] transitioning to full Iraqi sovereignty and responsibility—a 
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process that includes the removal of our troops.‖
154

 At the same time Obama has not 

intended to pull out the troops indiscriminately. His strategy has focused on a 

responsible transition which has included a strengthening of the security and stability, 

civilian power in the country, rule of law and unity. Obama also aimed at providing ―a 

long-term partnership to the Iraqi Government and people.‖
155

  

In August 2010 Obama declared an end to war in Iraq pledging that ―he sees his 

primary job as addressing the weak economy and other domestic issues.‖
156

 He 

acknowledged that the war was mostly financed by borrowing from overseas which 

became unsustainable combined with the ongoing economic crisis. Moreover his vision 

of restoring the American leadership in the world required to get rid of the Iraqi burden 

for several reasons. First war has significantly increased the U.S. national debt and so 

the economic dependence on the foreign investors (mostly China); second it harmed 

relations with the European allies; and third it fatigued the American public. All three 

are important elements of the strategic logic since the U.S. leadership could not be 

reaffirmed without foreign support, economic growth and domestic reforms supporting 

it. Even if it was outlined in the NSS, the end of the combat mission in Iraq was one of 

the series of evidence that the Obama strategy moved away from the Bush security 

strategy that the U.S. could achieve its national security goals primarily through military 

power. 

 

2.2.2 Traditional ties 

―As the first president to come of age politically after the end of the Cold War, 

Obama did not seem to view alliances as special. Republican provocateur John Bolton 

even claimed that Obama had ‗a post-alliance policy‘.‖
157

 In office, nevertheless, 

Obama has turned out and focused on renewing of the U.S. traditional ties and building 

of strong partnerships all over the world. Moreover, the Obama administration was 

aware of the volatility and fragility of the alliances among countries. The NSS therefore 

stipulates that ―relationships must be constantly cultivated, not just because they are 
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indispensible for U.S. interests and national security objectives, but because they are 

fundamental to our collective security.‖
158

 In case of disagreement on specific issues 

among partners Obama speaks about ―mutual respect‖ to a particular action led ―to 

strengthen international order that benefits all responsible international actors.‖
159

 

Obama security strategy has emphasized that the cornerstone of the ability to sustain 

alliances is the U.S. military power able to deter and defeat regional hostile powers not 

only to ensure U.S. national security but also to secure the U.S. allies.   

In concrete terms Obama based the U.S. engagement in the world on ―the 

relationship between the United States and our close friends and allies in Europe, Asia, 

the Americas, and the Middle East—ties which are rooted in shared interests and shared 

values, and which serve our mutual security and the broader security and prosperity of 

the world.. [but also on] more effective partnerships with other key centers of 

influence—including China, India, and Russia, as well as increasingly influential 

nations such as Brazil, South Africa.‖
160

 The countries which have formed a formal 

group called BRICS represent around 40% of the world‘s population and nearly a 

quarter of its economic output. The question remains over when they will turn their 

economic clout into full political power. The Report issued by the the National 

Intelligence Council entitled Global Trends 2025 stipulates that ―the rising BRIC 

powers are unlikely to challenge the international system as did Germany and Japan in 

the 19th and 20th centuries, but because of their growing geopolitical and economic 

clout, they will have a high degree of freedom to customize their political and economic 

policies rather than fully adopting Western norms.‖
161

 Developing ties with the BRICS 

countries President Obama thus foresees the upcoming situation in the world affairs 

which is likely to challenge the U.S. global leadership at both economic and political 

level. Moreover, for example, ―how Brazil manages deforestation in the Amazon and 

exploits its petroleum will have an important impact on global efforts to address climate 

change and energy issues.‖
162

  

Although U.S. – BRICS relations have bloomed mostly in trade and economy field, 

Obama administration sought more comprehensive bilateral relations. In case of Brazil, 
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President Obama supported its efforts to gain more voting power at the IMF and the 

World Bank. ―During the Obama‘s visit to Brasilia, both presidents formally agreed to 

expand the cooperation in numerous policy areas such as strengthening the U.S.-Brazil 

economic relations, launching a strategic energy dialogue, promoting democracy and 

human rights, promoting research and higher education exchanges between the United 

States and Brazil and strengthening defense and security cooperation, among others.‖
163

  

Obama‘s vision of a far-reaching partnership with India resulted in a more 

profound cooperation on number of issues. As stipulated by the Secretary of State 

Clinton: ―Since the inaugural Strategic Dialogue in 2010, the U.S.-India partnership has 

resulted in advances in nearly every area of human endeavor.‖
164

  Clinton stated further 

that the cooperation is being extended ―from managing counter-piracy and natural 

disasters to fostering trade and commerce, the strategic congruity enjoyed by the United 

States and India in the Asia Pacific region.‖
165

 Counterterrorism, intelligence sharing, 

law enforcement exchanges and civil nuclear power have been also an important part of 

the cooperation. In 2010, the Obama administration launched a high-level, bilateral, 

strategic dialogue with South Africa. ―The working-level meetings focused on law 

enforcement, trade, transportation, human rights, health, and agriculture [but the also] 

on renewable energy, nuclear power, AIDS and other health programs, and defense 

cooperation.‖
166

  

The U.S-BRICS partnership will be detailed in the following part - trade and 

economy. The U.S.-Russia and U.S.-China relations will be developed eventually.  

 

While the war in Iraq was the major current issue which influenced strongly the 

formulation of alliances during the Bush Presidency, the Arab Spring emerged in 2011 

as a present concern of the Obama administration. The Arab uprising redirected the U.S. 

attention to the relatively stable part of the Middle East led by autocrats more or less 

friendly to the U.S. It got Obama into a difficult position in which his Administration 

had to take a stand on the longtime overlooked clash between obsolete domestic 
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―freedom agenda‖ and autocratic regimes, but helpful to the U.S. on a wide range of 

issues in the region. 

When the early attempts to accommodate the conflicts in Tunisia and Egypt by 

finding compromise between protesters calling for the democratic changes and the 

autocrats failed, Obama called these leaders for stepping down. This approach had a 

severe impact on the allies in the region such as Israel and Saudi Arabia. Neither Israeli 

nor Saudi did appreciate the Obama‘s abandonment of Mubarak, Egyptian President, 

and became suspicious to the intentions of the Administration.  Saudi officials even told 

reporters that ―their government‘s willingness to listen to the President had now 

evaporated.‖
167

  

On the other hand when the unrest rose in Bahrain, the official host of the 

strategically crucial U.S. Fifth Fleet, the U.S. close ally against Iran and oil-rich 

monarchy, Obama undertook a different position. In his speech on Middle East at the 

U.N. Obama said: ―In Bahrain, steps have been taken toward reform and accountability, 

but more are required. America is a close friend of Bahrain, and we will continue to call 

on the government and the main opposition bloc — the Wifaq — to pursue a 

meaningful dialogue that brings peaceful change that is responsive to the people.  We 

believe the patriotism that binds Bahrainis together must be more powerful than the 

sectarian forces that would tear them apart.  It will be hard, but it is possible.‖
168

 Such 

an oblique non-reference to violent crackdown on protesters seems to echo Bush first 

term rhetoric when speaking about human rights in China and democracy in Russia. The 

rhetoric paid by higher national security interests – no matter if it is war on terror, 

Iranian nuclear program or strategic naval position.   

On the other hand the Arab Spring reconciled the U.S. with its European allies, 

especially France which was the major proponent of the military action against Libyan 

leader Muammar Qaddafi. Even before the U.N. has taken an action, ―France became 

the first and only country to recognize the Libyan Transitional National Council as the 

legitimate representative of the Libyan people.‖
169

 The international debate resulted in 

the U.N. Security Council Resolution 1973 authorizing no-fly zone over Libya and all 
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necessary measures to protect civilians. The international air-strike operation was 

launched immediately. Although the coalition was established and first led by the U.S. 

which, alongside allies, completed initial air-strikes to knock out Libyan air defenses, 

just over a week the command was passed to NATO with the major participation of 

French and British military. The U.S. was providing ‗only‘ ―substantial assets to the 

NATO campaign, including tanker aircraft, intelligence UAVs and electronic attack 

aircraft.‖
170

 The scenario was executed exactly with what President Obama wrote to 

congressional leaders when announcing that U.S. military forces had commenced 

operations in Libya:  ―United States military efforts are discrete and focused on 

employing unique U.S. military capabilities to set the conditions for our European allies 

and Arab partners to carry out the measures authorized by the U.N. Security Council 

Resolution.‖
171

  

 

2.2.3 China & Taiwan 

At the beginning of his Presidency Obama claimed that ―we need a strong 

foundation for a long-term positive and constructive relationship with an emerging 

China.‖
172

 Since he believed that ―the relationship between the United States and China 

will shape the 21st century, which makes it as important as any bilateral relationship in 

the world‖
173

  Obama opened various mechanisms such as the Strategic and Economic 

Dialogue, Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade, human rights dialogue and two 

rounds of consultation on Asia-Pacific affairs. These forums in a bilateral relationship 

have focused on a number of issues such as world economy, political issues, human 

rights or security. Alongside, the Secretary of State pointed out that ―we seek to build a 

stronger foundation of mutual trust and respect‖
174

 through informal conversations and 

the formal meetings. Both administrations have continued the people-to-people 
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exchanges already reinforced by the Bush administration. Early this year these 

interactions among leaders were introduced also at the sub-national level. ―Chinese 

provincial leaders from Zhejiang, Anhui, Yunnan and Qinghai met U.S. governors and 

business leaders in Utah to exchange views on trade and investment, green energy, 

environmental protection and education.‖
175

 

The Sino-U.S. relations have been mostly based on economic issues, given that 

China retains the largest foreign assets of U.S. Treasury debt and is currently the second 

largest U.S. trading partner, its third-largest export market, and its biggest source of 

import. However, the Administrations have also developed cooperation on non-

proliferation, stability of the Korean peninsula and the Iranian nuclear program. ―Jeff 

Bader, an Obama adviser on security issues, summarized: ―They‘re prepared to work 

with us.‖
176

  

Chinese agreement to recommence negotiations on the U.N. Security Council 

resolution of sanctions on Iran can be considered as an enormous achievement for the 

Obama administration because the Iranian oil and gas is an important source of energy 

for China. The joint effort resulted in Resolution 1929 adopted in June 2010 that 

―imposed additional sanctions on [Iran], expanding an arms embargo and tightening 

restrictions on financial and shipping enterprises related to ―proliferation-sensitive 

activities.‖
177

 

Similarly the U.S. achieved high consensus with China on the North Korea nuclear 

program. The Resolution 1874 unanimously adopted in June 2009 ―tightened sanctions 

against it by blocking funding for nuclear, missile and proliferation activities through 

targeted sanctions on additional goods, persons and entities, widening the ban on arms 

imports-exports.―
178

 Moreover China‘s ability to bring North Korea to negotiation table 

has been valued by Washington since until 2012 Pyongyang seemingly intended to 

maintain its nuclear program. 
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Obama also made a favorable gesture toward China issuing a waiver which lifted a 

ban on temporary munitions export licenses for export of C-130 cargo aircrafts that 

currently is banned by the Foreign Relations Act (for FY1990 and FY1991). Even if the 

purpose of the waiver has been questioned since the same ―aircraft is used widely by 

U.S. special forces commandos, for parachute troops, to launch drones and for dropping 

10,000-pound bombs,‖
179

 President Obama claimed that the C-130s are ―to be used in 

oil spill response operations at sea.‖
180

 As previous administrations Obama 

administration strongly opposed the EU‘s intention to end the arms embargo on China 

U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission stated that ―Congress should 

forbid those European companies from participating in U.S. defense programs or sales 

in the same technology areas as those companies choose to transfer to China. Let our 

European allies make choices—earn a few billion in an arms sale to China or take part 

in multi-billion dollar cooperative development programs with the United States.‖
181

 

On the other hand, the relations has been disrupted several times over the U.S. 

military presence in the Yellow Sea and the South China Sea, e.g. during the U.S.-ROK 

military exercise. Chinese firmly opposed foreign warships and military aircraft 

entering both Seas. The statement made by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 

demonstrates clearly how little the defense dialogue between both countries has 

progressed. She said that: ―The United States has a national interest in freedom of 

navigation, open access to Asia‘s maritime commons and respect for international law 

in the South China Sea.‖
182

  

Obama administration has become more concerned with the Chinese military 

buildup not only because the Chinese aircraft carrier program has the ambition to 

challenge U.S. maritime supremacy and security in the region but also because China 

took much more aggressive approach toward international waters. In July 2010 

―Chinese Defense Ministry spokesman Geng Yansheng states that China has 
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―indisputable sovereignty‖ over islands in the South China Sea and the nearby 

waters.‖
183

 In that context the Pentagon‘s annual report to Congress assessing Chinese 

military capabilities stipulated that ―Strengthening our military-to-military relationship 

is a critical part of our strategy to shape China‘s choices as we seek to capitalize on 

opportunities for cooperation while mitigating risks.‖
184

  

Like President Bush, President Obama undertook lenient thon dealing with human 

rights violation in China. Although the 2010 Country report on Human Rights practices 

in China stipulates that ―a negative trend in key areas of the country's human rights 

record continued―
185

 including restrictions on basis freedoms, killings and executions 

without due process, Secretary of State Clinton claimed later that year that cooperation 

with China ―is critical to the health of the global economy and the nonproliferation 

agenda we seek, also to managing security issues like North Korea and Iran, and 

addressing global problems like climate chase [so] principled pragmatism informs our 

approach on human rights.―
186

    

Further, when Clinton presented its remarks at the U.S. Institute of Peace China 

Conference, he asked following questions: ―Will China adapt its foreign policy so it 

contributes more to solving regional and global problems to make it possible for others 

to succeed as well? Will it use its power to help end brutal violence against civilians in 

places like Syria? Will it explain its military buildup and the ultimate goals of its 

military strategies, policies, and programs to relieve unease, to reassure its neighbors, to 

avoid misunderstandings, and to contribute to maintaining regional security? Will it 

uphold international maritime laws and norms, which for decades have made it possible 

for nations to engage in peaceful trade? Will it work more vigorously to establish 

international standards in cyberspace, so the internet works for everyone and so people 

in China and elsewhere can harness its economic and social benefits? And will it use its 

economic standing to enforce a rules-based system for global trade and investment so it 
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can advance its own economic development while contributing to global growth?‖ 
187

 

Deliberately I have not summarized these questions saying Secretary of State Clinton 

addressed economy and trade, regional and maritime security, and crisis management to 

demonstrate that before asking „can China meet its obligations to protect universal 

human rights and fundamental freedoms? She has highlighted a great number of issues 

much more pressing for the U.S. national security and interests. 

On the other hand, President Obama did not hesitate to welcome the exiled Tibetan 

spiritual leader Dalai Lama to the White House several times even if such act infuriates 

Chinese officials as they believe that it undermines the China‘ s sovereignty and 

territorial integrity. Two years later, however, the Obama administration remained silent 

when Chinese officials refused meeting the U.S. ambassador at large for international 

religious, Suzan J. Cook, and denied her visa.  

 

Taiwan 

―The United States supports and benefits from security and stability in Asia. We 

need to address the principal causes of regional tension. As I made clear in my 

congratulatory letter to Ma Ying-jeou on his inauguration, we support steps to build 

trust across the Taiwan Strait and improvements in relations between Beijing and 

Taipei.‖
188

 Although President Obama praised the improvements in relations between 

PRC and Taiwan, U.S. arm sales to Taiwan is still seen on the continent as a major 

obstacle to improving both PRC-Taiwan and Sino-American relationship. Moreover, the 

Pentagon‘s annual report to Congress stipulated that ―although the PLA [People‘s 

Liberation Army] is contending with a growing array of missions, Taiwan remains its 

main strategic direction.‖
189

 

Nevertheless, like President Bush, President Obama submitted formal notifications 

for congressional review (on January 29, 2010) for ―five major programs with a total 

value of $6.4 billion and again (on September 21, 2011) of three major programs with a 

total value of $5.9 billion.‖
190

 Despite the arms sales President Obama has encouraged 
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confidence building measures such as reduction in warhead deployed by PRC which 

―would improve the chances for cross-strait political dialogue on Taiwan‘s status and 

lead to sustained stability.‖
191

 

 

2.2.4 Russia 

The Obama Administration has worked constantly to ―reset‖ relations with Russia 

since Obama ―believe[d] that Americans and Russians both would benefit from fewer 

nuclear weapons in the world, greater control over nuclear materials around the world, a 

defeat of extremist elements in Afghanistan and Pakistan, an Iran that produces nuclear 

energy but not nuclear weapons, and a North Korea that refrains from launching 

missiles and exploding nuclear weapons and instead returns to the negotiating table.‖
192

 

President Obama perceived the bilateral dialogue as ―critical to building broader 

cooperation on [these] areas of mutual interest.‖
193 

  

Although number of new bilateral activities has been initiated by Obama under 

―U.S.-Russia Bilateral Commission consisting of sixteen working groups ranging from 

nuclear cooperation, space, health, military-to-military, cultural and sports exchange, to 

civil society,‖
194

 the major achievement, however, was the approval of the new START 

Treaty which reduces limits on U.S. and Russian deployed strategic warheads by app. 

one third to ―1550 deployed strategic warheads, 700 deployed strategic delivery 

vehicles, and 800 deployed and non-deployed ICBM launchers, SLBM launchers and 

heavy bombers equipped with nuclear armaments.‖
195

 Various analysts yet point out 

that the success of the Treaty was highly connected to the Obama‘s decision to abandon 

the missile defense plans of the previous Bush administration.  David J. Kramer, former 

deputy assistant secretary of state responsible for Belarus, Moldova, Russia, and 

Ukraine said that ―Russia had linked the possible deployment of missile defense sites in 
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Poland and the Czech Republic to conclusion of a post-Strategic Arms Reduction 

Treaty (START) arms control agreement.‖
196

  

Nevertheless, Washington found common ground with Moscow on other important 

issues such as Iranian and North Korean nuclear program. Cooperation resulted in U.N. 

Security Council resolution 1929 imposing restrictions on Iran, as called by White 

House: ―the most comprehensive set of sanctions against Iran to date.‖
197

 When North 

Korea effectuated a nuclear test in May 2009, both administrations condemned strongly 

the act and tightened sanctions against the regime following the SC resolutions 1874.  

The U.S.-Russia cooperation was fruitful even on the anti-terrorist campaign. Not 

only that Russia allowed the air and ground transit of the U.S. military personnel and 

supplies for Afghanistan to pass through its territory but also ―President Medvedev 

pledged to provide 3 more MI-17 helicopters to the NATO-led effort in Afghanistan, 

and offered to provide more than a dozen more under a special financial 

arrangement.‖
198

 

Further, Obama administration, consistently with the NSS 2010, sought to foster 

democracy, rule of law and human rights in Russia. ―President Obama and his 

administration have developed a strategy of pursuing these goals through dual track 

engagement – simultaneous engagement with both governmental and non-governmental 

actors to advance democratic development and human rights promotion.‖
199

 Obama 

administration initiated establishment of Working Group on Civil Society facilitating 

bilateral interactions on migration, child protection and prison reform; and Working 

Group on the Rule of Law covering corruption, and judicial service of process. 

President Obama and Medvedev issued further Open Government Initiative ―supporting 

government efforts to involve citizens in decision making and oversight, and to engage 

citizens in addressing problems facing municipalities and regions.‖
200

 Obama 

administration officials have met regularly with Russian non-governmental and political 

opposition leaders in order to express the support for their activities. Administration has 
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also provided over $160 million in assistance to advance democracy and promote civil 

society in Russia. 

On the other hand Obama administration angered Russian officials over intended 

enlargement of NATO to the region considered by Russia to be its sphere of influence. 

In his speech in Moscow, Obama rejected clearly the Russian sphere of influence 

saying: ―In 2009, a great power does not show strength by dominating or demonizing 

other countries. The days when empires could treat sovereign states as pieces on a chess 

board are over.‖
201

  

Lately it seems that ―the common interests that the "reset" was meant to emphasize 

– arms control, counterterrorism, and the global economy – have taken a back seat to 

awakened geopolitical rivalries and diverging international visions.‖
202

 The great 

concern of the Obama administration about the ongoing crisis in Syria has not been 

heard in Russia. Even though Obama administration tried hard to achieve a compromise 

with Russia; Clinton said hours before the final vote at the U.N. Security Council: ―this 

resolution had been debated and discussed by our representatives in New York. It had 

taken into account some of the concerns that were raised by Russia,‖
203

 Russia vetoed 

the resolution calling the Syrian president to step down.  Various analysts thus argue 

that Obama ―reset‖ policy toward Russia is likely to setback if the situation gets worse. 

But on the other hand, the previous cooperation indicates that, the U.S. under Obama 

leadership gives preference to cooperation on issues that truly matter for the U.S. 

national security such as terrorism, proliferation of WMD, Iranian nuclear program, and 

North Korea. 

 

2.2.5 Japan 

The Obama NSS mentions Japan very shortly while speaking about Asian Allies. It 

stipulates that ―Japan and South Korea are increasingly important leaders in addressing 

regional and global issues, as well as in embodying and promoting our common 
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democratic values.‖
204 

 Moreover Obama sought the economic cooperation, he pointed 

out before the bilateral meeting with Prime Minister Noda of Japan: ―As the two largest 

economies in the world, we have to continue to promote growth that can help put our 

people to work and improve standards of living.‖
205

 Obama also developed a strong 

maritime cooperation. Although ―in September 2009, a disagreement over the relocation 

of the Futenma Marine airbase in Okinawa erupted into a public rift that led many to 

question the fundamental soundness of the alliance,‖
206

 both countries, earlier this year, 

reached an agreement which spread majority of the U.S. Marine Corps forces, originally 

located in Okinawa, across Pacific. The found solution matches with the Washington‘s 

plan to reassert the U.S. role as a Pacific power as well as the Tokyo‘s need for the U.S. 

security guarantee.  

 

2.3 Trade and Economy 

First of all, it is important to note that when Obama took office in 2009 he faced the 

biggest economic crisis since the Great Depression. In his NSS, President Obama made 

an important commitment to rebuild the U.S. economic strength since he has believed 

that this is the cornerstone of the American leadership. Like the previous Bush 

administration, Obama perceived the military advantage as indispensable for the U.S. 

national security but on the other hand he determined economic issues such as 

competiveness and investment as even more central to the American strength. He stated: 

―Our prosperity serves as a wellspring for our power. It pays for our military, 

underwrites our diplomacy and development efforts, and serves as a leading source of 

our influence in the world.‖
207

 

Further, Obama, like President Bush, aimed at fostering the global economic 

growth which contributes to a stable and peaceful political environment. In his Strategy 

Obama declared that ―we will pursue bilateral and multilateral trade agreements that 

advance our shared prosperity, while accelerating investments in development that can 
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narrow inequality, expand markets, and support individual opportunity and state 

capacity abroad.‖
208

  

Although Obama stated that he would ―use trade as a tool to grow American 

jobs‖
209

 and thus boost American economy, the first three Free Trade Agreement 

Implementation Acts with ROK, Colombia, and Panama have not been signed until 

2011.  Congressmen thus ―accused the administration of moving too slowly to find new 

free trade partners, resulting in U.S. exporters losing out to foreign rivals.‖
210

 But the 

administration opposed that ―it is promoting free trade, but wants to assure that the other 

side is playing by the rules, that basic worker and environmental rights are observed, 

and that deals promote U.S. job growth.‖
211

 The U.S. Trade Representative, Ron Kirk 

confirmed that these agreements had not been only about profit but also about values 

and principles. He said: ―With Colombia, [Obama] stood firm on the principle that U.S. 

trade agreements must reflect American values, including respect for and protection of 

workers‘ rights. And with Panama, he made sure that we addressed key concerns related 

to tax transparency and labor conditions. In each case, the President held out for a 

better, more balanced deal.‖
212

 These agreements would increase the U.S. access to 

foreign markets in economically and geopolitically important regions. All three 

countries remain economically stable but politically challenged. 

Obama made clear that ―[his] highest priority as President is creating jobs and 

putting Americans back to work.  And one of the best ways to do that is to increase our 

trade and exports with other nations.‖
213

 He made significant steps to assess the options 

for further trade exchanges with the EU. The two sides said in joint statement the 

following: ―We must intensify our efforts to realize the untapped potential of 

transatlantic economic co-operation to generate new opportunities for jobs and 
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growth.‖
214

 For that purpose they established the High Level Working Group on Jobs 

and Growth, co-chaired by the European Commissioner for Trade and the U.S. Trade 

Representative.  

Job creation and economic growth were also the priorities for the economic 

cooperation between the U.S. and Asia-Pacific countries. At the APEC meeting in 

Honolulu, President Obama assumed: ―Our 21 economies -- our nearly 3 billion citizens 

-- are looking to us to bring our economies closer, to increase exports, to expand trade 

and opportunity that creates jobs and economic growth.‖
215

 Similarly with Brazil, the 

BRICS country, Obama sought to strengthen economic ties in order to promote U.S. 

jobs and growth.  

Since the U.S. trade deficit with China kept rising in the last decade
216

, Obama, like 

previous presidents, was called to assume tougher stance toward China and to challenge 

its policies. Consequently, Obama administration filed 5 cases in 3 years (Bush filed 7 

cases in 8 years) against China before the WTO in order to pressure Chinese to comply 

with their WTO commitments. U.S. Trade Representative, Ron Kirk said at a news 

conference: ―Our actions against China simply demonstrate that the United States is 

prepared to take every measure necessary to stand up for American workers by ensuring 

that China – or any of our other trading partners – does not misuse laws to prevent 

exports of U.S. products.‖
217

 Coupled with other actions within the WTO, such as 

―request for consultations‖, coordinated with the EU, Canada, Japan, Mexico, against 

Chinese trading practices, it demonstrates further that Obama administration has 

protected its economic interests strictly through multilateral cooperation and 

international institutions, in case of trade, through WTO.  

Washington helped to replace the G-8 forum by the more extensive G-20. 

Moreover, it supported structural shifts in the WB and comprehensive reforms of the 

IMF which among other measures increased voting power of 6% to emerging markets 
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and moved the BRIC countries to the top 10 shareholders. Obama trade and economic 

policy thus seems to be in a line with a strategic calculation that to respect and work 

through international institutions is preferable to marginalizing them. As pointed out by 

Stewart Patrick
218

, Obama appreciated that ―institutions provide useful focal points that 

nations can use to modulate their differences and pursue mutual benefits; settings in 

which to ―socialize‖ rising powers to existing international norms and rules; standing 

technical capacities to confront complex problems; opportunities for burden-sharing 

among nations; and potential vehicles for legitimating American leadership while 

discouraging challenges to the operative world order.‖
219

 

 

2.4 Defense and Military 

According to the Obama defense document – the QDR Report 2010 – there are four 

main defense objectives: ―prevail in today‘s wars, prevent and deter conflict, prepare to 

defeat adversaries and succeed [defend the U.S.] in a wide range of contingencies, and 

preserve and enhance the All-Volunteer Force.‖
220

 In his security strategy Obama 

pledged that the U.S. is strengthening its military to accomplish these objectives as well 

as ―to respond to the full range of challenges posed by state and non-state groups.‖
221

 

War, however, is not the main element of the Obama defense strategy and the major 

occupation for the U.S. Armed Forces. It has been already highlighted that Obama 

preferred prevention through other ―soft‖ means over the resort to arms. His NSS 

commitment that: ―we will exhaust other options before war whenever we can‖
222

 

demonstrates that he has perceived war as an ultimate mean of defense. Alongside 

prevention, deterrence has played also an important role in the U.S. defense 

commitments – ―for example, through phased, adaptive missile defense architectures—

in order to make certain that regional adversaries gain no advantages from their acquisi-

tion of new, offensive military capabilities.‖
223
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Rebalancing and reforming the America‘s Armed Forces has been one of the 

Obama objectives to ensure that the U.S. forces are prepared to address a wide spectrum 

of threats and to execute a full range of military operations including stability missions 

and assistance to nations in need. Although Obama aimed at ―ensuring the U.S. military 

continues to have the necessary capabilities across all domains—land, air, sea, space, 

and cyber‖
 224

 he also called on the U.S. allies to ―build capacity to fulfill their 

responsibilities to contribute to regional and global security.‖
225

 The engagement of 

partners in the world affairs has been a part of the Obama defense strategy for the 

reasons already discussed in previous parts.  

 

2.4.1 U.S. military engagement in the war  

To end the war in Iraq was the first priority of the candidate Obama. He has 

opposed the war from the very beginning since he believed that ―it has cost America 

dearly in terms of blood and treasure, been a diversion from the fight against al-Qaida, 

stretched our military, and undermined the view of the United States the world wide.‖
226

 

In his opinion the war in Iraq has deviated from the fight against terrorism. The war on 

global terrorism should be pursued in the AfPak region. He envisaged developing a 

counterterrorist strategy which would ensure ―that we develop the capabilities and 

partnerships we need to counter the terrorist threat in other parts of the world; that we 

engage the world to dry up support for terrorism and extremism; that we restore for the 

rule of law and our values; and that we secure a resilient homeland.‖
227

 Moreover, 

according to what Obama stated in the NSS waging wars against terrorism is only a 

part, an element of the ―strategic environment and cannot define America‘s engagement 

with the world.‖
228

  

According to his strategy Obama decided to terminate the combat mission in Iraq in 

2010 (the last troops left Iraq at the end of 2011) and to concentrate on counterterrorism 

in Afghanistan and Pakistan. After Obama took office he announced the increase in 

troop levels deployed in Afghanistan according to his counterterrorist strategy. The 

level of troops mounted up to 90,000 in July 2011 from the initial 30,000 in July 2009. 

However, the strategic plan for Afghanistan, as announced by Obama in July 2011, 
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counts with a gradual drawdown of the U.S. troops and transfer of security to Afghans. 

Obama announced that ―[b]y 2014, this process of transition will be complete, and the 

Afghan people will be responsible for their own security.‖
229

  

Further, in the Defense strategy issued in January 2012, Obama pledged that ―while 

the U.S. military will continue to contribute to security globally, we will of necessity 

rebalance toward the Asia-Pacific region.‖
230

 

 

2.4.2 U.S. defense posture 

Obama expressed his concerns about proliferation of weapons of mass destruction 

among states and extremist groups. In NPR 2010 he has made clear that ―today‘s most 

immediate and extreme danger is nuclear terrorism.‖
231

 Obama, thus, aimed not only at 

securing the existing stockpiles but he also sought to ―negotiate a verifiable global ban 

on the production of new nuclear weapons material.. and dissuade other countries from 

joining the nuclear club.‖
232

 He also pursued reduction of existing nukes which resulted 

in new START Treaty with Russia.  

Nevertheless, on one hand he promoted world without nuclear weapons, but on the 

other hand he advocated the strong nuclear deterrent to protect both the U.S. homeland 

and its allies. Obama confirmed in the 2012 Defense strategy what he has already 

pointed out in 2010 QDR: ―As long as nuclear weapons remain in existence, the United 

States will maintain a safe, secure, and effective arsenal. We will field nuclear forces 

that can under any circumstances confront an adversary with the prospect of 

unacceptable damage, both to deter potential adversaries and to assure U.S. allies.‖
233

 

The Obama commitment to maintain sufficient nuclear power to deter adversaries and 

to defend the U.S. and its partners responds also to ―the more familiar challenge of 
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ensuring strategic stability with existing nuclear powers – most notably Russia and 

China.‖
234

 

Obama, similarly to Bush, recognized that nuclear deterrent is irrelevant in 

addressing threats posed by terrorists and hostile regimes. The NPR 2010 therefore 

outlined the need for strengthening missile defense and conventional capabilities in 

tackling these dangers. The QDR 2010 states that ―new, tailored, regional deterrence 

architectures [will] combine our forward presence, relevant conventional capabilities 

(including missile defenses), and continued commitment to extend our nuclear 

deterrent.‖
235

 

Obama has also developed further the Conventional Prompt Global Strike (CPGS) 

initiated by Bush administration. The CPGS is a long-range strike capability which 

―would allow the United States to strike targets anywhere on Earth with conventional 

weapons in as little as an hour.‖
236

 Thus it is aimed at deterring or defeating adversaries 

at an initial phase of or during a conflict and so to reduce U.S. reliance on nuclear 

weapons. ―Congress appropriated $174.8 million for CPGS capability development in 

FY2012; DOD has requested $$110.4 million in FY2013.‖
237

 

Missile defense system proposed by the Bush administration has been also 

acknowledged by President Obama as an effective capability to face a wide range of 

asymmetric threats. Nevertheless, he considered the protests of the U.S. ally, Russia, 

against the planned deployment in Europe, as well as the imperfections, effectiveness 

and fiscal sustainability of the system which ―would have left large swaths of 

southeastern Europe vulnerable to Iranian missiles.―
238

 Consequently, in 2009 Obama 

approved a reorganization of the missile defense system into 4-phase deployment with 

employment of the existing sea-based Aegis missile defense – ships and interceptors in 

the first phase.  ―Defense Secretary Gates announced U.S. plans to develop and deploy a 
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regional Ballistic Missile Defense capability that can be deployed around the world on 

relatively short notice during crises or as the situation may demand.‖
239

 

 

2.4.3 Restructuralization of U.S. forces overseas 

 ―Enhance the presence and responsiveness of U.S. forces abroad‖
240

 has been an 

objective of the Obama military presence overseas. Obama put special focus on two 

regions – ―regions facing new challenges‖
241

 both economic and security – Asia-Pacific 

and Middle East.  Speaking about the former, Obama said: ―U.S. influence in this 

dynamic region will depend in part on an underlying balance of military capability and 

presence.‖
242

 Addressing Middle East he stated that the U.S. will ―place a premium on 

U.S. and allied military presence in – and support of – partner nations in and around this 

region‖
243

 

Strategic pivot to Asia-Pacific has been endorsed not only by the latest Defense 

review but also by the plan which spread U.S. Marines based in Okinawa across Pacific. 

―The plan pulls together an agreement made with Australia last year to rotate thousands 

of Marines through that country and an acknowledgement in February that the U.S. and 

Japan will relocate 4,700 Okinawa Marines to Guam to create the most comprehensive 

realignment of the service in the Pacific since World War II.‖
244

 

Commenting on the latest Defense strategic review issued by Pentagon, Obama 

outlined the need for smaller and leaner conventional ground and naval forces but more 

flexible and efficient army equipped with improved capabilities ―that maintain our 

military's technological edge and freedom of action‖
245

 – as stated by Secretary Panetta.  

The document confirms Obama new approach to the strategic presence in Europe, 

Africa and Latin America stating that: ―Whenever possible, we will develop innovative, 

low-cost, and small-footprint approaches to achieve our security objectives, relying on 
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exercises, rotational presence, and advisory capabilities.‖
246

 While the major emphasize 

has been put on greater engagement of allies and partners in the regional security. It is 

recognized that the planned U.S. presence overseas thus reflects approved decrease in 

defense budget after a decade of wars on one hand and the sought cooperation with 

allies and partners on the other hand.   

 

2.4.4 Defense spending 

Although the defense spending during in FY2009 – FY2011 kept increasing 

(Figure 3) due to ongoing war in Iraq and Afghanistan, ―in January 2011, a few weeks 

before DOD published its FY2012 request, the Defense Department announced $78 

billion of savings in the FY2012-FY2016.‖
247

 Total defense budget requested by Obama 

administration for FY2012 has been $670.9 billion
248

 which included both the base 

budget for the Department of Defense and the costs of overseas operations. This ―was 

nearly 5.3% less than the amount he had requested for DOD in FY2011.‖
249

 However, 

the amount requested indicates the overall tendency to decrease the budget it has been 

achieved only thanks to cuts in combat operations funding (by 27%). The base budget 

that is the cost of routine peacetime operations, military construction, veterans affairs 

etc. increased in real terms of 3%. 

The Defense review 2012 confirms the trend already discussed above that the 

Obama administration emphasizes acquiring equipment and restructuralizing forces that 

would enhance the U.S. capability to conduct small-scale limited conflicts of the future: 

―We developed a defense strategy that transitions our Defense enterprise from an 

emphasis on today‘s wars to preparing for future challenges, protects the broad range of 

U.S. national security interests, advances the Department‘s efforts to rebalance and 

reform, and supports the national security imperative of deficit reduction through a 

lower level of defense spending.‖
250

  

It is worth noting that despite the downward tendency in the U.S. defense spending, 

the U.S. is likely to maintain its long-retained first position in the world military 
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expenditure since it exceeds the second ranking China almost six times and the third 

ranking Russia almost 12 times (Figure 4). As President Obama stipulated ―[t]he fiscal 

choices we face are difficult ones, but there should be no doubt – here in the United 

States or around the world – we will keep our Armed Forces the best-trained, best-led, 

best-equipped fighting force in history.‖
251

  

 

Figure 4 

 

Source: globalissues.org 

 

2.5 From Bush to Obama security policy - What has changed?  

Although the Obama security policy has been criticized for being just a ―Bush lite‖, 

it is necessary to understand the changeover which is more or less significant in all areas 

of his policy.  As the Legal Adviser to the U.S. Department of State, Harold Hongju 

Koh, argued in his speech ―in foreign policy, from administration to administration, 

there will always be more continuity than change; you simply cannot turn the ship of 

state 360 degrees from administration to administration every four to eight years.‖
252

 

Indeed, in the course of history the U.S. has been keeping the ―4Ps‖ line, which has 

characterized its foreign and security policy for decades. Power, peace, prosperity and 
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principles have always been the leading principles of different administrations in 

different époques with no exception for Bush and Obama administration. However, the 

dynamic of choices has influenced the role each ―P‖ has played. 

The first part has demonstrated that at the beginning of his first term Bush saw the 

U.S. position in the world as unprecedented with exceptional global power and 

influence. Consequently it was perceived to be in U.S. moral obligation ―[to] foster a 

world environment where the American system can survive and flourish‖ not only to be 

to Americans benefit but also to world peoples benefit.  The war on terror, where the 

defeat of terrorist groups by preemptive actions, unilateral if necessary, was the mean to 

achieve this goal. On one hand the war on terror built new partnerships and tied up the 

new allies in coalitions of willing but on the other hand the way it was led harmed the 

ties with traditional allies in Europe.  Prioritization of peace through power over the 

other ―Ps‖ brought Bush to his second term characterized in his security strategy as ―the 

early years of a long struggle.‖
253

  The previous expansive strategy with solitaire, 

unilateral actions was substituted, to some extent, by multilateral cooperation with 

partners and other great powers which could bear the economic, military and diplomatic 

burden of the anti-terrorist campaign. Once Taliban in Afghanistan was defeated and 

Hussein regime in Iraq overthrown Bush emphasized stabilization, reconstruction with a 

special focus on building infrastructure of democracy, rule of law and human rights; the 

U.S. partners were required more strictly to respect those as well. Although the 

preemptive use of force was not completely ruled out, Bush stipulated that ―[t]aking 

action need not involve military force‖
254

 while assessing the preference for 

international diplomacy and multilateral efforts. In the second term Bush has 

undertaken the peace through principles line whereas prosperity has been in a 

background during both terms. That resulted in an enormous national debt inherited by 

Obama administration. Measures such as bilateral and multilateral trade agreements 

which are supposed to promote economic growth were used either to foster anti-terrorist 

cooperation and to reward partners participating in the war on terror or to promote 

development policies in poor regions.    

When Obama took office in 2009 he inherited not only the huge budget deficit 

worsen by ongoing economic crisis but also protracted wars in Iraq and Afghanistan 

more and more unpopular both at home and abroad. Contrary to Bush who took over 
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America at the height of its power, Obama inherited a nation on descent. Obama 

evaluated the moment as ―a moment of transition‖ when the American power needed to 

be renewed in all its attributes ―that have supported [the U.S.] leadership for decades—

sturdy alliances, an unmatched military, the world‘s largest economy, a strong and 

evolving democracy.‖
255

 Even if these features encompass all 4Ps Obama based his 

strategy to restore the U.S. leadership primarily on prosperity boosting the American 

power.   

The strategy to reach these objectives has included not only economic measures 

such as wide multilateral cooperation but also a gradual withdrawal from both military 

operations and a strategic transfer of the responsibility over the world security to allies 

and partners. Preemptive actions, unilateral if necessary, have been changed for 

multilateral efforts to mitigate the need for the use of force which was evident 

particularly during the Arab Spring. Obama has developed a doctrine based on mutual 

respect and interests, the smart power which draws on pragmatism in world affairs and 

the so-called principled engagement – ―a powerful belief in the interdependence of the 

global community.‖
256

  

It seems that even if Obama left window open for unilateral action, the alliances 

have mattered strongly to the U.S. under Obama, at least for several reasons. First of all, 

the U.S. remains one of the largest economic powers and Washington still maintains the 

most important military capabilities and presence in the world; and ―the relationships 

[U.S.] Armed Forces have developed with foreign militaries are a critical component of 

global engagement and support our collective security.‖
257

 Second, the alliances are 

important prerequisite to the Obama efforts to restore U.S. leadership and similarly 

Washington is more likely to cling to its alliances since ―declining powers are even 

more likely than global hegemons to seek out partners in order to share defensive 

burdens.‖
258

 Third, states that share the common values and principles with America are 

still more attracted the U.S. than to other global powers. Finally, Obama has inherited 

an enormous budget deficit from the previous Bush administration so to share the costly 

security burden with as much allies as possible has been a natural choice. 
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Although Bush used merely  the ―coalition of willing‖ when confronting security 

threats Obama has favored continuing to closely cooperate, coordinate and consult 

traditional allies as well as other great powers, newly emerging partners and 

organizations. That confirms the Obama‘s view that the advantages of acting alongside 

partners in multilateral coalition far outweigh the Bush assumption that the close ties 

constrain the American interests. In this view, various analysts argue that Obama ―is 

heir to an excessively idealistic Democratic tradition that dates back, if not to Woodrow 

Wilson‘s attempt to remake the world in 1919, then at least to George McGovern and 

Jimmy Carter‘s naïve liberalism.‖
259

 But Obama tends more toward Democratic 

heritage of Truman, Kennedy and Roosevelt since his multilateral approach ―fits with 

what his Democratic forebears tried to achieve, from Roosevelt‘s attempts to turn the 

wartime alliance into ‗a political society of nations‘ to Kennedy‘s efforts to tackle 

economic and social problems in Latin America through his Alliance for Progress.‖
260

  

Furthermore it is important to point out that unlike the Bush administration, Obama 

administration has pursued its international commitments strictly with the support of the 

international organizations in particular the United Nations. In Libya Obama allowed 

for a limited international operation only after the UN SC resolution was passed which 

represents the opposite of Iraq. The great concern of the Obama administration about 

the ongoing crisis in Syria have not turned into any kind of intervention but instead ―the 

United States urge[d] the Security Council to back the Arab League‘s demand that the 

Syrian Government immediately stop all attacks against civilians and guarantee the 

freedom of peaceful demonstrations‖
261

 as said by the Secretary of State, Clinton at a 

UN SC session on the situation in Syria. Obama strong commitment to the institutional 

procedure which had been proved in Libya and Syria was highlighted shortly after he 

came to office. The NSS stipulates that ―[the U.S.] succeeded in the post-World War II 

era by pursuing our interests within multilateral forums like the United Nations—not 

outside of them…[so] the United States will need to invest in strengthening the 

international system, working from inside international institutions and frameworks to 

face their imperfections head on and to mobilize transnational cooperation.‖
262
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Dealing with economic crisis and obstacles in international trade, Obama also 

pushed for multilateral solutions within the international organization such as G-20 and 

WTO. Unlike Bush who employed the economic measures and trade agreements to 

support his anti-terrorist campaign and so the positive economic outcomes were mostly 

secondary effects, Obama has made actively use of international trade and economic 

partnerships to foster domestic growth. To amplify it he focused his attention on the 

dynamic Asia-Pacific region and the rapidly rising BRICS countries.   

Obama has also undertaken a different stance when addressing great powers – 

China and Russia. Bush administration found a common ground with China on a 

number of security issues, especially counterterrorism. On the other hand the U.S.-

Russia cooperation under Bush was poor, marked by reciprocal antagonism since Bush 

politics was strongly opposed to Russian strategic interests. Obama, however, launched 

a restart policy toward Russia. He backed down on missile defense plan and focused 

more on relations with Russia instead of its neighbors. In exchange for this approach, 

Obama sought to secure Russian cooperation on issues that truly matter such as war in 

Afghanistan, Iranian and North Korean nuclear program.  

Both administrations have labeled the same threats such terrorism and proliferation 

of WMDs as imminent dangers to the U.S. national security but their approach to meet 

them has differed significantly.  President Bush developed the ―first strike‖ strategy to 

address these threats since his administration claimed that the traditional concept of 

deterrence has become outdated in context of global terrorism and spreading of WMDs. 

Consequently the preemptive war was an integral part of his first strike strategy.  Facing 

potential security risks from other global powers and hostile states he focused on a New 

Triad which incorporated mix of nuclear and conventional forces including missile 

defense system and enhanced command and control, planning, and intelligence systems.  

In contrast President Obama emphasized, on one hand, prevention of terrorism and 

proliferation and, on the other hand, deterrence in facing other potential dangers. His 

security policy was also active in tackling the threats but different in means. Although 

Obama, like Bush, aimed at strengthening U.S. Armed Forces to respond to the full 

range of challenges posed by state and non-state groups and ensuring the U.S. military 

continues to have the necessary capabilities, he preferred prevention through ―soft‖ 

means over the resort to arms and called on the U.S. partners to engage actively to 

contribute to regional and global security. 
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„The Obama template for projecting American power has proven different, and 

vastly superior. For example, the bin Laden raid was a patient, intelligence-led, 

lightning operation against an enemy that had done America enormous harm. It was the 

opposite of the Iraq operation, which was an instinctive, military-led, lingering invasion 

of a state that had nothing to do with the 9/11 attacks. Libya was also the opposite of 

Iraq. Obama passed the leadership over the operation to topple the Kaddafi regime to 

European leaders instead of maintaining the control.  

Both presidents developed plans to restructualize the U.S. forces and their presence 

overseas. President Bush said regarding the strategy: ―We will move some of our troops 

and capabilities to new locations, so they can surge quickly to deal with unexpected 

threats. We'll take advantage of 21st century military technologies to rapidly deploy 

increased combat power. The new plan will help us fight and win these wars of the 21st 

century. ‖
263

 And President Obama followed that plan while rebalancing toward the 

Asia-Pacific region from Europe and the Middle East. The great difference between the 

administrations appeared in defense spending. The Obama‘s emphasized decrease in 

defense expenditure and budget discipline evinced his great concern about the U.S. 

economic renewal. Unlike Bush, Obama has built the American leadership on 

prosperity and economic growth while still focusing on efficient military forces. 

―[W]orking with our military leaders, I‘ve proposed a new defense strategy that ensures 

we maintain the finest military in the world, while saving nearly half a trillion dollars in 

our budget,‖
264

 he said.  
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Figure 5 
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PART 2 

 

3 Analysis of the change in the U.S. security policy - 

Evaluation of the explanatory power of selected 

theories 

 

3.1 Objectives & Methodology 

In the Part 1 I have demonstrated that, despite the critics that the Obama security 

policy has been just the ―Bush lite‖, the Obama security policy changed significantly, in 

its overall approach as well as in specific means. Similarly the deeper analysis of the 

Bush presidency uncovered that the Bush security policy during his 1
st
 term differed to 

some extend from his 2
nd

 term policy. Although we can find a number of analyses of 

Bush and Obama policies separately there has not been a comprehensive study of a 

cause why the change occurred. Consequently in the pages that follow I will proceed 

with an analysis what antecedents could have produced the change in the 2
nd

 term Bush 

security policy and in the Obama security policy. 

Pursuing this objective, I will draw hypotheses from the previous study of both 

policies whereas the independent variables will be drawn from three classical theories of 

the international relations – neorealism, liberalism and constructivism. I have selected 

the above mentioned IR theories since each of those works with different notion such as 

power position of a state in the international system (neorealism), state internal 

order/regime (liberalism), interests, identities and social practices among states 

(constructivism) which has been previously identified as driving powers of the Bush 

and Obama security policy.  To prove one of them causal for the change in the U.S. 

security policy, Mill´s method of difference will be of use. 

Mill‘s method of difference proceeds ―by comparing instances in which 

phenomenon does occur with instances in order respects similar in which does not.‖
265

 

Since the instance of the comparison is one single country in relatively short historical 

period – 12 years, we can claim that the cases are in other respects similar but one – the 
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security policy.  Thus we dispose of a pair of cases contrasting highly on just one aspect 

which is a preliminary condition to use the Mill‘s method of difference.  

In Mill‘s method of difference, ―the investigator would look for antecedent 

conditions that differ between two cases that have different outcomes, and they would 

judge that those antecedent conditions that were the same despite differing outcomes 

could not be sufficient to cause either outcome. In the following example (where ~A 

represents ―not A‖) the researcher would draw the inference that the variable A was 

causally related to the outcome because it is the only one that varies when the outcome 

varies.‖
266

 My purpose is thus to find such an independent variable which would be 

sufficient to cause change on dependent variable whereas as Y is equal the Bush 

security policy and ~Y refers to the Obama security policy. 

 

Mill‘s Method of Difference 

       Independent Variables  Dependent Variable 

Case 1        A B C D E      Y 

Case 2    ~A B C D E    ~Y 

 

Consequently the method will be implemented as follows: First, I will generate 

hypothesis from deduction based on the previous research of Bush and Obama security 

policy; Second, I will draw independent variables from the theories of IR. I suppose to 

establish three independent variables (A, B, C) – each for one hypothesis and three 

correspondingly three additional independent variables (A‘, B‘, C‘). Third, I will 

proceed with a deeper research into three cases - Case 1 Bush 1
st
 term (Y), Case 2 Bush 

2
nd

 term (~Y) and Case 3 Obama 1
st
 term (~~Y) in order to uncover which independent 

variables (A, B, C) and/or additional independent variables (A‘, B‘, C‘) was sufficient 

to cause ~Y and/or ~~Y and thus to identify the causal relations between these 

variables.  

Independent Variables  Dependent Variable 

Case 1        A, A‘ B,B‘ C,C‘         Y 

Case 2      A, A‘ B,B‘ C,C‘     ~Y  

Case 3      A, A‘ B,B‘ C,C‘   ~~Y   
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3.2 Neorealism 

 

3.2.1 Formulation of hypothesis A 

At the beginning of his 1
st
 term, Bush saw the U.S. position in the world as 

unprecedented with exceptional global power and influence. As pointed out by 

Krauthammer in 2002: ―Today, the American military exceeds in spending the next 

twenty countries combined. Its Navy, Air Force and space power are unrivaled. Its 

dominance extends as well to every other aspect of international life – not only military, 

but economic, technological, diplomatic, cultural, even linguistic.‖
267

 Bush thus 

disposed of power which enabled him to shape the international environment according 

to the U.S. interests, alone if necessary.  

However, in 2006 Bush pledged that the U.S. has found itself ―in the early years 

of a long struggle‖ which required an approach toward security policy different from the 

1
st
 term stance.  During his 2

nd
 term Bush emphasized multilateral cooperation not only 

in post-conflict reconstruction in Iraq and Afghanistan but also on the economic field 

while pushing for settling of trade disputes through WTO. The unilateral approach 

toward world affairs was thus replaced by new enthusiasm for international institutions 

and bilateral agreements. 

The Obama administration adopted security policy which has differentiated 

further in a great number of areas. President Obama has stated in many speeches and 

documents that his aim has been to restore the American leadership. That demonstrates 

that his administration has perceived the U.S. power in the international affairs as 

declining or at least challenged by other great and emerging powers. The evidence of 

that perception can be found not only in Obama‘s effort to boost the economic growth 

and to improve military capabilities but also in his focus on BRICS countries and the 

most dynamic Asia-Pacific region with the aim at formulating both security and 

economic partnerships. Moreover we can argue that the decline of U.S. power truly 

occurred if we take into account a recent external behavior of the U.S. The first 

theoretician of the balance-of-power theory, Francois Fenelon, believed that ―a country 

wielding overwhelming power could not for long be expected to behave with 
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moderation.‖
268

 And that is exactly the opposite what we could observe for the last 4 

years. 

Consequently I make a hypothesis A: 

 

Hypothesis A 

The Bush 2
nd

 term departure from unilateralism and the Obama multilateral 

approach stems from the decline of the U.S. power position in the international system. 

 

3.2.2 Justification of the use of neorealism 

I will make use of the neorealist theory to prove or disapprove the hypothesis. If 

the hypothesis is found true, it shall, on one hand, prove that the shifting power position 

of the U.S. in the international system is at origin of the change in the U.S. security 

policy which has followed the change in the Oval Office and, on the other hand, it shall 

confirm the explanatory power of neorealism in this particular case.  

The neorealism was chosen for this analysis not only because it focuses on the 

position of great powers in the international system but also because it emphasizes the 

enduring importance of power politics within the system while the power is not the end, 

as in classical realism, but a useful mean how to assure security.  

Using neorealism as an auxiliary mean I will work mostly with the Waltz theory 

because it disposes of a concise and coherent explanatory power due to the small 

number of tangible variables such as population and territory or military and economic 

strength. While criticized for its omissions of other variables such as economic 

interdependence, technology, or ideology Waltz argues that ―theory is not a statement 

about everything that is important in international political life, but rather a necessarily 

slender explanatory construct.‖
269

 He based the neorealist theory on three basic features. 

First, the structure of the international system is ultimately anarchic; second, units in 

the international system have similar functions; third, the structure of the international 

system is defined by the distribution of power across states.  

Waltz thus abandons the underpinning point of the classical realism - the 

assumption about human nature presented in the pieces by Kennan and Morgenthau. His 

theory gives primacy to the ―logic of power politics on the firmer foundation of anarchic 
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structure.‖
270

 While ―the structure emerges from the coexistence of the states‖
271

 and 

consequently influences the state behavior by rewarding or punishing it.  Neorealism 

thus acknowledges that ―systemic factors drive some kinds of state behavior but not 

others and that systemic pressure must be translated through intervening variables at the 

unit level.‖
272

 Waltz developed a theory which depicts an international system as a 

whole, with structural and unit levels at once distinct and connected. 

One of the fundamental characteristic of the international system is the anarchy. 

Under this regime of uncertainty all states has to be prepared to affront the use of force 

as well as to use force at any time. States fear ―being dominated or even destroyed by 

others.‖
273

 From that reasons states seek to ensure their survival and maintain their 

security. Only beyond the survival motive the other goals of state may vary from 

autonomy to maximizing influence upon the world. According to Buzan “security” 

means ―the ability of the states and societies to maintain their independent identity and 

their functional integrity.‖
274

 Neorealists believe that the security is the highest end 

which can be never completed due to the scarcity of the resources so the security 

remains the crucial aspect determining the state´s behavior in the international system. 

The other concept emanating from the anarchic international system is the 

autonomy and dependence translated as the in/dependence on/from the other actors.  

The international politics has been defined by Waltz as ―politics in the absence of 

government‖
275

 where the hierarchic relations did not develop because of the absence of 

the system-wide authority. The states are obliged to operate on a self-help principle in 

all aspects including its security. Mearshaimer argues that in order to ensure national 

security states must safeguard their autonomy. Waltz adds that states even strive for 

autarchy.  The cooperation within the international system is limited not only because 

each state fears ―how the other will use the increased capabilities‖
276

 at every moment 
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but also because ―the uncertainty of each about the other´s future intentions and actions 

– works against their cooperation.‖
277

 States therefore seek to widen their scope of 

control what they depend on which explains their intention to maximize the influence on 

the international environment and their imperial appetite which involves the expectation 

of aggressive behavior. 

At this point it is useful to mention the concept of alliance in the neorealist 

theory. As it was cited the structure of the international system is a determinant feature 

for the state´s behavior. States in such self-help system must rely on themselves. The 

possibility of failing to prosper and to opening themselves to dangers stimulates states 

―to behave in ways that tend toward the creation of balance of power.‖
278

 States 

therefore try to balance against other states that ―need not to be the most powerful states 

in the system‖
279

 but that represent the greatest threat. Consequently states form the 

alliances with the intention of reduce their vulnerability. Nevertheless states only accept 

a minimum loss of autonomy necessary for the alliance in order to ―prevent a threat of a 

far greater loss of autonomy which would result from the dominance of a powerful third 

country.‖
280

 

From the neorealist point of view the international system is defined by 

distribution of power among states. In order to translate neorealism into security policy 

terms it is necessary to reformulate systemic variable ―international distribution of 

power‖ into the position variable ―relative power position‖ where ―relative‖ means 

perceptions of power at the unit level. Such a suggestion redresses the neoclassical 

realism´s argument
281

 that ―power‖ refers to resources and security policy interests 

because these interests are included in the perceptions of power at the unit level. 

Neorealists argue further that country´s security policy is driven first and foremost by its 

power position in the international system, whereas power position of a state is 

determined by number of poles in the international system and its share in resources 

available in the system. The better the power position relative to the other state, the 

more successfully states can pursue their various aims. Consequently the independent 

variable – power position and the dependent variable – security policy can be 

determined. 
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At this point of analysis it is indispensable to establish the relation between 

power position and security policy of a state because it could be argued that there is no 

reason for a state to subject its security policy to systemic conditions. The reason why 

states are willing to do so is the assumption of rationality of the actors (states). 

―According to this assumption, states make their decisions on the basis of cost-benefit 

calculation.‖
282

 States understand
283

 that structure constrains them and rewards or 

penalizes some kind of behavior. Whether they ―live, prosper or die, depends on their 

own efforts.‖
284

 The assumption of rationality is therefore the essential connection 

between power position and security policy of an individual state. 

However there is a tension in a neorealist view of structural influence on a state 

security policy. Neorealists argue that a state which possesses an overwhelming power 

lacks an effective countervailing coalition constraining its behavior and threatening its 

power position so ―unilateralism is unavoidable.‖285 Consequently ―if the [state] does 

not need to care about relative power, the structural effects of anarchy are actually quite 

unimportant to [its] behavior.‖286 This suggests two important elements: First, in this 

case, domestic factors are stronger determinants for the security policy than the 

structural pressure; second, if the power of the state attenuates the state is likely to 

abandon unrestraint, unilateral approach and accept multilateralism. Therefore the 

power of the U.S. needs to be assessed first separately, before we regard the structural 

pressures of the system.  

The hypothesis A may be specified further as follows: If the U.S. power is 

ascertained to be on decline in between the Bush and Obama administration, the 

multilateralism will be considered a direct cause of the domestic condition. If the U.S. 

power remains unchanged, therefore there has been no reason for the U.S. to abandon 

its unilateral behavior and the cause of the Obama multilateralism is likely to be found 

at the structural level.  
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3.2.3 Operacionalization of independent variable A  

Previously the power position of a state was identified as the independent 

variable and its security policy as the dependent variable. On the following pages I will 

evaluate the U.S. power position during the 1
st
 and the 2

nd
 Bush term as well as during 

the Obama administration in order to uncover its modification which would result in a 

change of the dependent variable.  

Before I begin the assessment it needs to be point out that the power position 

cannot be measured only by one capability. As Waltz highlights ―great powers do not 

gain and retain their rank by excelling in one way or another. Their rank depends on 

how they score on a combination of the following items: size of population and 

territory, resource endowment, economic capability, military strength, political stability 

and competence.”
287

 To support his argument he proposes a historical example of 

Britain and France which did not become great powers once they became nuclear states. 

Similarly he points out that the power of the Soviet Union declined considerably when 

its economic capability started to deteriorate. Nowadays ―Russia will not remain a great 

power unless it is able to use its resources effectively in the long run.‖
288

 

If we translate these items determining the power position of an individual state 

to the security policy language we regard military strength as means to ensure the 

national defensive and offensive capabilities being ready to be attacked and to attack, 

economic capabilities and natural resources as means to ensure autarchy and military 

capabilities, and population as a number of potential workers and soldiers. 

  

3.2.4 Testing of the independent variable A 

 

Size of population and territory 

First I will pay attention to the size of territory and population. What we can 

observe at the figure 6 the U.S. ranks third with just a small difference from the second 

biggest state, Canada. As the territory does not vary it is clear that this attribute of the 

U.S. power position has remained unchanged from Bush to Obama. The subsequent 

figures (Figure 7-9) show the U.S. population in 2001, 2005 and 2009 eventually. In all 

three years the U.S. has been the third most populated country. It is therefore evident 
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that neither the population has been the potential the capability determinant the change 

on the U.S. power position.   

 

Figure 6 – Territory 

Rank Country Area (sq km) 

1 Russia 17,098,242 

2 Canada 9,984,670 

3 United States 9,826,675 

4 China 9,596,961 

5 Brazil 8,514,877 

6 Australia 7,741,220 

7 India 3,287,263 

8 Argentina 2,780,400 

9 Kazakhstan 2,724,900 

10 Algeria 2,381,741 
Source: CIA World Factbook, 2012 

 

Figure 7 – Population ranking 2001 

Rank Country Amount 

1 China 1,271,850,000 

2 India 1,032,473,000 

3 United States 285,318,000 

4 Indonesia 209,014,100 

5 Brazil 176,377,000 

6 Russia 145,949,600 

7 Pakistan 141,450,200 

8 Bangladesh  131,461,400 

9 Nigeria 128,038,600 

10 Japan 127,149,000 
Source: Nation Master, 2012 

 

Figure 8 – Population ranking 2005 

Rank Country Amount 

1 China 1,304,500,000 

2 India 1,094,583,000 

3 United States 296,410,400 

4 Indonesia 220,558,000 

5 Brazil 186,404,900 

6 Pakistan 145,949,600 

7 Russia 143,113,600 

8 Bangladesh  141,822,300 

9 Nigeria 141,356,100 

10 Japan 127,774,000 
Source: Nation Master, 2012 
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Figure 9 – Population ranking 2009 

Rank Country Amount 

1 China 1,338,612,968 

2 India 1,156,897,766 

3 United States 307,212,123 

4 Indonesia 240,271,522 

5 Brazil 198,739,269 

6 Pakistan 174,578,558 

7 Bangladesh 156,050,883 

8 Nigeria 149,229,090 

9 Russia 140,041,247 

10 Japan 127,078,679 

Source: CIA World Factbook, 2009 

 

Resource endowment 

To assess the resource endowment I have chosen two resources that I believe are 

the most significant for the state power in current system – oil and natural gas. 

Moreover with a reference to the neorealist theory of autarchy these are the most vital 

resources.  Figure 10 demonstrates that even if the U.S. does not retain the largest 

proved reserves of oil it is among the major producers of oil, OPEC countries. The 

proved reserves of oil between 2001 (Bush 1
st
 term), 2005 (Bush 2

nd
 term) and 2009 

(Obama 1
st
 term) fell slightly but not dramatically which enabled the U.S. to retain its 

position in the world ranking. During the same period the U.S. ranked the same in 

proved reserves of natural gas (Figure 11). It is evident that the significant fall/increase 

in strategic resources has not occurred in between the Bush and Obama Presidency as to 

be able to encourage change on the independent variable.    

 

Figure 10 – World proven crude oil reserves by country, 2001, 2005, 2009 
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2005 
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Country 

2009 

(m b) 

1 Saudi Arabia 262,697 

 

1 Saudi Arabia 264,211 

 

1 Saudi Arabia 264,590 

2 Iraq 115,000 

 

2 Iran 136,270 

 

2 Venzuela 211,173 

3 Iran 99,080 

 

3 Iraq 115,000 

 

3 Iran 137,010 

4 UAE 97,800 

 

4 Kuwait 101,500 

 

4 Iraq 115,000 

5 Kuwait 96,500 

 

5 UAE 97,800 

 

5 Kuwait 101,500 

6 Russia 78,832 

 

6 Venzuela 80,012 

 

6 UAE 97,800 

7 Venezuela 77,685 

 

7 Russia 77,712 

 

7 Russia 79,432 
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8 Libya 36,000 

 

8 Libya 41,464 

 

8 Libya 46,422 

9 Nigeria 31,506 

 

9 Kazskhstan 39,828 

 

9 Kazskhstan 39,800 

10 Mexico 25,425 

 

10 Nigeria 36,220 

 

10 Nigeria 37,200 

11 China 24,900 

 

11 Qatar 25,288 

 

11 Qatar 25,382 

12 United States 22,446 

 

12 United States 21,371 

 

12 United States 19,121 

13 Qatar 15,207 

 

13 China 15,587 

 

13 China 18,000 

14 Algeria 11,314 

 

14 Mexico 13,670 

 

14 Brazil 12,802 

15 Norway 10,271 

 

15 Algeria 12,270 

 

15 Algeria 12,200 
Source: OPEC, Annual Statistical Buletin,2003, 2009 

 

Figure 11 – World proven natural gas reserves, 2001, 2005, 2009  
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Country 

2009 
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standard 
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1 Russia 56,215 

 

1 Russia 44,680 

 

1 Russia 44,900 

2 Iran 26,600 

 

2 Iran 27,580 

 

2 Iran 29,610 

3 Qatar 25,783 

 

3 Qatar 25,636 

 

3 Qatar 25,636 

4 Saudi Arabia 6,455 

 

4 Saudi Arabia 6,900 

 

4 Turkmenistan 8,400 

5 UAE 6,060 

 

5 UAE 6,060 

 

5 United States 7,468 

6 United States 5,195 

 

6 United States 5,788 

 

6 Saudi Arabia 6,091 

7 Nigeria 4,632 

 

7 Nigeria 5,152 

 

7 UAE 6,091 

8 Algeria 4,523 

 

8 Algeria 4,504 

 

8 Nigeria 5,292 

9 Venezuela 4,180 

 

9 Venezuela 4,315 

 

9 Venezuela 5,065 

10 Norway 3,833 

 

10 Iraq 3,170 

 

10 Algeria 4,504 

11 Australia 3,550 

 

11 Norway 3,108 

 

11 Indonesia 3,280 

12 Iraq 3,109 

 

12 Indonesia 2,756 

 

12 Iraq 3,170 

13 Indonesia 2,603 

 

13 Turkmenistan 2,680 

 

13 Australia 3,145 

14 Malaysia 2,480 

 

14 Malaysia 2,480 

 

14 China 3,090 

15 Canada 1,693 

 

15 Australia 2,429 

 

15 Norway 2,985 
Source: OPEC, Annual Statistical Buletin,2003, 2009 

 

Economic capability  

The economic capability will be evaluated according the Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP). Since the GDP ―includes all of private and public consumption, 

government outlays, investments and exports less imports that occur within a defined 

territory‖289 it is the most suitable indicator of the country economic performance. 

Figure 12 demonstrates that the U.S. ranks first in 2001, 2005 and 2010. American GDP 

kept increasing during the years 2001 - 2010 and kept a significant margin from second 

ranking Japan in 2001, 2005 and China in 2010.  
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Figure 12 – Gross Domestic Product ranking 2001, 2005, 2010 
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Country 

2001 
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Country 

2005 
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of USD) 
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Country 

2010 

(millions 

of USD) 

1 

United 

States 10,065,265 
 

1 

United 

States 12,455,068 
 

1 
United 

States 14,586,736 

2 Japan 4,141,069 
 

2 Japan 4,505,912 
 

2 China 5,926,612 

3 Germany 1,846,069 
 

3 Germany 2,781,900 
 

3 Japan 5,458,837 

4 

United 

Kingdom 1,424,094 
 

4 

United 

Kingdom 2,192,553 
 

4 Germany 
3,280,530 

5 France 1,309,807 
 

5 France 2,110,185 
 

5 France 2,560,002 

6 China 1,159,031 
 

6 China 2,228,862 
 

6 
United 

Kingdom 2,261,713 

7 Italy 1,088,754 
 

7 Italy 1,723,044 
 

7 Brazil 2,087,890 

8 Canada 694,475 
 

8 Canada 1,115,192 
 

8 Italy 2,060,965 

9 Mexico 617,82 
 

9 Mexico 768,438 
 

9 India 1,727,111 

10 Spain 581,823 
 

10 Spain 1,123,691 
 

10 Canada 1,577,040 

11 Brazil 502,509 
 

11 Brazil 794,098 
 

11 Russia 1,479,819 

12 India 477,342 
 

12 India 785,468 
 

12 Spain 1,407,405 

13 Korea 422,167 
 

13 Korea 787,624 
 

13 Australia 1,131,623 

14 Nerthelands 380,137 
 

14 Nerthelands 594,755 
 

14 Mexico 1,035,871 

15 Australia 368,726 
 

15 Australia 700,672 
 

15 
Korea, 

Rep. 1,014,483 
Source: The World Bank, 2001, 2005, 2010 

 

Military strength 

The problem of measuring military capability ―focus[es] mainly on 

understanding which ingredients are necessary for the creation of an effective force and 

how the effectiveness of this force can be conceptualized in an intellectual sense.‖290 

The notion of military capability can be translated ―as the output level of national power 

[which] is premised on the understanding that a country‘s military organizations receive 

national resources and transform them into specific war-fighting capabilities.‖291  

Therefore I emphasize the military expenditure as the most valuable ingredient-resource 

the military get to make the military strength effective.  
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 Figure 13 sums up that the U.S. military spending has risen since 2002 until 

recent cuts in military spending by Obama. Considering the following figure the U.S. 

has retained the first position in military spending during both Bush and Obama years in 

office, again with a significant margin from the second ranking China and third Russia.  

Thus, considering what was said previously that the military budget is a resource of 

military strength; both Bush and Obama thus had at their disposal the most powerful 

military in the world. 

 

Figure 13 – Military Expenditure in 2002, 2005, 2009 
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2009 

Military 

Spending 

(Billions 

of USD) 

1 United States 348,500 

 

1 

United 

States 495,300 

 

1 

United 

States 661,000 

2 China 51,000 

 

2 China 67,490 

 

2 China 121,900 

3 Russia 50,800 

 

3 Russia 51,700 

 

3 Russia 70,000 

4 France 40,200 

 

4 Japan 45,840 

 

4 

United 

Kingdom 55,400 

5 Japan 39,500 

 

5 France 45,240 

 

5 France 54,000 

6 

United 

Kingdom 37,300 

 

6 

United 

Kingdom 42,840 

 

6 Japan 41,100 

7 Germany 33,300 

 

7 Germany 35,100 

 

7 Germany 37,800 

8 Italy 25,600 

 

8 

Saudi 

Arabia 29,600 

 

8 Italy 30,600 

9 Saudi Arabia 22,200 

 

9 Italy 28,200 

 

9 

Saudi 

Arabia 29,500 

10 India 13,800 

 

10 India 17,000 

 

10 

South 

Korea 24,600 

11 Korea, South 13,300 

 

11 Korea,South 16,200 

 

11 India 22,400 

12 Brazil 10,200 

 

12 Turkey 12,100 

 

12 Australia 17,200 

13 Israel 9,900 

 

13 Brazil 11,000 

 

13 Brazil 16,200 

14 Turkey 9,200 

 

14 Spain 9,900 

 

14 Canada 15,000 

15 Spain 8,700 

 

15 Israel 0,000 

 

15 Spain 14,400 
Source: Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, Congressional Research Service, Centre for 

arms control and proliferation 
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Political stability  

The last capability which needs to be evaluated is the political stability. The 

criterion chosen for this purpose is the political stability defined by the World Bank 

Development research group as ―the likelihood that the government will be destabilized 

or overthrown by unconstitutional or violent means, including politically-motivated 

violence and terrorism.‖292 Figure 14 and the following Graph shows that together with 

the European countries – France and United Kingdom – the U.S. has been the most 

politically stable state within the sample293 between the years 2002 - 2009. The value of 

the U.S. political stability in 2002 does not considerably differ from the value in 2006 

and in 2009. 

 

Figure 14 - Political stability 2002 – 2006 - 2009 

    2002 2006 2009 

Country WBCode Estimate* Estimate* Estimate* 

UNITED 

KINGDOM GBR 0,5935 0,5988 0,1683 

UNITED STATES USA 0,2026 0,3471 0,3237 

RUSSIA RUS -0,8071 - 0,8996 -0,9179 

PAKISTAN PAK -1,7297 - 2,0321 -2,6755 

ISRAEL ISR -1,5249 -1,3688 -1,7295 

INDIA IND -1,2376 - 1,0644 -1,3893 

FRANCE FRA 0,8370 0,5335 0,5246 

CHINA CHN -0,3969    -0,5872 -0,5509 

  Source: World Bank, Worldwide Governance Indicators project 2010 
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Final assessment of the power position  

The final comparison of attributes of the U.S. power position (Figure 15-16) 

indicates that the U.S. has ranked similarly on the majority of selected capabilities from 

Bush 1
st
 term through his 2

nd
 term to the Obama administration.  The final score brings 

us to a conclusion that the U.S. power position in the international system has remained 

unchanged. Since I have made a hypothesis suggesting that the change on the 

independent variable – U.S. power position – causes a change on the dependent variable 

– U.S. security policy, I should conclude that the hypothesis A has been disapproved.  

 

Figure 15 - Comparing attributes of the U.S. power position 

 

Area Population Oil Gas GDP* 

Military 

strength** 

Political 

Stability 

*** Score AVERAGE 

BUSH  

1st term 3 3 12 6 1 1 110 136 19 

BUSH  

2nd term 3 3 12 6 1 1 119 145 21 

OBAMA 

1st term 3 3 12 5 1 1 119 144 21 

Source: CIA World Factbook  

* Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators database, 2011  

** Source: Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, Military Expenditure 

Database, 2009 

 

*** Source: Worldwide Governance Indicators project, 2010  

 

Figure 16 – Comparing attributes of the U.S. power  
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3.2.5 Formulation of an additional hypothesis A’ 

The final score indicates that the U.S. power position in the international system 

has not changed and thus the change in the U.S. security policy does not stem up from 

the change in the power position. However to be certain we have to complete the 

assessment of the U.S. power position in the international system with the analysis of 

the current world structure. As Waltz pointed out, ―the international structure emerges 

from the interaction of states and then constrains them from taking certain actions while 

propelling them toward others.‖294
 Structure thus affects the interacting units and their 

outcomes as well as the units affect the structure.  

Structure refers to polarity of the international system which is determined by 

the number of poles (great powers) in the system. Subsequently the U.S. power position 

will be further compared to the power position of the other great powers in the 

international system since neorealists regard the structure of the international system as 

having the great significance for the power position of states because it determines the 

possibility of manoeuvre i.e. how state can employ its capabilities.  

Although neorealists do not specify under which conditions state becomes a 

pole, Mearsheimer argues that ―the necessary and sufficient criterion is the reasonable 

prospects of defending oneself independently against the leading state in the system.‖295 
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According to his argument I call great powers, on one hand, the nuclear countries i.e. 

Russia, China, India, Pakistan, Israel, United Kingdom and France296, since the nuclear 

weapons are an important feature of self-defense and thus a strategic prerequisite which 

places the states on the same starting line once nukes are present in the system. On the 

other hand, I argue that there are other countries in the system that possess sufficient 

economic, human or natural resources to concur the U.S. Brazil, Canada, Germany, 

Italy, Japan, and Saudi Arabia will be part of the assessment of the current international 

structure.  

 

Polarity of the current international system  

After the Cold War of the Soviet Union the system became unipolar because as 

Schweller points out ―when one of two superpowers collapses, the system goes from 

bipolarity to unipolarity.‖297 Huntigton introduced another term for describing the 

structure of the current international system i.e. ―uni-multipolarity‖. It means that 

―unipolarity now coexists with regional multipolarity.‖298  

We can thus presuppose that there are several poles in the international system 

because although the U.S. has been the leader of the military expenditure ranking and 

the GDP ranking (so the leading state), in case of territory, population and resources the 

U.S. is substituted by other states e.g. China, India, or Russia which are therefore given 

the ―power tools‖ such as soldiers, resources, etc. to defend themselves against the U.S. 

and constraint thus its independent position, the possibility of manoeuvre. Moreover, 

France and the UK have shown more political stability that the U.S. 

Consequently we can hypothesize that if the power position of one or more of 

other great powers had changed considerably; it would have influenced the polarity of 

the structure. The U.S. security policy would have been altered consequently not in 

response to the change in its power position but as a consequence of a structural change 

in order to maintain the U.S. position in the system. I establish the structural change as 

an additional independent variable.  

I make an additional hypothesis A‘: 
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Hypothesis A’ 

The Bush 2
nd

 term departure from unilateralism and the Obama multilateral 

approach is due to the change in the structure of the international system. 

 

3.2.6 Testing of the independent variable A’ - Assessing structural 

change  

In order to assess the structural change we have to examine the change in power 

position of other great powers based on Waltz´s argument that the state´s power is 

produced by several different components. Nevertheless, it needs to be highlighted that 

the power-as-resources approach I use (based on Waltz‘s theory) provides a relevant 

comparative power for the assessment of the selected independent variable, i.e. change 

of the international structure, but do not correspond to the real power position the states 

maintain in the system since in this approach the attributes of power are treated as if 

they were power itself. As Baldwin points out ―[f]ocusing on the capabilities of states is 

simply a way of drawing attention to their potential power. It makes no more sense to 

talk about state capabilities in general than to talk about state power without (explicitly 

or implicitly) specifying scope and domain… Power resources are the raw materials out 

of which power relationships are forged.‖
299

 His argument suggests that we have to 

adjust the real power of a state not only according to the domain we are considering but 

also regarding other states.  

Since some scholars argue that ―[f]or neorealists, power is frequently used 

interchangeably with force and coercion‖
300

 we may assume that the most important 

power attributes are the economic and military capabilities, even though Waltz pledges 

that states rank depending on combination of all selected capabilities.  

The following tables (Figure 17) demonstrate that the ranking of great powers 

based on their final score has remained almost similar during both Bush terms and also 

during the Obama administration. 

Despite a gentle increase in the power positions of selected states (except Japan) 

between Bush 1
st
 and 2

nd
 term (Figure 18), the overall movement in the system has been 

horizontal which confirms that not only the U.S. power position has remained 
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unvarying but also the power position of other great powers has not considerably 

changed. The transformations of power positions which have occurred cannot be 

considered significant for a change of the international structure since they were very 

slender. Thus there has been no structural change present in the international system 

which could lead to the change on the dependent variable. The additional hypothesis 

was also disapproved.  

As Schweller resumes ―using the multidimensional measure of polarity the 

current international system is unipolar because, while some states possess formidable 

economic, others, great military power and critical mass (Russia and China), only the 

U.S. possesses imposing strength on all dimensions of power.‖301 I would, nevertheless, 

relativize the Schweller´s argument since it underestimates the final score of the other 

great powers particularly Brazil, Canada, China and Russia.  
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Figure 17 – Comparing attributes of the great powers in the system – Bush 1
st
 term 

(2001-2004), Bush 2
nd

 term (2005-2008), Obama administration (2009-2012) 

 

Bush 1
st
 term 

      R
A

N
K

 

BUSH 1st 

TERM Area 

Popu-

lation Oil Gas 

GDP

* 

Military 

spending

** 

Political 

Stability 

*** TOTAL 

Average

(total/7) 

1 

United 

States 3 3 12 6 1 1 110 136 19 

2 Canada 2 35 23 15 8 16 43 142 20 

3 China 4 1 11 16 2 2 146 182 26 

4 Brazil 5 5 16 41 11 12 105 195 28 

5 Russia 1 6 6 1 16 3 167 200 29 

6 Germany 63 12 49 28 3 7 50 212 30 

7 

Saudi 

Arabia 13 46 1 4 22 9 126 221 32 

8 India 7 2 19 25 12 10 157 232 33 

9 

United 

Kingdom 80 20 21 26 4 6 82 239 34 

10 Italy 72 22 33 30 7 8 70 242 35 

11 Japan 62 10 73 73 2 5 46 271 39 

12 France 43 21 61 77 5 4 63 274 39 

13 Pakistan 36 7 51 24 45 29 201 393 56 

14 Israel 154 95 86 74 36 13 191 649 93 

 

Bush 2
nd

 term 

    R
A

N
K

 

BUSH 

2nd 

TERM Area 

Popu-

lation Oil Gas 

GDP

* 

Military 

spending

** 

Political 

Stability 

*** TOTAL 

Average

(total/7) 

1 

United 

States 3 3 12 6 1 1 119 145 21 

2 Canada 2 36 24 20 9 16 56 163 23 

3 China 4 1 13 16 4 2 147 187 27 

4 Russia 1 7 7 1 11 3 179 209 30 

5 Brazil 5 5 16 38 10 13 130 217 31 

6 

Saudi 

Arabia 13 46 1 4 21 8 135 228 33 

7 Germany 63 14 48 43 3 7 52 230 33 
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8 India 7 2 21 25 5 10 169 239 34 

9 Japan 62 10 73 73 2 4 39 263 38 

10 

United 

Kingdom 80 21 28 29 5 6 103 272 39 

11 Italy 72 22 43 44 7 9 79 276 39 

12 France 43 20 61 76 6 5 85 296 42 

13 Pakistan 36 6 50 27 43 30 197 389 56 

14 Israel 154 98 83 72 38 15 183 643 92 

 

Obama administration 

    R
A

N
K

 

OBAMA 

1st TERM Area 

Popu-

lation Oil Gas 

GDP

* 

Military 

spending

** 

Political 

Stability 

*** TOTAL 

Average

(total/7) 

1 

United 

States 3 3 12 5 1 1 119 144 21 

2 Canada 2 36 25 20 10 14 56 163 23 

3 China 4 1 13 14 2 2 147 183 26 

4 Brazil 5 5 14 35 7 13 130 209 30 

5 Russia 1 9 7 1 11 3 179 211 30 

6 Germany 63 16 48 28 4 7 52 218 31 

7 

Saudi 

Arabia 13 46 1 6 26 9 135 236 34 

8 India 7 2 22 25 9 11 169 245 35 

9 Japan 62 10 69 71 3 6 39 260 37 

10 Italy 72 23 45 30 8 8 79 265 38 

11 

United 

Kingdom 80 22 30 31 6 4 103 276 39 

12 France 43 21 60 77 5 5 85 296 42 

13 Pakistan 36 6 50 27 47 27 197 390 56 

14 Israel 154 97 81 65 41 17 183 638 91 

Source: CIA World Factbook 

* Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators database, 2011 

** Source: Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, Military Expenditure Database, 

2009 

*** Source: Worldwide Governance Indicators project, 2010 
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Figure 18  
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3.2.7 Conclusion  

The hypothesis A I have made: “The Bush 2
nd

 term departure from unilateralism 

and the Obama multilateral approach stems from the decline of the U.S. power position 

in the international system” was based on the previous knowledge of the Bush and the 

Obama security policy. To test the hypothesis I have drawn the independent variable 

from the neorealist theory since the power position of a state defined by the distribution 

of power in the system is not only an element defining international structure but also a 

state‘s security policy. Neorealists argue that ―foreign policy [of a state] is driven first 

and foremost by its place in the international system.‖302  Waltz uses the economic 

approach while claiming that states in the international politics, as firms on the market, 

compete but are not merely maximizing their gains, they are trying to secure their future 
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positions. Testing of the hypothesis thus aimed at uncovering both the causality between 

power position of the U.S. and its security policy and the explanatory power of realism 

in such a case.   

In order to test the power position of the U.S. it was decomposed to the 

subcategories defined by Waltz – territory and population, economic and military 

strength and political stability. The detail assessment of these capabilities in Bush 1
st
 

term, 2
nd

 term and Obama administration revealed that the capabilities have remained 

unchanged so the final sum of their combination was identical in all 3 cases. The 

hypothesis A thus failed.  

Since the ―neorealism uses the concept of power as a defining characteristic of 

structure‖ an additional hypothesis was made to validate/refute such a conclusion: “The 

Bush 2
nd

 term departure from unilateralism and the Obama multilateral approach is 

due to the change in the structure of the international system.” 

The international structure changes according to the change in number of great 

powers in the system. The multipolar structure, with more than two great powers, is 

considered by neorealists to be highly unstable, and also highly war-prone. The 

bipolarity, on the other hand, is seen as stable, and highly peaceful. In bipolar system 

the two great powers hold each other in check so their security behavior differs from 

their behavior in multipolar system. The multipolar world is more complicated than the 

bipolar one in terms of assuring security. States have hard time assessing the 

capabilities of others and at the same time if they rely for their security on alliances the 

estimation of the strength and cohesion of the alliance becomes also hard to make. 

Waltz assumes that ―In the light of structural theory, unipolarity appears as the least 

durable of international configurations… One is that dominant powers take on too many 

tasks beyond their own borders, thus weakening themselves in the long run… The other 

reason for the short duration of unipolarity is that even if a dominant power behaves 

with moderation, restraint, and forbearance, weaker states will worry about its future 

behavior.‖303 

To assess a nature and dynamic of the current international structure I have 

evaluated the power positions of states which may be considered as great powers and 

thus influence the change of the structure. Since neorealists do not specify under which 

conditions state becomes a pole, I called great powers, on one hand, the nuclear 
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countries i.e. Russia, China, India, Pakistan, Israel, United Kingdom and France and, on 

the other hand, the countries which possess important economic, natural and human 

resources such as Brazil, Canada, Germany, Italy, Japan and Saudi Arabia.  

The great powers were subjected to the same test of the combination of 

capabilities as the U.S. It was proven that like in the case of the U.S. the power position 

of neither great power has changed as significantly to influence a change in the 

structure. The additional hypothesis also failed. According to the final sum of 

capabilities we can conclude that the U.S. retained its position among the great powers. 

However, if we take into account the score of Brazil, Canada, China, Russia or India 

which score just behind the U.S we must conclude that the American ―unipolar 

moment‖304 has been greatly challenged. As Waltz pointed out ―the United States will 

have to learn a role it has never played before: namely, to coexist and interact with other 

great powers.‖
305

   

  

3.3 Liberalism 

 

3.3.1 Formulation of hypothesis B 

The previous chapter proved the U.S. power position in the international system 

unvarying and so irrelevant for the change in the U.S. security policy of both Bush 2
nd

 

term and Obama administration.  Since a number of scholars argue that the state‘s 

foreign/security policy is driven primarily by state preferences these need to be 

examined further. As I have pointed out in the first part Bush 1
st
 term priorities were 

explicit – to defeat and dismantle terrorist networks, particularly al-Qaida which 

committed an unprecedented attack on the U.S. ―To defeat this threat we must make use 

of every tool in our arsenal,‖306 Bush claimed.  Pursuing this goal the U.S. adopted 

ultimately unilateral utilitarist policy not only in national and international security but 

also in international trade as well as in formulation of partnerships.  The fight against 

terrorism was pursued by coercive measure, the war, led against terrorist groups 

harbored in two states – Afghanistan and Iraq.  

The Bush 2
nd

 term policy changed in preferences, on one hand, and in means, on 

the other. The NSS 2006 claims that ―it is the policy of the United States to seek and 
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support democratic movements and institutions in every nation and culture, with the 

ultimate goal of ending tyranny in our world.‖307 The U.S. purpose thus shifted from the 

ultimate war against terrorism (destruction) toward building of freedom and democracy 

across nations (construction). During the Bush 2
nd

 term the U.S. engaged in building 

hospitable international environment through multilateral actions and economic 

agreements. Moreover once the imminent threat of evil regimes of Iraq and Afghanistan 

hosting terrorist groups were eliminated Bush could concentrate on his priority of 

spreading American values and principles. 

When Obama took office the U.S. state preferences concentrated on domestic 

issues as a prerequisite to pursuing American objectives abroad. NSS 2010 points out 

that ―[W]e must now build the sources of American strength and influence, and shape 

an international order capable of overcoming the challenges of the 21st century.‖308  

However, the U.S. has favored conflict prevention by ―soft means‖ such as promoting 

economic growth, strengthening institutions of democratic governance, rule of law etc. 

over a use of force which he confirmed saying that ―we will exhaust other options 

before war whenever we can, and carefully weigh the costs and risks of action against 

the costs and risks of inaction.‖309  During the Obama years in office the U.S. has 

demonstrated the unwillingness to go to new wars (Syria, North Korea), if so, only for 

limited time and of limited scale (Libya). The U.S. has been engaged in strictly 

multilateral actions not only on military field but also in economy. And the goal of 

shaping the international order has been based on mutual respect and interests, and the 

smart power which draws on pragmatism in world affairs and the principled 

engagement – ―a powerful belief in the interdependence of the global community.‖310 

Based on the knowledge which I have developed in details in the Part 1 I make a 

hypothesis B. 

 

Hypothesis B 

The decrease of the U.S. unilateralism and the inclination to wage war in the 

Bush 2
nd

 term and then during the Obama presidency is due to a rise in the U.S. liberal 

preferences.  
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3.3.2 Justification of the use of liberalism 

For the testing of the hypothesis B the classical liberalism will be of use since 

―for liberals, state purpose is the most essential element of world politics.‖311 

Consequently the security policy of a state results from its purposes (preferences). 

―What states do is determined by what they want‖312 as not by what they can get as in 

neorealist theory. And what the state wants is determined by its nature.  

I will draw independent variables from the theory of liberal republicans, 

Immanuel Kant and Giuseppe Mazzini, who developed ―the liberal republican tradition, 

while incorporating to some degree both liberal individualism and commercial 

liberalism, [which] has exerted the greatest influence on contemporary liberal 

international relations theory.‖313 The major argument of the liberal international 

relations theorists is that liberal states are peaceful with each other since ―the 

governments founded on a respect for individual liberty exercise "restraint" and 

"peaceful intentions" in their foreign policy.‖314  But on the other hand the liberal states 

are prone to make war on non-liberal states. ―Peaceful restraint only seems to work in 

liberals' relations with other liberals. Liberal states have fought numerous wars with 

non-liberal states.‖315 

We can thus elaborate further the hypothesis B: Since the U.S. tendency to wage 

war and to behave aggressively in the international system was much higher during 

Bush 1
st
 term, than in Bush 2

nd
 term and during the Obama administration, the 

liberalism in the U.S. has expanded constantly between the years 2001 - 2009.    

 

3.3.3 Identification of an independent variable B  

In order to determine an independent variable we have to reexamine the liberal 

international relations theory as developed by Kant. Fundamental premise of the liberal 

IR theory is that state external politics stems up from the domestic social context. 

Society constitutes of individual human beings who pursue their individual interests 

which are settled by wars in the natural state. Kant pointed out that ―a state of peace 
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among men who live side by side is not the natural state (status natwalis).‖316 To avoid 

perpetual conflicts the men are driven together. The multitude of men than establish a 

community (state) where the supreme authority is given to one man or an assembly of 

men by each individual member of the community. ―Each [member] gives the other the 

security he demands against injury, by means of the supreme authority exercising 

control over them both.‖317  Kant points out further that the only constitution which 

corresponds to that original contract is the republican constitution and thus every nation 

must be based on it. It is important to note the three principles the constitution shall be 

based on. ―[First] on the freedom of the members of society as human beings: secondly, 

in accordance with the principle of the dependence of all, as subjects, on a common 

legislation: and, thirdly, in accordance with the law of the equality of the members as 

citizens.‖318  Only respecting these principles the state is able to attain the perpetual 

peace since the subjects (citizens) would certainly vote against going to war bearing in 

mind all the disaster, devastation and burden of debt calling down to them. But under a 

constitution where the subject is not a citizen, and which is therefore not republican, it is 

the simplest thing in the world to go to war. Monarch or despot who is practically the 

owner of the state can decide on war deliberately, without any significant reason, since 

the misery of the war does not concern him directly. Liberal wars are thus subjected to 

the popular control and consequently they are fought only for popular, liberal purposes 

such as for promoting freedom, protecting private property, or for supporting liberal 

allies against non-liberal enemies. Kant thus defines the first major condition of the 

state peaceful behavior, which is the republican (democratic) regime where institutional 

constraints are posed on the executive power. 

Starting from the level of individuals Kant emphasized further that ―[n]ations,  

as  states, may  be  judged  like individuals  who,  living  in  the  natural  state  of   

society – that  is to  say,  uncontrolled  by  external  law – injure  one another through  

their  very  proximity.‖319 This shifts our attention from the intra-state constitutional law 

to international law. States should demand, for their own security, their neighbors to 

submit themselves to similar conditions which exist among individuals within the state. 

However, there is no supreme authority as in case of a state. The only authority is the 
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moral capacity of men. Supreme ―law-giving moral power‖ thus absolutely condemns 

war as a legal recourse and makes a state of peace a direct duty. ―Without a compact 

between the nations, however, this state of peace cannot be established or assured.‖320 

Liberal international relations theory does suggest another important condition 

which determines the peaceful behavior of states – ―covenant of peace‖ which seeks to 

puts an end to war. ―This alliance does not aim at the gain of any power whatsoever of 

the state, but merely at the preservation and security of the freedom of the state for itself 

and of other allied states at the same time.‖321  ―As republics emerge (the first source) 

and as culture progresses, an understanding of the legitimate rights of all citizens and of 

all republics comes into play; and this, now that caution characterizes policy, sets up the 

moral foundations for the liberal peace.‖322 The union of peace thus sets up peaceful 

relations among liberal states but does not remove wars among liberal and non-liberal 

states. Liberal states thus assume that non-liberal states, which are not based on the 

same republican constitution, are not just. ―Because non-liberal governments are in a 

state of aggression with their own people, their foreign relations become for liberal 

governments deeply suspect. In short, fellow liberals benefit from a presumption of 

amity; nonliberals suffer from a presumption of enmity.‖323    

Finally the liberal international relations theory emphasizes the spirit of 

commerce which according to the cosmopolitan right of hospitality develops 

commercial ties among nations. ―In this way far distant territories may enter into 

peaceful relations with one another.‖324  Due to their economic interests nations try to 

avoid devastating wars which would break mutually advantageous ties and thus foster 

cosmopolitan peace. Economic interdependence is thus seen by liberals as natural 

incentive to security among states since they are interested in profit they made from 

open markets and international exchange.  

To conclude it needs to be highlighted that even if all three elements – 

republican regime, union of peace and economic interdependence is essential for peace 

among state ―no single constitutional, international, cosmopolitan source is alone 
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sufficient, but together (and only together) they plausibly connect the characteristics of 

liberal polities and economies with sustained liberal peace.‖325 

The three key variables of the liberal theory thus determine preferences of an 

individual state in its external behavior – the republican form of government, security 

agreement with other states and economic interdependence which lead to the union of 

peace. More profound and developed these characteristics are more peacefully a state is 

likely to behave since the former poses institutional constraints on government 

decisions  and the latter makes war more expensive for everyone, so undesirable.  

We can argue that the collective security agreement (union of peace) as 

envisaged by first liberalists was established in modern times by international 

organizations such as UN, NATO, ASEAN, WTO etc. or just simply by the 

international law and norms. Kant, Mazzini and Bentham believed that the international 

institutions would promote international peace since they promote availability of 

information among nations which helps to reduce misunderstandings, on one hand, and 

to foster mutual trust, on the other hand. ―Institutionalized multilateralism also reduces 

strategic competition over ―relative gains‖ and thus further advances international 

cooperation.‖326 

Nevertheless whether or not a particular state complies with these international 

institutions depends primarily on its preferences, which are believed by liberals to stem 

up first and foremost from its constitution and economic ties. We can thus identify both 

as independent variables which need to be examined in order to prove or disapprove the 

hypothesis B. 

 

3.3.4 Testing of the independent variable B  

To gauge peace-inducing qualities of the U.S., I will first assess the level of 

republicanism in the U.S. and then proceed with its economic interdependence. First the 

notion ―republicanism‖ needs to be clarified further. The sense draws on traditional 

political theory and philosophy where it refers to ―the importance of civic virtue and 

political participation, the dangers of corruption, the benefits of a mixed constitution 
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and the rule of law.‖327 Consequently I will make use of the following World Bank 

indicators328 of political regime and governance to demonstrate the potential change in 

the U.S. republicanism: 

1. Voice and Accountability reflects perceptions of the extent to which a 

country's citizens are able to participate in selecting their government, as well as 

freedom of expression, freedom of association, and a free media. 

2. Government Effectiveness reflects perceptions of the quality of public 

services, the quality of the civil service and the degree of its independence from 

political pressures, the quality of policy formulation and implementation, and the 

credibility of the government's commitment to such policies. 

3. Regulatory Quality reflects perceptions of the ability of the government 

to formulate and implement sound policies and regulations that permit and promote 

private sector development. 

4. Rule of law reflects perceptions of the extent to which agents have 

confidence in and abide by the rules of society, and in particular the quality of contract 

enforcement, property rights, the police, and the courts, as well as the likelihood of 

crime and violence. 

5. Control corruption reflects perceptions of the extent to which public 

power is exercised for private gain, including both petty and grand forms of corruption, 

as well as "capture" of the state by elites and private interests. 

 

The following graph (Figure 19) demonstrates how little all of the above 

mentioned indicators have varied between the years 2002 – 2009. The yellow line 

indicates the transition between the first and second Bush term and the red line shows 

the transition between Bush and Obama presidency. Paying attention particularly to the 

years of transition we can conclude that the republicanism in the U.S. has remained 

unvarying since all the indicators evince only negligible change.  
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Figure 19 – U.S. republicanism in 2002 - 2009 

 

Source: Worldwide Governance Indicators, 2010 

 

Although the republicanism varied only minimally, the economic ties need to be 

studied in details. According to the liberals the interdependence of commerce is as 

significant for the state external behavior as its republican constitution. Norman Angell 

emphasized that ―more and more in international relationship is the purely economic 

motive.‖329 As mentioned, the U.S. has adopted restrained, multilateral behavior since 

2009. We can thus hypothesize that the international economic contacts increased 

sharply between the years 2008 (the last year of President Bush in office) and 2009 (the 

Obama first year in office), which resulted in the open, peaceful behavior of the U.S. in 

the international system. It seems that the U.S. thus preferred the cooperative foreign 
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policy over an aggressive behavior which could harm the advantageous economic links 

with other states, on one hand, and disrupt the international law, on the other hand, both 

indispensable features of the liberal peace. 

To evaluate the economic interdependence I translate the economic ties into a 

value of total trade which includes exports plus imports. I believe that this indicator 

demonstrates the most accurately the U.S. economic interdependence as it revealed both 

the flux toward and outside the U.S. territory.   

 

However, the following graph demonstrates that the amount of the total trade (in 

real dollars) between 1
st
 and 2

nd
 Bush term varied almost unnoticeably. Moreover, we 

can observe that the total trade fell down between Bush and Obama administration 

which according to the liberal theory should have resulted in more aggressive, unilateral 

behavior which was not the case of the U.S. during Obama first years in office.  

 

Figure 20 

 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 

 

Both independent variables thus failed to prove the hypothesis B. I may 

conclude that the classical liberalism does not possess sufficient explanatory power to 

explain why the U.S. security policy has become less aggressive in its approach and 
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more constraint in means since 2009. Hence it is necessary to elaborate further the 

liberal international relations theory in order to verify such a conclusion. 

 

3.3.5 Formulation of an additional hypothesis B’ 

Previously I have introduced three assumptions of the liberalism which lay the 

foundation to the liberal approach to international relations. First, state‘s external 

behavior reflects its political regime. State with the representative governments are 

constraint by electors. Consequently ―stable international alliance patterns among liberal 

democracies appear to be largely a consequence of shared liberal values and domestic 

institutions.‖330 Second, liberal republics tend to establish the peaceful arrangements 

among them not only because it is advantageous for security and prosperity but also 

because it is possible thanks to their constraint and predictable government. Third, as 

―every nation believes in the universal existence of motives for attack‖331 the economic 

interdependence helps to ―create crosscutting transnational ties that serve as lobbies for 

mutual [peaceful] accommodation.‖332 

Domestic society thus translates its international economic and security interests 

through its government which produces the causal link between domestic and 

international political sphere. We can thus add a systemic condition which has been 

previously omitted. Andrew Moravcsik points out that ―Liberalism integrates systemic 

and domestic factors into a single framework. Liberalism is not solely unit-level theory 

that assumes an inevitable primacy of domestic politics over foreign policy; it has a 

systemic dimension as well.‖333  

We can presume that the external political situation influences highly the state 

behavior since the government is not constraint only by the domestic society but also by 

what it can achieve in international system. Each state in the system generates its 

purpose and realizes its preferences. State security policy thus results from the 

convergence or divergence of preferences of all states in the system.  
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At this point I can make an additional hypothesis B‘:  

 

Hypothesis B’ 

The U.S. adopted more moderate security policy during the Bush 2
nd

 term and a 

peaceful, multilateral approach during the Obama administration due to an increase in 

convergence of preferences of other states to the U.S. in the world system. 

 

The hypothesis B‘ indicates the presumption that even if the U.S. purpose 

remained unchanged; the American moderate security policy has been a consequence of 

a shift of other states preferences closer to the U.S. From the liberal systemic 

perspective the U.S. has relaxed a strain over its security policy since it perceived the 

threat imposed by other states decreasing as their transnational intentions became more 

constraint by domestic regime and/or by their economic ties.  

3.3.6 Testing of the additional independent variable B’  

In order to evaluate a dynamic of convergence/divergence of states preferences 

in the system I will apply similar independent variables as in the case of individual 

assessment of the U.S. purpose. I assume that if the independent variables – 

republicanism, economic interdependence – of other states in the system have 

converged between the years 2004 – 2005 i.e. transition between Bush 1
st
 and 2

nd
 term 

(Figure 21) and 2008 – 2009 i.e. transition between Bush and Obama administration 

(Figure 22) toward the U.S. that the additional hypothesis shall be proven. 

To evaluate a level of republicanism I base the assessment on the year average 

of several components such as voice and accountability, government effectiveness, rule 

of law etc. The economic interdependence is drawn on country total trade share of the 

world total trade which reflects total exports and imports of goods and services, 

expressed as a share of world total trade (Figure 23).  

First I assess the level of republicanism in 2004 – 2005 and 2008 – 2009. The 

following charts demonstrate that even if we do not observe convergence of the values 

we do not observe their divergence either. The values in 2004 and 2008 are almost 

invisible since the values in 2005 and 2009 are more or less identical with them. 

Assessing world total trade we can observe similar phenomenon. Majority of 

countries in the world has maintained almost similar percentage of a share of the world 

total trade. In two cases, however, we can observe an important fluctuation in these 

values i.e. China and the U.S. Whereas China share of the world total trade has 
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increased significantly (about 4%) from 2001 to 2009; the U.S. share has fallen of about 

5% in the same period. However, if we consider data only between 2004 and 2005 in 

both cases we conclude that the rise/fall in values was not very important, similarly 

between 2008 and 2009.  Moreover even if China is the only one country which evinces 

the convergence of economic preferences to the U.S., liberals assume that the ―state 

behavior can be predicted based on the preferences of all states involved‖334 not only of 

one state; the convergence of China economic preferences to the U.S. is than 

insufficient to prove the hypothesis B‘. 

I thus draw a conclusion that the additional hypothesis B‘ has been disapproved 

as the both independent variables – republicanism and economic interdependence – 

gauged for each individual state in the international system failed to prove the higher 

convergence of preferences of these states with the U.S. 
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Figure 21 

 

Source of data: The World Governance Indicators, 2009 
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Figure 22 

 

Source of data: The World Governance Indicators, 2009 
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Figure 23 

 

Source of data: The World Bank, The World Trade Indicators  
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3.3.7 Conclusion  

In this section I have aimed at explaining the U.S. lesser inclination to wage war 

and less unilateral behavior in the Bush 2
nd

 term and its peaceful, multilateral behavior 

under the Obama administration by the means of classical liberalism since the liberals 

claims that the state external behavior and so its security policy depends on the state 

domestic preferences. The independent variables have been drawn from the Kant liberal 

theory. He claimed that the domestic preferences are formulated by domestic social 

condition whereas the republican constitution of a state eliminates autocratic caprices in 

waging war and the economic interests of domestic society pose further the normative 

and structural constraints on republican government to initiate violence. Thus 

―economic interdependence reinforces constitutional constraints and liberal norms by 

creating transnational ties that encourage accommodation rather than conflict.‖335  

Consequently I have made use of these variables to test the U.S. change in its 

external behavior first between 2004 – 2005 and then 2008 – 2009. Nevertheless, either 

independent variable (republicanism, economic interdependence) has evinced 

significant change on its values. What we could observe it was only a small oscillation 

in both cases. Since the change in the U.S. preferences has been disapproved the 

hypothesis B I made was then failed. 

While the unit-level condition failed to explain the change in the U.S. external 

behavior, the study was extended to systemic level since certain liberals claim further 

that the state domestic preferences are only one feature determining its security policy. 

Moravcsik argues that ―variation in the pre-strategic purposes of states, grounded in 

their changing relationship do domestic and international civil society, is the most 

fundamental determinant of variations in foreign policy behavior and international 

diplomacy.‖336 Therefore ―incidence of conflict depends importantly upon the number 

of contiguous states, the character of their political regimes, and other factor‖337 

especially the economic ties among nations.  

The additional hypothesis B‘ thus focused on the systemic level. It claimed that 

the U.S. was less prone to wage war and more forthcoming in its international 
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partnerships in the Bush 2
nd

 term and Obama 1
st
 term not because of the change in its 

preferences but because of the convergence of preferences of other states in the system 

toward the American purpose.  

However, the testing of other states preferences on the basis of level of 

republicanism and economic interdependence has not uncovered any important move in 

either variable. Consequently I concluded that the additional hypothesis had been also 

disapproved as the international system remained largely static during the given period.  

The liberal theory thus does not possess sufficient explanatory power to answer 

the research question why the U.S. external behavior became less willing to engage in a 

conflict and more multilateral in the Bush 2
nd

 term and further in Obama years in the 

White House. On the other hand, we can claim that theories based on the Kant liberal 

thought possess important explanatory power for the individual Bush and Obama 

policy. There are two approaches which draw on the Kant‘s moral theory - 

neoconservatists and liberal internationalism. 

Neoconservatists follow the Kant‘s moral political thought. ―They assert that 

everyone who has the ability to intervene militarily in the face of systematic human 

rights violations also has a moral duty to do so, subject to criteria of effectiveness 

and/or proportionality. .. if a state is tyrannical and systematically oppresses its own 

population, it forfeits any respect for its independence.‖338 Consequently the military 

intervention to overthrow a government that does not fulfill its duties toward its society 

is a moral obligation. The intervention is therefore ―morally justified and indeed 

required.‖339 Neocons thus use the moral theory to justify the foreign interventions and 

replacement of authoritative governments since they believe, like liberals, in ultimate 

interdependence between political regime and state external behavior. 

―Neoconservatists seek to secure a genuine human freedom and dignity in the age in 

which we live now, the democratic age.‖340 Similarly to liberals the neocons add that 

democracy encourages private economic interests and so they assume that democracies 

prefer collaboration over hostility. Neocons such as William Kristol, Robert Kagan, and 

Lawrence Kaplan thus held that ―America‘s national interests are best served by the 
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spread of democracy throughout the world.‖341 However, it is important to point out that 

―unlike liberals, their promotion of democracy is not in sake of democracy... Rather, 

democracy promotion is meant to bolster America‘s security and to further its world 

pre-eminence; it is thought to be pragmatically related to the U.S. national interests.‖342 

The interventionist politics of President Bush in his 1
st
 term could be thus 

labeled neoconservatist. Bush believed that fundamental problem with Iraq was the 

nature of the regime itself, which was committing atrocities on its own people. The 

ultimate goal of the war in Iraq was thus to overthrow Hussein and change the regime, 

on one hand, and to ―restore control of that country to its own people,‖343 on the other 

hand. Nevertheless the Bush doctrine which combined the features of moral justice and 

power-based security strategy was associated rather with neoconservatist thought. 

Contrary the Obama security policy can be associated with the liberal 

internationalists. Internationalists tend to place greater value on state sovereignty and so 

they vindicate the international duty of nonintervention.  “Kant favored absolute 

nonintervention as a matter of principle: he thought it necessary to stabilize 

international relations and to ensure that each political community could freely 

determine its own way of life.  Mazzini and  Mill  were  not categorically opposed to 

military intervention  (for instance, they justified it  to end protracted civil wars  and  to  

save helpless populations from  outright slaughter); yet  they vigorously opposed the use 

of force for the purpose of promoting liberty and democracy more generally. They 

sensed that unless tyranny was defeated domestically, with economic and diplomatic 

assistance from the outside but crucially without foreign military intervention, any 

liberty achieved would remain exceedingly fragile and could be hardly sustained in the 

long run.‖344  

The Obama restrained approach toward Arab spring, particularly to the events in 

Egypt, Libya and Syria, on one hand, and its effort to promote democracy and human 

rights by other soft means before resorting to use of force, on the other hand, show that 

his liberal internationalists label is right.  
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We have seen that the liberal theory is thus able to clarify to certain extend the 

foreign and security policy of President Obama but as I have concluded previously, it 

failed to explain the modification in the change in the U.S. security policy which 

occurred with the change in the Oval office.  

  

3.4 Constructivism 

 

3.4.1 Formulation of hypothesis C 

 

In the previous two chapters I assessed the power position of the U.S. and the 

U.S. interests both at the unit and the structural level as potential causes of the change in 

the U.S. external behavior which reflects the national security policy. Both hypotheses 

have been one by one disapproved. In this final chapter I will therefore pay attention to 

another feature of the U.S. security policy i.e. its approval or disapproval by the 

international community of states.  

The Bush first term policy was marked particularly by the war on terrorism led 

in Afghanistan and Iraq. These two events, especially the war in Iraq, divided 

international community into two groups – those states that participated in the coalitions 

of willing and the others that highly opposed the intervention. In the opposition group 

there were the traditional European allies but also the great power, Russia. Bush 

adopted an approach which disregarded not only the interests and ideas of these states 

but also international norms while launching the attack on Iraq without previous UN SC 

Resolution which would have explicitly authorized it. Bush national security policy 

subordinated all national strength, including economy, trade and military, to one end – a 

defeat of terrorism. Consequently the Bush administration rewarded those who 

participated in the war by economic advantages, or deepened partnership. The overall 

behavior of the U.S. during the Bush administration thus created an international 

understanding of the U.S. as a state that uses military power against others, does not 

respect international norms and disregards interests and ideas of the other actors. 

However the Bush 2
nd

 term was marked by less unilateralist approach to the 

world affairs. Since the U.S. economy was slowing down, and the security situation in 

Iraq worsened the multilateralism was embraced not only to share security burdens but 

also to find solutions to the economic recession. New approach was demonstrated by a 
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new enthusiasm for international institutions which resulted e.g. in joint action at WTO 

against China trading practices or increased voting shares for emerging countries in 

IMF. Bush declared: ―We‘re hoping that other nations will work with us to make 

[international] institutions more relevant and effective in meeting the unique threats of 

our time.‖345  

In his inaugural speech Obama pledged: ―And so to all other peoples and 

governments who are watching today, from the grandest capitals to the small village 

where my father was born: Know that America is a friend of each nation and every man, 

woman, and child who seeks a future of peace and dignity, and that we are ready to lead 

once more.‖346 Subsequently he has undertaken a security policy which strictly respects 

both the internal affairs and interests of other nations. While the former could be 

observed in case of states going through the Arab Spring, the latter emerged when 

Obama decided to rethink the missile defense in Europe due to Russian concerns. 

Obama administration also demonstrated its respect to the international law, particularly 

the international institutions such as the UN, WTO or WB while it avoided 

circumventing them. The partners in Pacific region have been reassured not only by the 

U.S. military presence but also by its economic engagement. Thus, Obama has made an 

enormous effort to refurbish the U.S. reputation as a reliable partner and also as a 

guardian of the international law and institutions. Obama administration has intended to 

teach again other states that the U.S. can be trusted. 

On the basis of the contrast in the Bush and Obama approach to the international 

community I make a following hypothesis:  

 

Hypothesis C 

The U.S. security policy has become less unilateral in the Bush 2
nd

 term and 

even more multilateral during the Obama administration due to the negative 

international reactions to the Bush 1
st
 term security policy. 
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3.4.2 Justification of the use of Constructivism 

To test the hypothesis C I will employ constructivism since ―[c]onstructivists 

have concentrated on explaining behavioral outcomes that cannot be explained in terms 

of power or interest.‖347 Constructivists argue that ―rationalist theories explain how 

states should choose or how they should bargain. They offer answers to some important 

questions about when states should cooperate and when they might be expected to fight. 

Yet they say nothing about who the actors are or how their interests were 

constituted.‖348 Constructivists thus elaborate on what the rationalists omit: ―the content 

and source of state interests and social fabric of world politics.‖349 

Although constructivists share many assumptions with neorealists, liberals and 

also neoliberals, ―[their] research program has its own puzzles that concentrate on issues 

of identity in world politics and the theorization of domestic politics and culture in 

international relations theory.‖350 On that basis constructivists reconceptualize the 

balance-of-threat theory, security dilemma, democratic peace theory etc.  

Both neorealists and neoliberals consider the power in the world politics, either 

military or economic, as the most important source of influence while they ignore the 

perception of state intents and impact of the actions. Wendt emphasizes that 

constructivist theory helps to overcome this deficiency while considering that ―the  

distribution of power may always affect states' calculations, but how it does so depends 

on the  intersubjective  understandings  and  expectations,  on  the   "distribution  of 

knowledge,"  that  constitute  their  conceptions of  self  and  other.‖351 Hopf adds that 

―state understands others according to the identity it attributes to them, while 

simultaneously reproducing its own identity through daily social practice.‖352 

The conception of self-other identity stems, therefore, from social practices 

among states which constantly reconceptualize state interests. At this point we can 

expand on the hypothesis C. As the Bush security policy characterized by preemptive 
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unilateralist approach met the negative reaction by other states in the international 

system, it broke down the consensus about the U.S. identity commitments as the 

world‘s policeman and threw the U.S. into the reidentification of itself. The new 

identity was found under Obama leadership. The newly found self thus reaffirmed new 

aspirations and interests the U.S. has pursued in the international system. 

 

3.4.3 Identification of the independent variable C 

I will first reexamine the constructivist thought in order to identify independent 

variables appropriate for testing the hypothesis C. Constructivists assume that interests 

of actors in the international system and state identity relationship-specific. Wendt 

argues that ―[i]dentities are the basis of interests. Actors do not have a ‗portfolio‘ of 

interests that they carry around independent of social context; instead, they define their 

interests in the process of defining situations.‖353  The identity of a state and its 

formation thus needs to be analyzed foremost.  

Constructivists assume that anarchy of the international system is the social 

construct, because the self definition presupposes state-to-state interactions. Therefore 

state constitutive feature before interaction in the international system is not the self-

interested identity blocked in the security dilemma (―[states] would  have no experience  

upon  which  to  base  such  definitions  of  self  and  other‖354) but rather the 

organizational apparatus of governance and a desire to preserve domestic society which 

constitutes a state. ―Processes  of  identity-formation  under  anarchy are  concerned 

first  and foremost with  preservation or  "security"  of  the self. Concepts of security 

therefore differ in the extent to which and the manner in which the self is identified 

cognitively with the other.‖355  

This constructivist argument thus presupposes that although a state identity is 

inherently grounded in its domestic condition it is reformulated by a collective meaning 

in which the state participates. Wendt assumes that ―each identity is an  inherently 

social definition of the actor  grounded  in  the  theories  which  actors  collectively  

hold  about themselves and one another.‖356  The interactions of actors (states) thus 

constitute the social world.  Actors develop their understanding of each other‘s identity 
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through social practices. ―It  is  through  reciprocal  interaction,  in  other  words,  that  

we  create  and instantiate the relatively enduring social structures in terms of which we 

define our  identities and interests.‖357 The identities tell us who we are and who others 

are and through social practices we develop understanding of the self and them-selves. 

State will act differently to a state that presents itself as a friend that to the one which 

threatens its security and interests. ―This process of signaling, interpreting, and 

responding completes a "social act" and begins the process of creating intersubjective 

meanings. … If repeated long enough, these "reciprocal typifications" will create 

relatively stable concepts of self and other regarding the issue at stake in the 

interaction.‖358 Hopf argue further that ―identities subsume reputation; being a particular 

identity is sufficient to provide necessary diagnostic information about a state's likely 

actions with respect to other states in particular domains.‖359  

Constructivists argue further that actions states pursue in the international 

system are defined by identities and interests the identities imply.  But ―choices are 

rigorously constrained by the webs of understanding of the practices, identities, and 

interests of other actors that prevail in particular historical contexts.‖360 New interests 

and actions thus arise from constant interactions among states.  ―The meanings of 

actions of members of the community, as well as the actions of others, become fixed 

through practice; boundaries of understanding become well known. Social practices, to 

the extent that they authorize, discipline, and police, have the power to reproduce entire 

communities, including the international community, as well as the many communities 

of identity found thesis.‖ 

It is especially important to highlight that ―social practices authorize, discipline 

and police‖ since it explains how the constructivists see the interaction between unit and 

structural level. They assume that the interests of a state are forged first at unit level and 

that reconstituted at structural level, in social practices with other states. Constructivism 

thus clarifies how the external behavior of a state can be transformed while the change 

is both endogenous and exogenous. Wendt explains this process dividing it in several 

stages: ―The first stage in intentional transformation is the breakdown of consensus 
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about identity commitments.‖361 The identity commitments can break down for various 

reasons such as socio-economic, politic, technological or military.  Then, ―[t]he 

breakdown of consensus makes possible a second stage of critical examination of old 

ideas about self and other and, by extension, of the structures of interaction by which 

the ideas have been sustained.‖362 The second stage is thus identified by searching for a 

new ―self‖ and its aspirations.  

―Such rethinking paves the way for a third stage of new practice. ... In order to 

change the self, then, it is often necessary to change the identities and interests of the 

others that help sustain those systems of interaction‖363  that sustained the old identities. 

Wendt suggests that the way for inducing such a change goes through one‘s own 

practices whereas ―ego uses tactics of self-presentation and stage management in an 

attempt to frame alter‘s definitions of social situations in ways that create the role which 

ego desires alter to play.‖364 The fourth stage then relies on system of reciprocity by 

alter. The ego‘s practices ―must be "rewarded" by alter, which will encourage more 

such practice by ego, and so on.‖365  

Since state identity implies interests and thus diagnoses state actions abroad the 

identity of the U.S. needs to be examined as the first independent variable.  Thus, we 

may presume that the U.S. basis identity has changed between Bush and Obama 

presidency which provided the Obama administration with new impulses to alter the 

U.S. interests and so actions to reach them. The reactions of the international 

community in that case would be considered as consequence not a cause of the change 

in the U.S. external actions.  

However to identify the U.S. identity as the only independent variable able to 

modify the interests and actions ignore the important ―principle of constructivism: that 

the meanings in terms of which action is organized arise out of interaction.‖366 We must 

therefore identify an additional independent variable that is the reaction of alters – other 

states in the system – to the action of ergo – the U.S.  This reflects the constructivist 

argument that foreign policy choices stem from state identity, on one hand, and from 

social practices among states, on the other hand. 
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3.4.4 Testing of independent variable C 

To start the evaluation of the first independent variable – the identity of the U.S., 

I will base the testing on the Hopf‘s characteristic of the identity. He proposes 

understanding it through ethnicity, race, gender, religion, and sexuality. We can argue 

that these specific categories encompass and give the basis to what Wendt calls the 

corporate identity which ―refers to the intrinsic, self-organizing qualities that constitute 

actor individuality. For human  beings,  this  means  the  body  and  experience of  

consciousness; for organizations, it  means  their  constituent  individuals and the shared 

beliefs and institutions.‖
367

 Similarly, we may add that these categories correspond to 

Rousseau‘s argument which states that a definition of self and other goes through the 

shared values, beliefs, attitudes, and norms ―that are used to draw a boundary between 

the ―in-group‖ and the ―out-group‖.‖
368

  

 

The following graphs (Figure 24) demonstrate that despite of slight movement in 

all the characteristics between the years 2000 – 2010 we cannot conclude that these 

changed are in ensemble as important as to be able to change the U.S. identity. 

Moreover if we add the Wendt characteristic of the state identity i.e. the form of 

governance (see Figure 19), we can conclude that the overall U.S. nature has remained 

relatively unchanged in between Bush and Obama presidency  
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Figure 24 

 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 

 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau 

 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 

 

Since the U.S. identity in itself does not provide a sufficient power to explain 

why the  American actions in the world changed slightly during the Bush 2
nd

 term and 

even more under the Obama administration, I will proceed with an analysis of the other 
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independent variable i.e. reaction of other states on the U.S. actions.   With respect to 

the constructivist thought, I have examined earlier, I assume that if the reaction of the 

other states on the U.S. action(s) i.e. war in Iraq and Afghanistan, national defense 

system, retreat from international agreements, non-respect for international institutions 

etc, is highly negative, the hypothesis shall be proven.  

The following graphs (Figure 25) demonstrate that the favorability of the U.S. 

politics among selected groups of states has fallen considerably during the Bush 1
st
 

term. India and Pakistan represents the only deviation from the downward tendency in 

the U.S. favorability. Such a reaction of India and Pakistan can be assigned to their 

demographic position in the region where Bush led the war on terrorism. Both countries 

thus highly approved the Bush war on Taliban and Hussein regime that threatened the 

regional stability. Consequently we could conclude that the overall reaction on the Bush 

policy in the international system has been highly negative and thus prompted the 

reevaluation of the U.S. politics.  

The only difficulty of such a conclusion, which a priori confirms the hypothesis 

C, is that it can explain the modification of the Bush 2
nd

 term policy which became less 

unilateral in response to the negative international feedback on his 1
st
 term actions, but 

it is less convincing in explaining a new turn in the U.S. foreign actions under Obama 

since the U.S. favorability rating has remained stable or has risen in number of states 

(UK, France, Poland, China, Brazil) in the Bush 2
nd

 term. Thus there was not a strong 

incentive to reformulate the U.S. self and its actions.  

Consequently I conclude that the Wendt‘s mirror-theory (action-reaction) is 

valid and can prove the change in the Bush 2
nd

 term security policy. As its 1
st
 term 

actions were not rewarded by international community, the Bush administration was 

encouraged to alter its 2
nd

 term doings.    
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Figure 25 

 

Source: Pew Research Center 

 

 

Source: Pew Research Center 
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Source: Pew Research Center 

 

3.4.5 Formulation of an additional hypothesis C’  

As the constructivist mirror theory was proven helpful in explaining the Bush 2
nd

 

term security policy I will draw on its basis an additional hypothesis to assess the 

modification of the U.S. security actions abroad when Obama took office in 2009. The 

mirror theory of social practices assumes, as already mentioned, that alter‘s identity and 

action is a reflection of ego‘s practices.  

Wendt argues that ―for whatever reasons – biology, domestic politics, or 

systemic victimization – some states may become predisposed toward aggression. The 

aggressive behavior of these predators or "bad apples" forces other states to engage in 

competitive power politics, to meet fire with fire, since failure to do so may degrade or 

destroy them.‖369 I thus predict that if a predator threatened the U.S. by its interests and 

actions then create expectations about itself that cannot be trusted and prompt a mirror 

reaction by the U.S.  

An additional hypothesis may be generated: 

Hypothesis C’: 

The U.S. multilateral behavior and moderate security policy under Obama result 

from a disappearance of a “predator” from the international system.  

                                                           
369
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The additional hypothesis brings us back to the constructivist theory since it 

―examine[s] an efficient cause, predation, which, in conjunction with anarchy as a 

permissive cause, may generate a self-help system.‖370 As mentioned, constructivists do 

not assume that all states are self-interested power-seeking actors but they admit a 

possibility that one state may acquire such an identity. The predator in the system thus 

forces other states to undertake action to eliminate it since anarchy does not provide any 

guarantees. Wendt argues that ―the possibility of predation does not mean that ―war 

may at any moment occur‖; it may in fact be extremely unlikely. Once a predator 

emerges, however, it may condition identity- and interest-formation in the following 

manner: In anarchy of two, if ego is predatory, alter must either define its security in 

self-help terms or pay the price.‖371  Wendt stipulates further that the state which enters 

in contact with the predator will defend itself, and if the threat is perceived as common, 

he predicts a formation of a security coalition. However, the way in which an individual 

state or coalition of states defends itself or themselves depends largely on a history of 

interactions with the predator. ―Most decisions are and should be made on the basis of 

probabilities, and these are produced by interaction, by what actors do.‖372 

 Based on that argument we can establish an additional independent variable – 

the predator present in the system. If I find a predator which was affecting the system 

during Bush presidency and his identity was transformed before Obama took office, 

than the additional hypothesis will be confirmed.   

 

3.4.6 Testing of the additional independent variable C’ 

To test the additional independent variable I selected the state which evinced the 

most the characteristics of an aggressive predator during the Bush presidency – Iraq 

under Saddam Hussein.  

Iraqi identity at that time could be identified by several features: as autocratic 

political regime (Figure 26) violent against its population. Moreover, Iraq engaged in 

several wars in recent history such as the war with Iran, invasion of Kuwait. The third 

feature which reflected the identity of Iraqi regime was a hostile discourse against other 

states, in particular the western countries. 
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Figure 26 – Governance in Iraq – 1996, 1998, 2000 

 

Source: World Bank, Worldwide Governance Indicators 

  

To following schema (Figure 27) thus demonstrates the process of social 

interactions between the U.S. and Iraq during Bush and Obama presidency. It shows 

that Iraq with its identity (autocratic regime) and interests (to maximize power) defined 

its needs (to gain control over region, regional resources and destroy adversaries) which 

led him to the action (development of WMDs). The U.S., based on the history of Iraqi 

practices, interpreted the situation as a direct threat to its national and allies‘ security 

which prompted the reaction – intervention to Iraq to destroy the threat.  The major 

destruction of Iraqi regime occurred during the Bush 1
st
 term which can explain more 

relax less unilateral security policy in his 2
nd

 term.  
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Figure 27 – U.S. - Iraq social process during Bush and Obama administration  

 

Source: author 

 

In the 2nd Bush term Iraqi regime has passed from the autocratic government to 

hybrid regime373. When Obama took office the country has been for 5 years under 

reconstruction led by the U.S. which demonstrates that the predator which had 

threatened the U.S. security during the Bush presidency was removed from the system, 

and the new identity has been in constant formation. Therefore we can conclude that 

since the Obama administration has not faced a direct threat from the predator the way 

for  the moderate multilateral security policy has been wide open. 
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3.4.7 Conclusion 

At the beginning I have made a hypothesis that the U.S. security policy has 

become less unilateral in the Bush 2nd term and even more multilateral during the 

Obama administration in response to negative reactions of international community to 

the U.S. security policy. The constructivist theory has provided a useful framework for 

analysis since it focuses primarily on the identity-interests formation through social 

practices among states. I have drawn the first independent variable from the 

constructivist assumption that ―[a]ny state identity in world politics is partly the product 

of the social practices that constitute that identity at home. In this way, identity politics 

at home constrain and enable state identity, interests, and actions abroad.‖374  

However, the assessment of the U.S. identity has not demonstrated any change 

so the causality of the first independent variable has been disqualified. The reaction of 

other states to the Bush security policy has been therefore examined as another 

independent variable since constructivists argue that social practices in the international 

system gives meaning to the state identity and its interests and so have force to 

reproduce both. I hypothesized that Bush and Obama rethought the U.S. security 

practices due to the negative reactions of the other states in the system. The rethinking 

of the state external action aims at teaching other states of one‘s new interests. 

Constructivists assume that ―the fastest way to do this is to make unilateral initiatives 

and self-binding commitments of sufficient significance that another state is faced with 

"an offer it cannot refuse.―375
 

 Graphs of the U.S. favorability among selected groups of states show a 

significant drop in the Bush 1
st 

term. That was appraised as a cause of a rethinking of 

the Bush 2
nd

 term foreign actions. But this conclusion met a difficulty in explaining the 

Obama turn in security policy approach since the U.S. favorability has remained stable 

or risen in several cases before Obama entered office.  

Consequently, on the basis of constructivist mirror theory of interest-formation I 

draw an additional hypothesis that Obama multilateral and moderate security policy was 

affected by the removal of a predator from the international system. I identified Iraq as 

predator that threatened by its identity and aspirations the U.S. security during the Bush 

presidency. The schema has demonstrated that Obama took office after constitutive 
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features of Iraqi identity had been modified and so its predator aspirations had been 

eliminated. I may conclude that both hypotheses have been proved. Constructivism thus 

possesses sufficient explanatory power to clarify the change in the U.S. security policy 

in the Bush 2
nd

 term and subsequently during the Obama administration.  
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Conclusion  

This thesis has analyzed the U.S. security policy during the previous Bush and 

the current Obama administration.  The main objectives have been not only to explore 

both security policies and to point out their major differences, but also to find an 

explication why the dissimilitude in the U.S. security policy occurred. The three 

classical theories of international relations – neorealism, classical liberalism and 

constructivism – have been employed in order ascertain the causal relations between the 

potential causes and the outcome while the Mill‘s method of difference provided a 

framework of analysis. 

As mentioned, the first part was devoted to the Bush and Obama security policy in 

four major areas – National Security Strategy, Alliances and Partnerships, Trade and 

Economy and lastly Defense and Military. To conclude it needs to be pointed out that 

both administrations followed the defined ―4 Ps‖, but each one in a different way which 

seemed to have reflected a perception of the U.S. position in the world order. The 

American position during the first Bush term was viewed by the administration as 

hegemonic. As pointed out by Charles Krauthammer in 2002: ―Today, the American 

military exceeds in spending the next twenty countries combined. Its Navy, Air Force 

and space power are unrivaled. Its dominance extends as well to every other aspect of 

international life – not only military, but economic, technological, diplomatic, cultural, 

even linguistic.‖
376

 Bush thus disposed of power which enabled him to shape the 

international environment according to the U.S. interests.  

Primal U.S. interest has been the national security which the events of 9/11 only 

accentuated. It was pursued by ultimate coercive measure, the war, led against terrorist 

groups harbored in two states – Afghanistan and Iraq. Bush neorealist approach is 

confirmed not only by the fact that the war against non-state actors – terrorists – was 

waged at the inter-state level but also by the unilateralist action which was undertaken 

after joint action had failed at the U.N. Security Council. Moreover, the key elements of 

the Bush security policy after 9/11 was an increasing military power supported by an 

enormous defense spending and a withdrawal from major security agreements such as 

Test Ban Treaty. As pointed out by Krauthammer ―[r]ather than contain American 

power within a vast web of constraining international agreements, the new unilateralism 
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seeks to enhance American power and unashamedly deploy it on behalf of self-

defined global ends.‖
377

 

Such unilateral approach was present in both security and economic cooperation. 

Secretary of state Rumsfeld once said that ―the mission determines the coalition‖
378

 

which can be translated as a classic formulation of unilateralism since the coalitions are 

formulated strictly from the friends willing to accomplish mission defined by the leader. 

International cooperation under Bush was non-existent as in case of Russia or very 

restricted to common interests i.e. fight against mutual enemy, terrorism. The old 

partnerships were rejected because of unwillingness of the partners to accomplish the 

mission. On the other hand the common threat allied the U.S. with new partners and 

improved relations with other great power – China which was talking in late 1990s 

about anti-hegemonic coalition together with Russia.  

The fight against international terrorism was not only a matter of security but also 

―the fight of all who believe in progress and pluralism, tolerance and freedom.‖
379

 With 

respect to neoconservative tradition Bush stressed power as well as principles since he 

believed that internal political regime affects its external policy. Consequently Bush 

pursued the change of autocratic regimes either by force, as in case of Afghanistan and 

Iraq or by pressure, as in case of North Korea and China.  

During the second Bush term, the U.S. power position in the international structure 

was perceived to be on decline which pushed Bush administration to the pragmatic 

thinking. As mentioned in the part 2.2 Bush unilateral aggressive security policy 

harmed greatly the American power in all its aspects. The economy was slowing down, 

the U.S. Armed Forces faced a great resistance in Iraq, and some of the U.S. closest 

allies were upset of the unilateralism. The multilateralism was suddenly valued with the 

aim of sharing security burdens. One would argue that the multilateral approach is 

inconsistent and rather deviant from the Bust first term unilateral politics but combined 

with the perceived decline in the U.S. power position neorealists would argue in favor 

of multilateralism that ―if a power consistently shares rulemaking with others, it is more 
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likely to get aid and assistance from them.‖
380

 The new approach was demonstrated by a 

new enthusiasm for international institutions which resulted e.g. in joint action at WTO 

against China trading practices or increased voting shares for emerging countries in 

IMF. Bush declared: ―We‘re hoping that other nations will work with us to make 

[international] institutions more relevant and effective in meeting the unique threats of 

our time.‖
381

 Also in pursuing war in Iraq and Afghanistan Bush valued the multilateral 

efforts in stabilization and reconstruction of the countries.  

During his second term Bush emphasized building of friendly international 

environment through multilateral actions and economic agreements. Moreover once the 

imminent threat of evil regimes of Iraq and Afghanistan hosting terrorist groups were 

eliminated Bush could concentrate on his next priority – values and principles. As 

mentioned previously Bush strongly believed in interdependence between a regime and 

its external behavior so he emphasized the respect for human rights and spread of 

democratic principles in dealing with both foes and allies. Despite of the focus on 

building of democratic infrastructure the activism in the defense-offense field was still 

noticeable. Increasing defense expenditure boosted the military capabilities, supported 

further by major reform of U.S. forces and shifts in their displacement overseas.  

Although the ongoing wars strained U.S. resources, the U.S. military power remained 

significant not only in its strength but also as a mean of the Bush politics.  

President Obama in the context of the perceived loose of world leadership has even 

more emphasized the principle multilateral approach to the world affairs. Obama‘s 

multilateralism got a form of the post-Second World War multilateralism which was 

based on 3 premises, as defined by Michael Mastandudo. First, the U.S. initiated and 

supported establishment of the U.N. Second, the U.S. encouraged the Transatlantic 

Alliance and cooperation in Europe. Third, the U.S. fostered the reconstruction of the 

world economy through multilateral politics. ―As Roosevelt‘s Secretary of State, 

Cordell Hull, liked to say, enemies in the marketplace eventually became enemies on 

the battlefield. So the U.S. policy makers discouraged regional economic arrangements 

and promoted the multilateralism of the Bretton Woods system with its supporting 
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multilateral institutions, the GATT, IMF, and World Bank.‖
382

 So did President Obama. 

First of all he strictly respected the decision of the U.N. Security Council as in case of 

Libya, Syria, Iran, etc. Second he transformed the unilateral deployment of missile 

defense in Europe into multilateral action within NATO and allowed the military 

operation in Libya to be led by NATO. Third he worked with the major regional 

organization such as the EU and ASEAN to foster trade and so the economic growth. In 

IMF and WB he supported further structural reforms in favor of emerging markets and 

made essential effort to push other nations such as China to respect the international 

agreements.  

In the matter of values and principles, Obama abandoned the approach of 

imposition followed by Bush, and rather followed the politics of restraint which 

according to Robert H. Jackson ―wants to live and let live, to quietly sort out differences 

via negotiation and collaboration, to persuade via the argument rather than via the 

sward.‖
383

 He aimed at promoting American values, freedom and democracy through 

constructive diplomacy with no double standards. It needs to be point out that even if 

the principles have played an important role within the Obama security policy, the 

major activism has been performed in the field of economy and military. Similarly to 

the economic activism which was mainly pursued through international institutions and 

regional organizations, the military activism was multilateral in its approach. Not only 

Obama prioritized joint action within NATO in Libya approved by the U.N., he also 

worked with ASEAN countries to boost their security. Moreover, his great belief in the 

comprehensive international interdependence confirms the fact that the use of power has 

not been a main mean of conflict resolution and prevention during his presidency. 

Nevertheless, Obama did not take against increasing military power through more 

efficient and flexible Forces and capabilities including nuclear weapons. Even if he 

announced decrease in military spending, we saw that the base budget has even 

increased for FY2012. His slightly neorealist approach is depicted also by the 

formulation of partnership with Russia against mutual threat – Iran and North Korea.   

The second part aimed at analyzing the turnover in the U.S. security policy 

under the Obama administration whereas the hypotheses have been drawn from the first 

part. The first chapter assessed the hypothesis which presumed the declining U.S. power 
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position in the international system being a cause of less unilateral security policy in the 

Bush 2
nd

 term and the consequent Obama multilateralism. The Waltz‘s neorealist theory 

has been employed to identify and to assess the independent variable (A) – U.S. power 

position. However the detailed assessment of different attributes of the American power 

demonstrated that the U.S. position in the international system has remained almost 

unchanged in the research period (2001 – 2009) so the first hypothesis has been 

disapproved. Since the neorealists argue that ―the international structure emerges from 

the interaction of states and then constrains them from taking certain actions while 

propelling them toward others‖384 the additional hypothesis has been made: The Bush 

2
nd

 term departure from unilateralism and the Obama multilateral approach is due to 

the change in the structure of the international system. Capabilities of other great 

powers were assessed in order to discover a rearrangement in the international structure 

(independent variable A‘) which would introduce a change in the structure and thus 

potential structural pressure on the U.S. The evaluation of attributes of power of the 

great powers however uncovered only a horizontal movement in the system during the 

research period so the additional hypothesis was also disapproved.   

 The second hypothesis, assessed in the second chapter, has assumed that the 

U.S. was less prone to wage war through the Bush 2
nd

 term and even less under 

President Obama because of the rise of the U.S. liberal preferences. Since classical 

liberals argue that state peaceful preferences stem from its republican regime and 

economic interdependence these two features were established as corresponding 

independent variables (B).  The assessment of the U.S. republicanism and economic ties 

demonstrated zero fluctuation which disapproved the second hypothesis. Nevertheless 

an additional hypothesis has been made since the liberals point out that the state 

preferences are also influenced by convergence/divergence of preferences of other states 

in the international system (independent variable B‘). An additional analysis of other 

states‘ preferences has shown that there has not been any change either so even the 

additional hypothesis was disapproved.  

 The last chapter aimed at evaluating the third hypothesis that pledged that the 

U.S. security policy has become less unilateral in the Bush 2nd term and even more 

multilateral during the Obama administration in response to negative reactions of 

international community to the U.S. security policy. On the basis of constructivists 
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thought two independent variables (C) have been evaluated – the U.S. identity and the 

reaction of other states in the system to the Bush 1
st
 term and 2

nd
 term security policy. 

Although the U.S. identity has been proved unvarying the reaction of other states to the 

Bush 1
st
 term security policy has been proved to be causally related to the outcome, 

however only partially, since the international reactions on the Bush 2
nd

 term policy 

have not proved causal to the Obama security policy.  An additional hypothesis, 

assuming a presence of a ―predator‖ in the system (independent variable C‘), was thus 

made to explain the Obama multilateral, moderate approach. The test of the additional 

independent variable (presence of the predator) proved the hypothesis.  

 Using the Mill‘s method of difference the conclusion is as follows: 

 

         Independent Variables    Dependent Variable 

Bush 1
st
 term    A, A‘ B, B‘ C, C‘           Y 

Bush 2
nd

 term   A, A‘ B, B‘ C, C‘      ~Y 

Obama admin.  A, A‘ B, B‘ C, C‘             ~~Y 

 

The results of the second part thus disapprove the first and the second hypothesis 

while they confirm the third assumption.  I can conclude that liberalism likewise 

neorealism failed to explain the dissimilarities of the Obama security policy. Contrary 

constructivism possesses a sufficient explanatory power to explain the decrease of 

unilateralism in the U.S. security policy between the Bush 1
st
 and 2

nd
 term as well as the 

increase of multilateralism between the Bush and Obama administration. 

 Lastly I would like to suggest a possibility for a future research. Since the thesis 

operates in a limited time frame – Bush and Obama administration, further research 

could include wider period, either before G W Bush or after President Obama, in order 

to extend the analysis of the similarities/dissimilarities of the U.S. security policy. Such 

broader additional analysis confronted with the international relations theories used in 

this thesis could further approve or disapprove a validity of the conclusion, I have made, 

that is the constructivism is the only theory suitable for explaining the shift in the U.S. 

security policy between Bush and Obama administration. Moreover, if enough 

extended, the research could potentially generalize it.  
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Summary 

This graduate thesis analyzes the security policy of the United States during the 

previous administration of President George W. Bush and the current administration of 

President Obama. The first section is devoted to a detailed analysis of the security 

strategies of both administrations as well as to their practical applications, not only in 

the field of defense and military, but also in foreign trade and building of alliances and 

partnerships. Based on this analysis the first part concludes that, although the Obama's 

security policy is criticized for being just a ―Bush lite‖, it differs clearly in almost all 

mentioned areas. The thesis identifies, as the most essential, the difference in the overall 

concept of the security policy, which is multilateral and less militarily engaged at the 

time of the Obama administration than during the Bush administration which is 

characterized by unilateral approach with pre-emptive use of force. The second part of 

this thesis thus builds on these major differences. Based on previous analysis of both 

policies then generates hypotheses which aim at finding a cause of this change. To test 

the hypotheses this study makes use of three classical theories of international relations, 

which include elements that have been previously identified as a possible driving force 

for both policies. Neorealism analyzes the U.S. position of power and change in the 

international structure, liberal theory deals with the preferences of both the U.S. and 

other countries in the international system, constructivism examines the impact of social 

interactions between states on the state external behavior. Finally the thesis concludes 

that constructivism is the only theory able to explain the security policy changes that 

have occurred when President Obama took office in 2009. 
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1. Úvodní část 

Vymezení tématu & zdůvodnění výběru 

Po rozpadu Sovětského vztahu vyvstala mezi teoretiky mezinárodních vztahů i politiky 

debata o novém uspořádání světového řádu. S ukončením bipolarity došlo podle 

některých (Mearsheimer: 1990) k porušení stability a přesunu k nestabilní multipolaritě. 

USA jako jeden z nejvlivnějších aktérů mezinárodního systému byly nuceny tuto otázku 

řešit s potřebou redefinovat diskurs zahraniční a bezpečnostní politiky státu, jež od 

počátku fluktuovala mezi izolacionalismem a internacionalismem. Výzkum v oblasti 

mezinárodních vztahů a bezpečnostních strategií USA se tak zaměřil především na 

komparaci období před a po skončení Studené války a stal se dominantním u řady 

autorů po celá 90. léta 20. století.   

K další redefinici zahraniční a bezpečnostní strategie přistoupily USA po teroristických 

útocích 11. září 2001 pod vedením G. W. Bushe. Bushova doktrína charakteristická 

prosazováním hegemonie, unilateralismu a expanse k zajišťování vlastní bezpečnosti 

 byla a stále je velmi diskutovanou ať už na poli vědeckého výzkumu mezinárodních 

vztahů či v rovině neodborné. Především rozsáhlá nevědecká část debaty přinesla 

mnohdy zavádějící zjednodušení a nabalení mnohých klišé, která ukazují USA poměrně 

v negativním světle a stěžují tak pozici současné administrativy usilující o změnu 

nastavené bezpečnostní politiky. 

Účelem této práce je přispět k obohacení vědeckého výzkumu zabývajícího se 

bezpečnostní politikou USA po 11. září tj. politikou Bushovy administrativy v letech 

2001 – 2009 a současné Obamovy administrativy působící od roku 2009 do současnosti. 

Práce se zaměří na 3 z 5 základních prvků bezpečnosti státu (Buzan: 2005)  tj. 

vojenskou, politickou a ekonomickou bezpečnost, přičemž jako rámec pro analýzu 

budou použity klasické teorie mezinárodních vztahů – klasický realismus, liberalismus a 

neorealismus. 

K zdůvodnění využití právě teorie klasického realismu slouží argument, že jeho 

východiska neodmyslitelně patří k jádru poválečné zahraniční politiky USA a zároveň 

je hodnocen jako teorie zásadním způsoben ovlivňující současnou Obamovu 

bezpečnostní politiku. Důvodem pro uplatnění teorie liberalismu a neorealismu je, že 

tyto jsou pojímány jako pilíře Bushovy doktríny, jež se od realismu liší tím, že klade 

poměrně velký důraz na radikální změnu mezinárodního statu quo, přičemž však 

bezpečnost zůstává jejím hlavním zájmem. Idealistické prvky se projevují v ústřední 
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roli šíření demokracie a volného trhu, jakožto jednoho z prostředků k udržení světového 

řádu a cíle o sobě. 

 

Cíl práce 

Cílem mé práce proto bude v první části empiricky testovat, která z klasických teorií 

mezinárodních vztahů tj. klasický realismus, neorealismus či liberalismus nejlépe 

vysvětluje bezpečnostní politiku USA v době Bushovy a dále pak Obamovy 

administrativy.  V druhé části mé práce se pak na základě analýzy platnosti daných 

teorií objasním jaké praktické implikace má ne/platnost různých teorií na praktické 

směřování bezpečnostní politiky USA. V závěru mé práce se pokusím na základě takto 

povedené analýzy a srovnání dvou bezpečnostních strategií – Bushovy a Obamovy - 

předpovědět možný budoucí vývoj bezpečnostní politiky USA. 

 

Formulace výzkumných otázek 

 Která z teorií mezinárodních vztahů nejlépe vysvětluje bezpečnostní politiku 

USA v době Bushovy a současné Obamovy administrativy?  

 Jaké jsou praktické důsledky ne/platnosti těchto teorií na praktické směřování 

bezpečnostní politiky USA? 

 Jaká je na základě pozorovaných důsledků „nejlepší― bezpečnostní politika pro 

budoucnost? 

 

Metoda zpracování tématu 

Kauzální studie – metoda shody 

Za účelem úspěšného zodpovězení výzkumné otázky „Která z teorií mezinárodních 

vztahů nejlépe vysvětluje bezpečnostní politiku USA v době Bushovy a současné 

Obamovy administrativy“ budu aplikovat koncepce tří tradičních škol – klasického 

realismus, liberalismu a neorealismu nejprve na případ Bushovy a poté Obamovy 

bezpečnostní politiky. K tomuto testování použiji metodu kauzální studie, ve které je 

vztah mezi 2 skutečnostmi/proměnnými dokazován na určitém množství pozorovaných 

případů. Vzhledem k situaci, kdy zkoumáme pouze jeden případ, uplatním metodu 

shody, jenž se opírá o aplikaci uznávané teorie, v našem případě teorií, na jeden případ, 

v případě této práce na případ Bushovy a Obamovy bezpečnostní politiky. Do 

teoretických modelů jednotlivých teorií budu dosazovat nezávislé proměnné a dle 

určité znalosti o fungování těchto teorií určím závislé proměnné. Dále přistoupím 
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k testování teorií. Do stanovených teoretických modelů dosadím za ne/závislé proměnné 

reálné hodnoty. Pokud dojde ke shodě závislé a reálné proměnné je testovaná teorie 

platná, pokud nedojde ke shodě je teorie neplatná. Na základě platnosti či neplatnosti 

teorií se pokusím určit praktické důsledky na směřování bezpečnostní politiky USA.  

 

Operacionalizace proměnných  

Jako nezávislá proměnná bude použita totožnost a postavení aktérů v mezinárodním 

systému, dále pak jejich zájem a motivace, jež se podstatně liší v každé jednotlivé 

použité teorii. Jsou proto určujícím prvkem ke stanovení závislé proměnné tj. 

předpokládanému chování států v systému, jež se bude měnit na základě rozdílnosti 

nezávislé proměnné v jednotlivých teoriích. Mezi nezávislými a závislými 

proměnnými existuje kauzální vztah postulovaný vybranými teoriemi mezinárodních 

vztahů. Na základě těchto kauzálních vztahů pak bude definována možná 

bezpečnostní politika pro USA, ve 3 případech odvozených od zmíněných teorií. 

 

Stanovení hypotéz výzkumu 

Na základě výzkumné otázky tázající se „Která z teorií mezinárodních vztahů nejlépe 

vysvětluje bezpečnostní politiku USA v době Bushovy a současné Obamovy 

administrativy“ je možné stanovit následující hypotézy: 

I. Klasický realismus chápe stát jako primárního aktéra anarchického mezinárodního 

řádu. Pracuje s předpokladem, že státy usilují o národní zájem a vlastní bezpečnost. 

V systému se chovají nepřátelsky, usilují o moc a autonomii (nezávislost). Na 

základě této teorie je možné vyslovit hypotézu, že mezi hlavní prvky bezpečnostní 

politiky USA je isolacionalismus, snaha o udržení autonomie a posilování 

bezpečnosti státu. Toto chování však vyvolává bezpečnostní dilema. 

II. Liberální teorie staví do centra mezinárodního systému pluralitu aktérů na, jež 

ovlivňují chování států. Státy zde neusilují o moc a národní zájem, ale spíše o 

uspokojování potřeb. Za tímto účelem dochází ke spolupráci, ustavování 

mezinárodních organizací a práva, rozvoji interdependence států. Z této pozice lze 

proto formulovat hypotézu, že bezpečnostní politikou USA je rozvoj spolupráce na 

všech úrovních a důraz na systém kolektivní bezpečnosti. 

III. Neorealismus, stejně jako realismus, klade důraz na státy jako primární aktéry 

anarchického systému, kteří vykonávají stejné funkce. Jejich moc tak plyne 

z distribuce schopností (capabilities). Státy se snaží udržet moc, jež vede 
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k vyvažování moci hegemona. Z této teorie tak vyplývá hypotéza, že bezpečnostní 

politiku USA tvoří: nebránit vyvažování moci, ale naopak z ní profitovat, dále pak se 

neintervenovat, pokud se nejedná o životní zájmy USA, jelikož tím dochází k oslabení 

státu. 

 

2. Osnova práce 

1) Úvod – vymezení a zdůvodnění zvoleného tématu, cíle práce, výzkumná otázka, 

formulace hypotéz, stav dosavadního výzkumu (zhodnocení literatury a její 

relevance pro vlastní práci); metoda/y zpracování tématu; zdůvodnění struktury textu 

práce 

2) Stať  

a) Testování určených teorií mezinárodních vztahů pro případ Bushovy a současné 

Obamovy administrativy  

b) Praktické důsledky ne/platnosti těchto teorií na praktické směřování bezpečnostní 

politiky USA 

c)  „Nejlepší― budoucí bezpečnostní politika USA  

3) Závěr - shrnutí výsledků práce, zodpovězení otázek formulovaných v úvodu, 

vyjádření stanoviska k formulovaným hypotézám 
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